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Any type of TV

Your BELDEN distributor has it!

STANDARD 300 OHM LINE 8225 . . low losses at

high frequencies. Well suited for use with FM receiving antennas.

PERMOHM* 8285 . excellent for color TV. Gives
stronger, clearer UHF and VHF signals under conditions of extreme salt spray, industrial contamination, rain, and snow. 300 Ohm.
.

CELLULINE* 8275 .. installs easily .. no end sealing necessary. Has excellent resistance to sun,
abrasion, and wind. Delivers strong UHF and VHF
signals. 300 Ohm.
WELDOHM 8230.. resists pulling, whipping, twisting. Weldohm has two and a half times the flexing
life, and one and a half times the breaking strength
of ordinary 300 ohm lead-in.

(S,
COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINES-RG/U AND

DECORATOR CABLE 8226 .. for interiors .. neutral
color blends into decor of any room. No dark brown

FOAM RG/U TYPES .. low -loss signal transmission

color to contrast with light carpets or walls. 300

for multiple TV installations such as motels.

Ohm.

Your Belden distributor has a complete line of
Belden TV lead-in cable ... in standard lengths for

easy handling. He also carries microphone and
shielded power supply cables; hi-fi, stereo, and
phonograph cables; power supply cords; multi conductor portable cordage; antenna rotor cables;

hook-up wire; TV and cheater cords; aluminum
ground wire ... plus many other related items.
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WIRENIANER FOR INDUSTRY
SINCE 1902 - CHICROO

WELDOHM, PERMOHM, CELLULINE are Belden Trademarks
Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. *Belden Patents U.S. 2,782,251 and 2,814,666
8-9-3
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Exercise normal high voltage precautions when
servicing wafer switch or rear of dialescent panel.
Fixed resistor values shown in ohms ±10% toler- Pulsed high voltage is present at cap of V406,
watt; capacitor values shown in micro- and pin 7 of V404 and V405. Use suitable test
ance.
equipment at these points.
microfarads -±20% unless otherwise specified.

SCHEMATIC NOTES

Numners or letters
alignment points.

High AC voltages are present at terminals of
wafer switoh 5902 and at terminals of dialescent
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B+ Circuit Breaker: B+ supply of this receiver
is equipped with a thermal type circuit breaker
having a manual reset button. Allow a few minutes for circuit breaker to cool off before pressing
the reset button.
Heater Fuse: A one inch length of number 26
gauge bare annealed copper wire is used. Fuse
wire is located at underside of chassis.

Antenna disconnected and terminals shorted.
DC voltages measured with VTVM between tube
socket and chassis, unless otherwise indicated.
Voltages marked () will vary widely with control
settings.
Waveforms taken with transmitted signal input.
For waveforms, controls set for normal picture.
Peak -to -peak voltages may vary slightly.
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WEND TERMINALS

CONNECTED TO RECEIVER

L___

T702

CNASSIS

(ITN D61-1 OR D610-1

BUILT-IN MONOPOLE
IANTENNA IN MODELS

VOLTAGES AND WAVEFORMS

Line Voltage: 117.
Channel Selector on unused channel. Contrast control fully clockwise: all other controls counterclockwise. Do not disturb Horizontal Hold control.

To

or

OPERATING AUTOMATIC OFF -ON TIMER

Some models are equipped with an automatic OFF -ON
timer. The OFF -ON timer (at side of cabinet) can be set to
turn television receiver "OFF" after a pre -selected time period, up to ten hours. The timer can also be set to turn receiver "ON" after a pre -selected time period, up to twelve
hours. Models having an automatic OFF -ON timer, are listed
in Model Identification Chart on front page.
IMPORTANT: Push-pull ON -OFF switch (at front of set)
must be "ON" (pulled out) and timer must be in "ON" detent
position for set to operate. Dial light is lit, when set is turned on.

Turning Receiver "OFF" Automatically
With television receiver operating, turn timer knob counterclockwise until time interval marking on knob, is opposite in-

period indicated on knob, then automatically turn itself off.

dicator pointer. Receiver will continue to operate for time
Turning Receiver "ON" Automatically
For turning receiver "ON" automatically, set timer knob to
"ON" detent position. Turn television receiver "ON" with
push-pull ON -OFF switch at front of set. Tune in wanted
channel and set volume control for desired volume level. Then,
without disturbing receiver controls, turn timer knob clockwise
until interval marking on knob is opposite indicator pointer.
Set will turn off. However, when indicated time interval has
elapsed, television receiver will automatically turn itself "ON".
Sound (from television program), will be heard as indication
that interval has elapsed and receiver is operating.

MODEL IDENTIFICATION CHART
D61-4

Chassis

D610-4

Model

061-4

Chassis

0610-4

Model

#P9152

Chassis

Model

#UP9752

# P9151

061-4

061-4

0610-4

0610-4

§ P9149

§P9741

§ UP9149
D61-1

§ UP9141

061-2

0610-1

061-2

0610-2

TU9128

1T9728

0610-2

Tf P9734

061-2

¶P9131

7 UP9134
D610-2

11 UP9131

7 P9739

#UP9151

T UP9739

§ Model has dial light, tone control, earphone jack, carrying handle and built-in
dipole antenna.

HORIZONTAL LOCK

.FOCUS ADJUSTMENT

# Model has dial light, tone control, earphone jack, carrying handle, timer clock
and built-in dipole antenna.
Model has dial light, carrying handle, and built-in dipole antenna. Does not
have tone control or earphone jack.
Model has built-in monopole antenna. Does not have dial light, tone control,
carrying handle or earphone jack.

1UHF ANTENNA
TERMINALS

TERMINALS

VHF ANTENNA

tUHF TUNER

:PLUG M512

4

PRECISION WIRED
SYSTEM 714E353-9
VERTICAL
BRIGHTNESS
CONTRAST

VERTICAL LINEARITY
HEIGHT

UN

correct improper picture height
linearity, alternately
vertical

adjust HEIGHT and VERT

AGC CONTROL

OFF -ON Timer.

View of Knob on

ADMIRAL
TV Chassis
D61-1, -2, -4
D610-1, -2, -4

ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN

TEN/FAI

April 1964

picture

is

straight.

Tighten

CIRCUIT BREAKER
RESET BUTTON

SOCKET

AC INTERLOCK

oport to center picture.

Move tabs closer together or farther

PICTURE CENTERING TARS

screw.

until

yoke retaining clomp. Rotate yoke

To correct picture tilt, loosen screw on

DEFLECTION YOKE
YOKE RETAINING CLAMP

Selector and Fine Tuning
Knobs Removed.

Front View of Escutcheon, Channel

844

VHF CHANNEL SLUG ACCESSIBLE
THROUGH HOLE IN VHF TUNER

PUSH-PULL OFF -ON
SWITCH AND VOLUME

HORIZONTAL RANGE

I ONLY IN D61-4 & D610-4 CHASSIS.

ADJUSTMENT INFORMATION GIVEN ON OTHER PAGES.
t ONLY IN VHF -UHF CHASSIS.
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Rear View of Chassis Showing Adjustment Locations (UHF Tuner in D610-1, -2 and -4 Chassis).

More Data on Reverse Side
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=2-111vs-4,

r

i33

:M.,

r

,21:

0121

LEFT CHAN

MI

IF
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io.TMC

-005

t

I

I

"

4

0311

C319

0406

04

455K

CI

I0-Fmpm90.3642

'FILTER i

,

1

4 300

PRE- 011190

411

1431

T102

-j

FILTER 1
IDE EMPRASIS.311

Ill

6125

1

102

0121

1 ,220 r

1125

2180 IF AM

228

1112

10.21

1123

1121

e

3 1 i 301

_

1

2

t

-

IF AMP

100 fIZIP AN

POE -DRIVER

210

1111
220

11

col
0011101.

MILE
032

12

C126

- 220

I

1

- 6121

i-

20^

L__

C154

I

14351

-IMF

4I C1,31

1$

1432

ULU

0323
371

455 AC

C317

5-.7704

J

I 11::1

1301
IT AN

IS

ODIC

12

I

121

IF

041311

10.1 MC

OJIBWAY BUILDING. DULUTH 2. MINNESOTA

1.11

3

1210

2t0, -

IF AMP M pR

2101

1.70

2

V 2528-3

RUC 05C,

1.303

I

1322

AI105C
NOTION VIM

-

of

-L

1423

1

5+

4

11

3

MM

ji fi

-.

5

4". 2

10.10C

TN
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR SEVEN NEW SETS
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OA

50V (718V0501108)

4 MF

C 500

or1
2

NI

4 I"-

I1

125L1

"Pt

00

:

ROMF

0403

1 54

Anne

F1310 in

PRE AMP

FO

3

E

200

44 1120

412.1 -

111

AM

0201

1,44

DONA

.

2

""PI caLl

.10

1401
3301

- NCO

coz

421

270

m.m,

-1/204

*11'ztTN =

RICHE CNN NON

LAnik--- COMP

.IA 116X1 01411001

-.MI LEFT 014N 041

221

140

AM OTT 11110

500 I

MI DIAN MIST

OR

,

IF AMP

IN

tI
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NIA 1401(1

00(101131

04

C446A

0400
1112 11

CVOF

1E11

814011

5-4,

8 444

IICHT

1403

Mfg IAULI

1115 { 04001

BOA

50 400 A. LC, 5E01E10

4091101 AN)

IR COO

5114000, C, 91ENED 1408
511011 EN

53

!1
: 4^ I

.1
2
:1i 2

4". :

f

IF

L..__2r ^AA,

SEC ION 2

AFC
91101

FM RADIO

SECTION

1

I

R"ill: -2T

SEC ION 3
FM MULTIPLEX

0111

.4

14

R14

41

1&51

2

101 MC

1ST

Nr

Rat

C

2

I

I

-AMP

0112

001

1.103

OD 1.l..4

C111 I
220

C K4

11

C101

U1

1101
7611

C

CII5

151

1102

1.91

171

2204

111

110142

F

cTos

+1211

1310

200

C

AM UT

1112

FM

LEFT

12 -r1,-

ROI

TA

C81

--r-11

4171

LUCCOMM(CTIONS

1400

L

122

R

IONA

-

50V ( 218V050H08)

C 503
4 MF.

vOL TS

0.LES

L-3

,

5U4G B

1

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

T_

IOW

OW

F-13

ONFO.
350 V

C .206

SL

$50V

1.0

April 1964

1

VHF

"

4202

POINT

TEST

R.F.

2

vT-2

2-11
15

I 3/

C -I

C-15

11

146V

R

OSC.

VT -202

1.42V

T ""

M-213
ale

T-33
6E M 5

VERTICAL
OUTPUT

R -3I6

220
IOU

11

ego

4204

130V

L

470

R-314
56

1W-4

VERTICAL
OSCILLATOR

6CG7/6F07

1,2 vT-302

2KV

C-308

100

PIN OF PICTURE TUBE

tuf.

4-320

t

HEIGHT

R-316
2.5 KEW

R 317

-11--4
c -so -r

C-3011

.042 ut

500

VERT. LIN

R-319

;A:

1450

AMPLIFIER

2.. I F

6026

1000

2

66554

TUNER TA -116

41.25NC.TRAP

2350

i

I

(522_,013
sv

2250

...501$111ECTSRT_O:2
2208

10

1:-212 - 2.207

2

BOTTOM SLUG

c-1155

. 22

F-----101_1

"121'

R-325

10 0 uf
5ov

C-310

R-207
2.2 WE.

-301

01

.0471A

C-311

17,

.022 L11

C-309

11

,,r6 -11c
.s

VT -20I

.1

,

4-204
504

AMPLIFIER

1.1 F

6826

L

LTA

6CGBA
R.F MIXER

CHANNEL STRIP

C-Zoi
1000

_LL 150

R-201
.714

4-2o2
C-203

M-206
3 MEG

5%

4-327
220

220

01-31

ca 1
3500

J

- VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS 1 - LINE VOLTAGE II7VOLTS A.C.,60 CYCLES.
2- D.C. VOLTAGES MEASURED WITH A V:TVIA FROM CHASSIS TO SOCKET TERMINALS.
3- VOLTAGE READINGS TAKEN WITH NORMAL SIGNAL INPUT,USING A V.T.V.M.
4- RANGE CONTROL SET FULLY COUNTER CLOCKWISE, AND ALL OTHER CONTROLS
SET FOR NORMAL OPERATION.

1-205
10 W..

L-192
YOKE

47,77<4-202

4

21100

toorroi
-1-

"m"nE

R-216

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION rOR SEVEN NEW SETS

1.14

11-

FC-151
-=-

BULB

PILOT

.47

C-204

847 Tiji=L-A1
AIRLINE
10-116-254 and

TV Chassis

3914A, -44A,

-254U
Models GTC-

-54A, GTC-

L

MEM!

rstioft
Minim

1.

.----1:-7-42Tr=.7e

215V

RECTIFIER

LOW VOLTAGE

NiumAN
NO 06414E
USE

ZINN

RE 0

8.

VT -405

AMPLIFIER 11311.6

R. F.

1.T 61/0;51

-4

4914A, -44A
and -54A

TR -402

L -P64

MY

018

2705

(mArc'jc.1"-loe)

NOTE

* REFER TO YOKE PLUG AND SOCKET PIN NUMBERS

I,

F

SOUND

I

VT -204

26E88

100

R-10$

AMPLIFIER

030

VT -203
6C136A

OV

w-6

ISO

4,217

AMPLIFIER
szv

340.1.0

TOP SLUG

47 25 MC TRAP

/
OV

2

C-209

5000

IOU -s

100

11350
-1)
C-305

.0470.

14-315

2005

VCRT NOLO
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J

C./.1,0

74-

75nd

rt

4.1

.

7875,v

II

-

6DT6

VT -I01

FM -SOUND
DETECTOR

3900

N7VV.
R-219

400

4

W-4 1

TO 47.2546.

LO -525

30 N
w-

500

R-10.
Yea caNreoL
C -112

.01f.

LW -S

35V,

52

I

26- V

2V

1W-12 I

a

C-40.650

1500

-so

2W

Iw-

494

C-113

.1

Is- 4.5 MC.

5

136

C-414
330
24V

R-415

CiV35

1504

R -16

4204

2204

R-234
4704

C120'

ORE

07

IC -C7

I11"

2

VALLEY NOT TO EXCEED
30' TOTAL AMPLITUDE

MARKER

30,

0

C-II6

VT -205

272P4

220

R-233

1.211

R414

7e0v

VT -403
6AU4CITA

DAMPER

027 of

C-13

260

HIGH VOLTAGE
RECTIFIER

163483

VT -404

5000

34CONNECT T01,2 OR 3
7 FOR REST FOCUS

PICTURE
TUBE

20

-138

SOUND CARRIER

1W-71

1375V

7875,

112,

IL

TEST
POINT

1

2600

.047

e

S

MARKER

W-13 1

T-101

R

14-230

5 231

T-401

4-232

1204

100
BRIGHTNESS

150V

11-13

124

3W

560

VIDEO CARRIER

I

,

C-412
.0010?

601:16B
HORIZONTAL
OUTPUT

VT -402

27130

40 WV
2000

C-114

0102(1.05v)

11

200V

4.Vt0

50

100

W-12

-35,1

4-412

- M-301

4700

ex

1205

2-411

01u1

4-

11-$1.A."-

VT-IO2
6AS 5
AUDIO
OUTPUT

2-5
121

50

4 $110

e)5v

WV

-408
7V

5.

R-406

C-410 TC
470

4-40$

0-1\ AN ---01
15

117

More Data on Opposite Page

A G.C. NOISE GATE

SYNC. SEPARATOR

155v

M-113

7475,

ADJUST 1-202 (TOP SLUG)

IV

TO REMOVE TILT

I

150v

70v

I

VT -40I

"07
SG

1.5

ea:

HORIZONTAL
OSCILLATOR

6CG7/6F07

RV

C 407 Ti

.06,1,

-

1W -I I

212

c -oe

)9.

fY

8-109
C-111

1'201:

CONTROL:

TONE

Rr 07

787570

00-,Suf01

1353

1951/

VIDEO
AMPLIFIER

VT -204
2 6E813

V.1

-1-

56

C-405

R-404
1500
5%

830.

ADJUST L -I50 INPUT I.F.

TO HIGH SIDE OF CURVE

ADJUST T-201 1ST I.F.(TOP SILO

.45.75 MC

40V

30,
w-io I

1i

f\\/\,\

11

.2er
314

4700

1-1

300V

%610

146

R-403 LI
,1416.

IW-b

C-303

B 304

.*."

IOU -31

ADJUST T -20I (BOTTOM SLUG)
TO 47.25 MC.

1

'°4

R307

./ NEG.

RANGE

56K

IFAT

1 w -s

rin 11°'

I w-2

ADJUST 1-203 OUTPUT
1.F TO MINIMIZE VALLEY

L-7 TUNER MIXER COIL AND
2ND. I.F.(BOTTOM SLUG)
ADJUSTED TO LOW SIDE OF CURVE

V.

1-102

1000

t 470

< R-2,5

3 ry

I

M-302

I w -7

-.T

OJIBWAY BUILDING. DULUTH 2, MINNESOTA

TUNING

FINE

TA -116

TUNER

UHF INPUT
310390D-03

111(4-3

PB-1

MDW

CHANNEL !ELECTOR
KNOB

N744

PILOT BULB

436EultLy

co.RoL

CAW

SHIELDED

REGIZA
(REAR)

vT-2

MN

OuTpuT

351(

RESISTOR

31,3551,13

uNESTRD.

"B.

PHOTOCELL

GROUND
BRAID

-315

6.5

ERoNTI

DE UTE EQUIPPED,

VERT HOLD

0

TUNER TA

VT -1

R-231

RECT

402

MOB

Km@

KNOB

ON-OFF/vOLUMO

54,8

nr''

ot407

63155

PU

NOS

ENF TUNING

K 710

KNOB

,

Nvi

COL

Ts -14.3

MOUNTING BRACKET

'0

ONE

3/4 AMP

TYPE" Pi'

FUSE

GEMS

tIg2

NDPII

D -40I

0063

AMP,;7-,-

@N27

=Az

141 ---;;;LT

RECTIFIER

fOR12DNTAL OUTPUT

T -40I

IBS

1=1

CLP-)
0;1 vERTIM3UTPu

847

sir /FA AC

TECHNICIAN

ELECTRONIC

4914A, -44A -54A

Models GTC-3914A,
-44A-54A, GTC

and -2540

TV Chassis 10-116-254

SPK-I37

SPK -138

NORM OUTPUT

FC

EL DIODE

5

AIRLINE

6CG7/6F07
HOR12 OSC.

I

6007/6FC)7

RE

TPUT
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6C 86A

7-202

SPRING
6 CG7/6FQ7

AQUADAG

CENTERING
RING

YOKE L -I92

_T

'FT - TT

DEFLECTION

u. TUNER

ANTENNA
TFRioNAM STRIP

,

NOISE GATE

Li
1142,51
.-I_
- -;

CMADRATURE

77714

*F"

1

-

SEP
- N INrErS76" A:IT
GC

PICTURE TUBE
TYPE 27 ZP4

SHIELDED
CABLE
ASSEMBLY

N

N

---,

PICTUREV0TODE

-319

'76z7

rni

DETEcToR

EN soUND

729
E CA@RATIoN

0.

ST -58

YOKE
RETAINER

F,,,,u

i

1- ,F3C,

0

NESS

vERT OSC
SYNC INVERTER

)souND TAKEOFF (BOTTOM SLUG)

{7-2,34}. -SOUND TRAP (TOP SLUG)

T-203

:rEiL OUTPUT

2D20

,

4725 Mc TRAP

TRAP
AP

6826

I F INTERSTAGE
TOP SLUG

-254I0
-116-254U

10 -116

F iNTERSTAGE
BOTTOM

1571
6626
66Z6

I

2'v ° S'°v 6DT6

C -4204,B

OH

TONE
R-112

K-743-1)

0,550
CONTRA.

FINE TUNING

K-56(

AUDIO OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

TRANSFoRMER

t5C5

5UGB

LON voLT

BRIGHTNESS

I

r

CHASSIS NO.

BLK

R1A

I

I

R2A

500K

I

VIA

TI

5.0 V

60

'11

206

6.3 V- BOO,
BLII/ORN

ORS

RED

TOTAL

4.

RED/ TEL

RED /GRN

YEL

TEL /GRN

RIGHT CHANNEL
AMPLIFIER

1/2-12AX7

100

C14

BLK/RED

TREBLE

IRON

R22

TREBLE

1600

OJIBWAY BUILDING. DULUTH 2. MINNESOTA

POWER SUPPLY

120 V C 606,

MOTORBOARD)

R2I

R2 B

5000

6

LEFTAXNEL

.047

5

.4

6605

V3

RECTIFIER

V

.%

6005

V2

4

290 V@ 100 MA

5Y3GT

PC I

.047

CS

R1A/B
BASS

INPUT

PHONO

I/2-12AX7

VIM

LOUDNESS L4

R12 A/B

AMP

12AX7

82043 IIBOK
UMEG

2 MEG
BASS

P261 J 2-F
RN

RED

151 IS ON CHOW

SI

OTOR

1-M

2 MEG
BASS

RIB

OUTPUT

J1

S

5

I2AX1

022
VI

CIS
819

R13

1.

_

--

NO SIGNAL

120 0 LINE. VOLUME CONTROL AT MINIMUM AND

ALL RESISTANCE VALUES IN OHMS
ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES LESS THAN 1.0 IN MF
VALUES ABOVE 1.0 IN MIFF EXCEPT AS NOTED
VOLTAGES MEttSURED TO CHASSIS GROUND WITH
'VOLTOHMYST SHOULD HOLD WITHIN 2 20 % WITH

K 1000

BLU

300n

6119

I

DUO -CONE.

J4 -F

LIFT -MIT SPEAKER CABINET

CONE'

0 in< .6"XS"

J3 -F

RE w
FINISH
(OUTSIDE)

( 1SNTARDTE

START

P3 -2A

40n -

T3

2W

3500

RI

3900
2W

R7

(INSIDE)

FINISH
T2 (OUTSIDE

4On.)

RED

300 /).

(MU

BALANCE

CIA
ao

SS YFD=

275

74 V.

2W

111.1.4

--N5./A-

100 6

RUNT CHANNEL
OUTPUT

V2

BAL

MEG

MIS

6B05
6805

3

SO MED

CIC

74 v

J2
PHONO
POWER

260 V

275 V.

6605

LEFT CHANNEL
OUTPUT

R2 A/B
TREBLE

LEFT CHAN.

RIGHT CHAN.,0
OUTPUT

V3

6E105

268Q5
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RP -21 5-C1

Record Player

RCA

848

115 V ,60,N, POWER SUPPLY

0

"V 1\

-'-',

A_r.,

TRANSFORMERS

(2 -OUTPUT

T3 -BOTTOM
RIGHT CHAN.

LEFT CHAN.

T2- TOP

®

TERMINAL BOARD
(TO SPEAKERS)

OUTPUT
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849
MAGNAVOX

TV Chassis

O
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0011101
114a

45.
4509
0011

R13021rFERT

worm

OMITTED

ONITTED

040010f1
340010-1

-,

-,'

01111160

mama

ourrrn

000100

OMITTED

120K 0%

escs

KINK

OMITTO

=TM
1.1111/4 10%

u ma a%

RN7

.0611

ONITTID

11550

.066

Ogg

COMPLETE MANUFACTURER 5' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR SEVEN NEW SETS

....
.au

4100000

MK 10%

.064

0,

330 10%

MOE 10%

330 294

NOE 0%
MOM 10%

MK 1015
it NCO 10%

OMITTED

3300 10%
3310 10%

1.E1. 10.

40 -O. -II

3100 0%

=IMO

=7.1

NW=

00117E0

0."°"

Raeui0t9
00117101

ROWRED

RM.=
OMITTED

40-06-21

40-06-11

340020-1

I

15

0304

0
MOT

UM

If

1/00

C310

SO,

100

.57

3/1

220

0004

1500

I

A

A
11

601.,

00 in= 110

40.

-r
?eV

3%-..

P

J

0J304

540$

1500VP-P

350

RN

0 J203

I

-t.

9v

...,A..........1......-.-

100

150

4310
IMO

30 0%
4305

BOY

60060

J311

IS 10%

R3036

0507

0 9304

Ail

T

.

0011

bE

7502

1 400114

CaO

V505
16361

11TIE
RED

130

02"

3

V933

510

011

4201

We" 3v

350 00E0
IF Ai/

SOURCE

%%0

CM=

400V

15150.

05

c

511M -P

____t_

_1

0

J3011

C311

002100

a

I KV

10%

157501,

15/50,/,

ISO0

Kivri.

51K

ITS

0101

1

E/CONT RAST

9204

TEST POINT

I.F.

.17

050

DOUIPER

SATS

0502

moo

.1- 0514
.0IM 61.0

009

I KV 0

,0.

4310

0%

31/

Em

1830.

ac

r \._../ - \._}

0,110,100 7

50120

34373

100

NV
RECTIFIER

NV

1501
11

OJIBWAY BUILDING. DULUTH 2. MINNESOTA

BOOST SOURCE

150V

r

-1-4v -P

201A

0.1303

60.

4?130

-8-

1190-4

J307

-.3.
0505
.6

. MON

Ift.50%

C1011

80057Yro

01112

201

0%

SOO

0411

520

5%

12K

R4/4

5%

C4112

201.-%-0--

an.

4404

9405

0104

0

4204
22.

0440

110

5600 10%
5400 10%

NOV

L

210 00(0

av

"l?'

3.

00%

11422

5% ,

420

.001 NFO

CA.

MIA

IF MP
0202
6106

605 Z.

r°11304

a

5400 .%

40-04-11

3140029-1

DETECTOR

0302
6076

- 040

NO

'0

0400
4005

11

0412

.

OE 10%

4423

63:035%
.0.,

Stn1FD 5%

,3110

150

4200

0204

lo.
le.

40-041-11

NOW=

61111E0

OFD

L203

R204
$.50
1.50

R205

0413

tro
F'A

OS

1.11.0

R412

C4OT IND

v

00V 90%

C5

0205
640

5011110

0017110

-

-0405
04(3

i'V5

7

.00030
%

SO

-a 0

0414

001100

04.05

I--

711_
5(57

340
10%

1111

ATRAV= MOD

00

5%

10% 0420

200

Rill I

.01

1ST VIOE0
IF AMP
V201

Mil

1,

.011111

10%

jr

1300

1011

v

19011 0%

,400

7

_ _Joy.

6%

10%

1.09
I NIG

0.00

Er°

$
rat ,
5%

40

010%J-0
1 0417009

3400/

C205

MO

")%

I 4.71

,ev

TOR I

1100 10%

3

2 5v

11100 0%

L202

IIL

04500

6.44

V301

=NO IF

GMT

0305
01100

C201

22010%
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Plan your
weatherproof hi-fi
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...the most complete line.
APPLICATION

REQUIREMENTS

Low level system,
moderate crowds or
areas, patios, pool
areas, motels, parking
areas, etc.
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sound reinforcement.
Compact size. Fiberglas
reinforced polyester
housing.

Moderate power systems,
high quality public
address and high
fidelity. Concert halls,
large patios, shopping
centers, recreation
areas, etc.

Lightweight, shallow
depth, replaces trumpet/
driver installations where
high noise/distance
penetration is necessary.
Wide audio range,
superior bass response.

Moderate to high
power systems for
high fidelity
reproduction. Stadiums,
arenas, ball parks,
outdoor concerts.

Greatest efficiency.
Full low -end frequency
response. High

RECOMMENDED
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UNIVERSITY

MODEL MLC

SPECIFICATIONS

15 watts
150-15,000 cps
120° dispersion
123/4" x 91/8" dia.
105/8" deep
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55-14,000 cps
120° dispersion
UNIVERSITY

MODEL CLC

UNIVERSITY

intelligibility. Maximum
distance penetration.

MODEL WLC

223/4" dia.

12%" deep

30 watts
50-15,000 cps
90° dispersion
331/2" dia.
20" deep

Shown here are the world's finest weatherproof speakers-each a complete system providing smooth,
balanced bass, mid -range and high frequency response for indoor and outdoor high fidelity installations.
University weatherproof design and construction-proved in rugged military applications throughout
the world- insure their reliable operation under all environmental
conditions-rain, snow, wind, humidity, etc. For complete details
A DIVISION OF LING-TEmco-NOUGHT, INC. and Free University Public Address Catalog, write : Desk ET -4,
9500 West Reno, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma LTV UNIVERSITY DIVISION, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

LTV UNIVERSITY
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TUNER REPAIRS

FOR COMPLETE OVERHAUL
Includes ALL parts (except tubes)
ALL labor on ALL makes

24 -HOUR SERVICE with
FULL YEAR WARRANTY
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., largest manufacturer of TV and FM
tuners, maintains two completely -equipped Service Centers

to serve YOU. Both centers are staffed by well -trained
technicians in this specialized field and are assisted by
engineering personnel to assure you of FAST, DEPEND-

When inquiring about service on other than Tarzian-made
tuners, always send TV make, chassis and Model number.
Check with your local distributor for Sarkes Tarzian replacement tuners, parts, or repair service. Or, use the address
nearest you for fast factory repair service.

ABLE service.

Tarzian-made tuners-identified by this stampingreceived one day will be repaired and shipped out
the next. A little more time may be required on other makes.
Every channel is checked and re -aligned per manufacturer's

specifications, not just the channels which might exist in
any given area.

You get a 12 -month guarantee against defective workmanship and parts failure due to normal usuage. Cost to
you is only $9.50 and $15 for UV combinations, including
all labor and parts except tubes. No additional costs. No
hidden charges. All tuners repaired on approved, open accounts. You pay shipping. Replacements on tuners beyond
practical repair are available at low cost.

Manufacturers of Tuners ... Semiconductors ... Air Trimmers ..
20

\T-ISARKES TARZ IAN, INC.
TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
See your distributor, or use the address nearest you

537 South Walnut St.,
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Intelligibility

Kudos to George Riley for his
well written and interesting article
on communications microphones in
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN for January.

Because of the importance of the
shaped frequency response characteristic to intelligibility of the transmitted signal, these considerations,
we think, should be included. The
"fricative"

consonants

are

con-

sidered to be "t," "s," "ch" and
"k." They contribute materially to
intelligibility and depend upon the
3 kc range for their effectiveness.
The "p" sound which George Riley
includes, is an invoiced explosive
formed by the lips, and is generally
considered to be a labial like "m",
"b" and "v," all of which contribute in an important, though somewhat lesser degree to clarity. The
labials, however, require the 5 kc

when you
bug the #270
Ungcuz de -soldering kit
soldering tips : #857 Slotted
Tip, #856 %" Cup Tip, #855

Buy this kit, and mail the cou-

pon inside for Ungar's #861
Triangle Tip and #863 Cube

34" Cup Tip, #854 1" Cup Ti
and #858 Bar Tip.
These tips remove components

Tip. A $1.20 value absolutely
free !

Ungar's #270 De -Soldering

70% faster, because they d

Kit contains a lightweight

solder all terminals simultan
ously. Correct heat is delivered
exactly where needed to pre-

pencil Handle with full length,

extra flexible insulated cord.

vent lug breaking, shorting,
and printed board rupturin

Plus the #4045 Super Hi -Heat

Unit with special 3/16" tap.
Also five speci

ONLY $5.83 ea.

1

range and higher
transmission.

for

proper

The point should be made that
the 3 kc rise followed by cut off,
demanded in communications
microphones, is a concession to the

as

requirements of the radio equipment and the loudspeakers with
which these microphones are employed. The radio pass band pre-

vents the inclusion of the 5 kc
range because of splatter and interference in adjacent channels, and

most of the speakers used, especially reentrant horns, limit signal
above the 3000-3500 cps point.
Maximum intelligibility, without the

limitations imposed by the communications radio pass band, and
public address reentrant horns, prescribes that the energy rise include
5

according

kc

to

authorities

like Steinberg, Fletcher and others,

BONUS Ofifte

and not solely at 3 kc as might

FREE DE-SOliDERING 1101111liET

HOWARD T. SOUTHER Dir. of Sales

For Just Visiting Your Ungar Distributor! Get It Now!

UNG R E LE C rr IR, I
TOOLSELECTRONIC DIVISION OF ELDON INDUSTRIES, IN

Hawthorne, California 90252
-
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possibly
article.

be

imputed

from

the

The Astatic Corp.
Conneaut, Ohio
Patented Connector

I have subscribed tO ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN for approximately two

years now and I enjoy your coverage of the electronics industry.
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QUESTION:

When it comes to electrolytic capacitors, why do more
than half of the nation's Radio -TV Service Technicians

prefer to do business with Sprague Distributors?

NSWER:

Because they don't want makeshift substitutions or
multi -rating "fits -all" capacitors. They insist on exact
replacements, which are always available through
Sprague Distributors everywhere.

SPRAGUE TWIST-LOICCAPACITORS...

1701 different ratings and sizes...

the world's most complete selection
of EXACT replacements!
We don't have to tell you that it's easier to service with exact
replacements. And we don't have to tell you that it's better, too.
When sets are designed, specific capacitance values are used for
peak operation, so it takes exact replacements to restore original
set performance.

And who better than Sprague knows which values and sizes are
needed in the replacement market? Sprague, the world's largest
component manufacturer, has the most complete specification file
on original set requirements. That's why you're always right
when you service with Sprague TWIST-LOK exact replacements!
GET YOUR COPY of Sprague's comprehensive Electrolytic
Capacitor Replacement Manual K-106 from your Sprague
Distributor, or write Sprague Products Company, 65
Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts.

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS
-
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Your article "Antenna Season"

in the February issue was of interest, particularly the major causes
of failure. Here in southern Cal-

ifornia 50 and 60 ft masts are not
uncommon. Needless to say, de telescoping one of these masts to
reconnect broken lead-in terminals
is quite a task. After having to per-

form this job a few times, I developed a permanent type connector
that lasts the life of the lead-in and
the antenna (U. S. Patent No.
3042892).
Some of these connectors are still
in use that were installed over five
years ago, and still performing well
in desert winds and extreme temperatures, as well as coastal areas

where salt air corrosion is a problem. To date there has not been a
single failure.
Anyone wanting further information may get in touch with me.
LESTER HAYWORTH

45432 Kingtree Ave.

Lancaster, Calif.
SO SMALL you can hold it like a
pencil, guide it just as easily.
SO LIGHT IN WEIGHT you can use
if for hours without tiring.

SO EFFICIENT it does the work of
irons having much higher wattage.
SO COOL AROUND THE HANDLE it

will never overheat your hand.
SO RUGGED it's unbeatable for long
life and dependable performance.

SO LOW IN COST you can't afford
to be without it.

Radio Craftsman C300

I need a schematic for a Radio
Craftsman C300 equalizer-preamplifier-about 1963. It has 4-12AZ7s
and 1-12AV6.
Would appreciate any help you
can offer.
JOHN LESLEY

Chicago, Ill.
Hogwash!

Your February

editorial

and

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE

both indicate ignorance of today's
service industry and of normal shop
procedures.

I'm especially appalled that the
editor of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
is totally unaware that while -you -

wait service is not an economically

sound practice unless a specialty

"Pencil" Soldering Iron
A 25 -watt, 115 -volt iron that's ideal for miniature -type soldering.
Complete with tip and cord set. Screwdriver -shaped tips
available in three sizes. Model W -PS. $5.20 list.
Buy Weller "Pencil" Soldering Irons at your Electronic Parts Distributor.

WELLER ELECTRIC CORP., 601 Stone's Crossing Rd., Easton, Pa.
- - - for more details circle 58 on post card
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is made of this service.
The industry to date has not applied the charges where they belong

-on the technical service side of
the bill. Four out of five sets come
in with the tubes checked-and all
the shop owner has to sell is his
time.

The allegation that refusal to render immediate service is a criterion
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Quality
is no
gamble!
.05 ± 10%
600V -EM

dp
Actual
Size

when you specify

ELMENCO dipped Mylar*paper

Every time you make a call ... service a circuit ...change a component - you bet on the parts used. Make sure the odds
are in your favor with miniaturized Elmenco Dipped Mylar-Paper (DP) capacitors. Over 100 million are in use now,
because Elmenco DP capacitors give missile quality at commercial cost. Whether for radio -TV repairs, or critical
industrial circuitry, reliable, dependable, rugged Elmenco capacitors eliminate profit -killing callbacks and customer
complaints. Elmenco DP capacitors operate at 125°C without derating, are completely moisture proof, and are up to 50%
smaller than comparable types. You can substitute values in a capacitor, but never virtues. Ask for Elmenco, and be
sure you get it. Elmenco DP capacitors are available from stock only at authorized ARCO distributors throughout the U.S.A.
*Reg. Du Pont Trademark

ARCO'S RESERVE WAREHOUSES
You can get your Elmenco (DP) capacitors in

any quantity within 24 hours from coast to
coast. They're stocked in depth at Arco's

ARCO
electronics inc.

reserve warehouses serving authorized Arco
distributors throughout the nation. Call your
Arco distributor today!
Community Drive, Great Neck, N.Y. El 516 HU 7-0500
Branches: Dallas 7 El Los Angeles 35
-

APRIL 1964
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pleasure pak
14,41P4P(Ps,P4x.F.,,NP:OP

Mews
DISTRIBUTOR SALES
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY
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Get in on General Electric's
Pleasure Pak program
The purchase of General Electric tubes makes
you eligible to receive valuable merchandise
during G -E's Pleasure Pak program. Imported
musical steins, luggage, barbeque grills, tools,
sporting equipment, carving sets and tableware and many other things can be yours at a
tremendous discount or even free. All of these
are well-known brand name products or special
items that are not normally for sale.

Make your own selections
from G -E Pleasure Pak books
You're not limited to just one or two items.

are -Pak

SELECTION TORN

I LTC OM. Mason -OTT Nooporto.

General Electric Pleasure Pak books contain
48 handsome "prizes," accurately illustrated
and described. When you buy G -E tubes, you
earn one of these books. Then it's your choice
of the merchandise inside.

,oras$ Pan Sou..
0 1411.501M 6.1108

Ask your G -E distributor
how to earn Pleasure Pak books

SIP AMMO TO

Gnanti boons. PODoo PM Mo.

Your General Electric receiving tube distribu-

tor has a supply of Pleasure Pak books. The
back cover of each book is a certificate redeem-

Progress /s Our Most Important Prodorf

GENERAL ELECTRIC

able for the merchandise shown in the book.
Ask your distributor how to get them. The
Pleasure Pak program is limited to April and

01,1111,011.

May, 1964. Better stock up on G -E tubes NOW !
-

APRIL 1964
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

II,

CAT, No. 700.8

of integrity and respectability is as
fallacious as the tale of the moon
being made of green cheese.
First -come -first -served is traditional, yet there are those that

would have us teach electronics to
the consumer at our normal service
rates. To you, and the do-it-yourself
magazine may I say-Hogwash!
EUGENE ORRICO

SHAFTS AND

Whittier, Calif.

NYLON
TUNERS!
PLASTICS IN

FOR

No one said those who asked for
the set to be left were dishonest. It

just happens that when the set is
left, the chances of being cheated
are greater. We still think that

is a fast drying
cleaner and lubricant that is excellent
for TV tuners. It cleans contacts
SUPER 100

.

.

.

those shops who make it a policy of
not looking at anyones set when it

sparkling clean and evaporates quickly
leaving a lubricated coating.
Dealer Net
. $2.25
.

NEW!

.

Money Back Guarantee!

8 oz. spray

can with 6" steel

Cat. No. 100-8

needle.

is carried in should re -investigate
their policy. Even if you can't repair the set on a while -you -wait
basis, it should lessen their suspicions of you.-Ed.

INJECTORALL COMPANY
BROOKLYN 14, NEW YORK

COMING EVENTS
for more details circle 36 on post card
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ADD STYLE TO PERFORMANCE

. . .

April 11-15: 46th Annual Convention, Nat'l.
Assn. of

Electrical

Distributors, Sheraton -

Park and Shoreham Hotels, Washington,
D.C.

April

12-17:

Conf.

and

95th Semiannual Technical
Equipment Exhibit, SMPTE,

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
April 13-15: 3rd Symposium on Microelectronics, IEEE, Chase -Park Plaza Hotel, St.
Louis, Mo.

April 27 -May 1: Intl. Conference,
Hotel Americana, N.Y.C.

SPSE,

May 18-20: The 1964 Electronic Parts Distributors

THE FIRST FULLY TRANSISTORIZED

Show,

Conrad

Hilton

Hotel,

Chicago.

ALL CHANNEL UHF CONVERTER!
GAVIN is the pioneer in the development and production of
Nuvistor and Transistor UHF products. The GAVIN UHF
Converter offers not only high quality performance, but styling
features such as a walnut -grained front panel, pilot-lite
channel illuminator and easier tuning over all 70 UHF channels.
The versatile line of GAVIN UHF Converters and Boosters
satisfy every market need-metropolitan, fringe and translator.

AN., I 1\1
DEPOT SQUARE

AREA CODE 201

INSTRUMENTS

SOMERVILLE. N. J
PHONE. 722-6311

NC

"It says here in small print, 'Don't expect to
hear anything when your receiver is operating,

space

human ear'."
- - -

signals

are

inaudible

to

the
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LOOK!

11111

A

STAXDAID MOP BAR
ADJUSTABLE SIZE WRITE oars

101
11111

CROSSHATCH
VERTICAL 115111

COUR BAR

OIRIZINTAL SARI

WIER

STANDARD
COLOR BAR
GENERATOR

COLOR OUTPUT
PATTERN

at 1/2

500555

VENTS/5M
DOME ONES
CROESDATCM.
COLOR OARS
OOT S.

OFF 'TEE ON

THE COST OF
OTHERS
only

?taw-

$1245°

e E 11 C CD 11

CG126 STANDARD COLOR BAR GENERATOR
A standard color bar, white dot, crosshatch
generator especially made for field service on
color TV ... and at a great savings to you.
Check these outstanding features and you
will see why this generator belongs on the top
of your ist for color TV servicing.
All patterns crystal controlled offering "rock

like" stability. You'll think the patterns are

painted on the TV screen.
Simplified operation speeds up every servic-

Ten standard

Stable white

bars (RCA type)

exclusive dot

cally provide

ment in rear.

keyed color

dots with new

size adjust-

that automati-

colors at
1111111111 all
specified NTSC
phases ... but without need of
interpretation when servicing.

ing job. Just dial the standard keyed bars,
white dots, crosshatch, vertical bars or horizontal bars and watch them "pop" on the

Stabilized

screen. That's all there is to it.
Exclusive adjustable dot size. The white dots
can be adjusted to the size that satisfies your
needs by a screwdriver adjustment on the rear.
No need to argue about dot size anymore. Just
select the size that you like to work with best.
Pretuned RF output to Channel 4. Other low
channels can be selected if Channel 4 is being
used in your area by simple slug adjustment.

vergence ad-

10 thin white
vertical lines
for horizontal

crosshatch
pattern for sim-

dynamic convergence ad-

plifying con-

justments ...

justments.

often missing

on other generators.

14 thin horizontal lines

for vertical dynamic
convergence. Also
missing on many high

priced generators.

Patterns are injected directly into antenna
terminals, simplifying operation and saving
servicing time.

Reserved output on color bars for forcing

signal through defective color circuits. The color

output control is calibrated at 100 percent at

March into your local parts distributor and demand
the CG126 Sencore color generator that sells at 1/2
the price of others. Don't let him switch you.

the center of rotation, representing normal out-

put. A reserve up to 200 percent is available
on the remainder of rotation.

Smaller and more portable. With color

receivers weighing much more than black and
white TV, portable equipment becomes essential for home servicing. The CG126 weighs less

426 SO. WESTGATE DRIVE

ADDISON, ILL.

than 10 pounds and measures only 11" x 8" x 6".
-
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FREE LITERATURE

CASTLE TV TUNER -EAST HAS

MOVED TO NEW LOCATION
WITH IMPROVED FACILITIES

CB BASE STATION

300

Literature describes a 23 -channel citizens band
base station receiver and transmitter featuring broad
and narrow selectivity receiver switching; transmitter
compression amplifier and clipper -filter stage. Browning Laboratories.

In Long Island City near Postal Concentration
Center to provide faster service by mail.
All other U.S. and Canadian Servicemen will get
the same fast service

AUDIO CENTER

301

Information details a radio and portable phonograph merchandising program that provides dealers
with a long-term inventory finance plan and a low cost
store display fixture offer called "Operation Exposure."
Philco.

from CASTLE -CHICAGO

and CASTLE -CANADA.

TRANSISTORIZED CONVERTER

302

Literature gives specifications on a transistorized
converter for operation of ac appliances and tools from

3

an automobile, boat or any 12 vdc source, GC Elec-

tronics.

REFERENCE GUIDE

COLO
,

_----4114

OKLA

SPEAKER SYSTEM

11

ALL MAKES
ALL LABOR
AND PARTS

(EXCEPT TUBES)*

304

This technical sheet describes the Free -Piston

Till

speaker system that contains a woofer and tweeter and
is said to have a frequency response from 38 to 18,500
cps. Fisher.

995

ONE PRICE

STEREO COMPONENTS

305

This sixteen page catalog describes a full line of
tuners, amplifiers, receivers, tape decks and tape recorders. Bell Sound.
RESISTORS & SWITCHES

THIS ONE LOW PRICE INCLUDES ALL UHF , VHF
AND UV COMBINATION' TUNERS

Simply send us your defective tuner complete; include
tubes, shield cover and any damaged parts with model
number and complaint. 90 Day Warranty.
Exact Replacements are available for tuners unfit for
overhaul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements
are new or rebuilt.)
*UV combination tuner must be of one piece construction. Separate UHF and VHF tuners must be dismantled
and the defective unit only sent in.
Pioneers in IV

303

Information covers a new two color 22 x 17 in.
Filter Guideline Application Chart for TV -radio technicians. CDE.

Inner Overhauling

CASTLE

306

A twenty page catalog describes a line of wire -

wound and carbon replacement resistors, pots, switches,
etc. for service technicians. Clarostat.
CHANGEABLE SIGN

307

Information covers a changeable -copy store sign
with four different letter sizes to choose from. Hanover
Mfg.

HI Fl CATALOG

308

A 2 -color, 32 -page catalog covers a complete line
of stereo and monophonic Hi Fi equipment, test instruments, ham gear, CB radios and transistor radios, available in both kit and wired form. Eico.
COMING NEXT MONTH IN

TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.

...

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
REPLACEMENT CONTROLS, SPEAKERS,
CAPACITORS AND COILS

EAST: 41-92 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

MAIN PLANT: 5713 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois
CANADA: 136 Main Street, Toronto 13, Ontario
*Major Parts are additional in Canada

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
-

-

-
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CHECKS AND REJUVENATES ALL PICTURE TUBES

Featuring

Avfornalic
Controlled
Rejuvenation

WITHOUT ADAPTORS OR ACCIDENTAL TUBE DAMAGE_

The All New

SENCORE

Q

.41111-2-1.2&A\)ctiN
,ISSIOlt

CR125 CATHODE RAY TUBE TESTER

Met M

An all new method of testing and rejuvenating pic-

Ak.

ture tubes. Although the method is new, the tests
performed are standard, correlating directly with
set-up information from the RCA and GE pictur
tube manuals.
Check these outstanding features and you wil
see why this money making instrument belongs on
top of your purchasing list for both monochrome
and color TV testing.
Checks all picture tubes thoroughly and carefully;

checks for inter -element shorts, cathode emission,
control grid cut-off capabilities, gas, and life test.
Checks all picture tubes with well filtered DC just
like they are operated in the TV set.
Automatic controlled rejuvenation. A Sencore first,
preventing the operator from over -rejuvenating or
damaging a tube. An RC timing circuit controls the

rejuvenation time thus applying just the right
amount of voltage for a regulated interval. With
the flick of a switch, the RC timer converts to a
capacity type welder for welding open cathodes.
New rejuvenation or welding voltage can be reapplied only when the rejuvenate button is released
and depressed again.

Unlike other CRT testers that
use straight AC, the CR125 uses well filtered DC
on all tests. This enables Sencore to use standard
recommended checks and to provide a more accurate check on control grid capabilities. This is very
important in color.
No adaptor sockets. One neat test cable with all six
Uses DC on all tests.

cz;,F=t. CR 125 CATHODE

RAY TUBE TESTER

All six sockets, including latest color

socket, on one neat
cable.

Checks Each Gun Individually In Color Tubes.

sockets for testing any CRT. No messy adaptors,
reference charts or up -dating is required. The Sencore CR125 is the only tester with both color sockets. (Some have no color sockets, others have only
the older type color socket.)
No draggy leads. A neat, oversized compartment,
in the lower portion of the CR125 allows you to
neatly "tuck away" the cable and line cord after
each check in the home.

the go. Same as
above but in all

$69.95

case ... . $69.95

Model CR125

MODEL CR128
For

the man on

steel carrying

PS127 DELUXE WIDE BAND OSCILLOSCOPE

AT A
SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE
This all new 5 inch oscilloscope offers the finest in
performance, portability and appearance. Vertical

amplifier frequency response, flat within 1 DB
from 10 CPS to 4.5 mc and only 3 DB down at
5.2 mc insures true waveform reproduction. Vertical amplifier sensitivity of .017 volts RMS for
one inch deflection on wide band (without band
switching) is found only on scopes costing hundreds of dollars more. High input impedance of
2.7 megohms shunted by 99 mmfd (or 27 megohms
with 9 mmfd with built-in low capacity probe),
insures minimum circuit loading. For the first time,
waveforms can be viewed in TV horizontal and
vertical output circuits with the low capacity probe
that will withstand up to 5000 volts peak to peak.
To top that, the vertical amplifier attenuator con-

trols are calibrated directly in peak to peak volts
for fast direct reading of all peak to peak voltages.
Horizontal amplifier extended sweep range from
5 to 500 kc in five overlapping steps and frequency
response from 10 CPS to 1 mc within 3 DB insures
linear sweep and positive sync. External inputs for
horizontal sweep and sync, intensity modulation,

1,1111t,t
110A1/041Al

711514E11(T

SENCORE

al II

40

151/ 11111I op( toy

estttt.stort

and smart two -toned case and "designer" styled
controls brands the PS127 a truly professional
oscilloscope.
P5127

$169.50

-

-
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Wt. Servecemaod
FREE LITERATURE

YOU NEED

ONLY

309

BATTERIES

This six -page brochure covers a
line of sealed nickel -cadmium batteries for portable power use. Bur-

ONE

gess.
HI Fl SPEAKERS

FORMULA

310

A Hi Fi catalog details a line of

Hi Fi speakers that have 12 oz.

AND

ONLY

Barium Ferrite (ceramic) magnets

and the capacity to handle more

IC

power.

Quam-Nichols.

BASE STATION ANTENNAS

ONE

311

A fixed station catalog features

several new antennas in the fre-

PROVEN

quencies used for mobile communications. Includes antennas for the

TUNER CLEANER

136-174 Mc band as well as an-

ALL

tennas serving the 25-148 and 450-

470 Mc bands. Andrew Corp.

for
312

TOOLS

An 8 -page catalog describes a
complete line of tools and fixtures

TV TUNERS

for assembly, testing, inspection and
electronics servicing. Matrix Engineering Corp.
THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
IDENTIFIES ITSELF WITH DYMO!
DYMO's M-55 TAPEWRITER makes

raised - letter labels on -the-spot.
Just dial letters, numbers, or sym-

bols - and squeeze the handle.

Letters come out crisp white on a
colored background of self -sticking vinyl. Complete with round and
square corner cutters, accessory
wheels for technical symbols and

vertical labels. With one tool, a

complete system of identification.
Always use DYMO tape!
Suggested Price ;29 95

including
THE NEW

313

SPEAKERS

TYPE USING

A 2 -color, 16 -page catalog fully

illustrates and describes a line of
general purpose and replacement

PLASTIC PARTS

loudspeakers with easy -to -read
specification tables. Jensen Mfg.

Don't be misled by the

Co.

many varieties of so-called

CB RADIO

cleaners at your jobber's. The
formula used by Chemtronics
will not harm the OLEFORM,
DELRIN and NYLON plastics

314

A 4 -page brochure describes the

Model 310-A transistorized twoway CB radio that weighs 5 lb.

used in today's new tuners.

Cadre.

TUN-O-LUBE is fully guaranteed!

CB EQUIPMENT

315

TUN -O -LOBE does NOT contain CARBON-TET.

An 8 -page communications bro-

chure describes a line of SB twoway radios and accessories. The
brochure includes mobile antenna
FREE: Tape samples and full details.
DYMO INDUSTRIES, INC., P.O. Box
1030, Berkeley, Calif. Dept. ET -4-55

AVAILABLE IN 3 SIZES

Cat. No. 1610-16 oz.

systems, cable assemblies, crystals

and a series of noise suppression

TUN

kits for automotive use. Raytheon.

LUUB

$2.98
Spray Can
Cat. No. 810-8 oz.
1.98
Spray Can

Cat. No. 301-3 oz
Caddy Size

.98

NAME

CHEMTRONICS

COMPANY

MOVING?

STREET

sure to let us know your new
address. Please enclose a complete
address label from one of your
recent issues.
Be

gTA

CITY

Prices slightly higher in Cana
-

32

-

-
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INC

1 2 60 RALPH AVENUE,
BR'OOKLYN 36. N.Y.
in Canada Contact: Active Radio 8 TV Distributors
431 King Street W.
-

-

Toronto 28, Canada
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Here's the only excuse you may have for not installing the world's

PRICES...

best manual rotator at our REDUCED
...you just don't use manual rotators in your area!
Say, on the other hand, you do sell them. And believe with all your
heart in selling the very best. What else can you do then but go with

NEW! Unique Gemini Rotator/Amplifier.
...for fast, neat 2 -in -1 installations that
save you money 4 ways.
(A simple explanation of what the Gemini
is-for those dealers who have heard about
this product's terrific profit success story).

Channel Master rotators? Especially when you can now get our manual
model at reduced prices.

This is the one rotator, remember, that makes all others look like
also-rans; because it alone has the high torque to turn the heaviest
antenna array easily-plus the ruggedness to keep it on course in foulest weather.

For instance: In addition to simplest fingertip control, accurate repeatability, continuous instant direction indication, (and lots of other

Tenn -A -Liner

Rotator

Fringe -Area

Gemini Rotator -

Booster

Amplifier

(Where's the booster? It's hidden in the rotatorl.

good features), only Tenn -A -Liners give you:

Built-in hard -steel thrust bearings (not soft alu-

minum parts). So friction -free the Tenn -A -Liner

will turn ice -loaded installations as heavy as
330 lbs.

Hard -steel precision -machined gears (not

stamped). So rugged that they won't strip or
bind. Will continue to operate even in 70 mile
gale winds.

Pushbutton "On -Off" Switch (brand-new) that

prevents reception interference caused by wind
vibration.
... now what's your excuse for not calling your nearest Channel Master
distributor?
modal 9520

Power Supply

Automatic Control
Console

with
2 set coupler

11.
Gemini Console

World's first all -in -one rotator -amplifier

combination! Only 1 unit on mast -1

housing on set -1 transmission line.

Choice of 2 Models:

NEW! TV/ FM Gemini, Model 9518.
"TV ONLY" Gemini, Model 9527
(includes Built-in FM Trap).

Tried our superb Automatic Rotators? There's nothing
better. They're available at our regular prices.

CHANNEL MASTER ROTATORS
ELLENVILLE, NEW YORK

© Channel Master Corporation 1964

-
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NEW

EDITORS' MEMO

TESTER
SECO TUBE

Model 98

GUARANTEED

MODERN TV TUBES,
TO GIVE ALL
RECTIFIERS A

FILAMENT
RADIO TUBES AND
ANALYSIS .
COMPREHENSIVE

checks heater current
on series string tubes

A SECO PLUS! Replaceable

socket chassis plugs into meter-

tects faults such as grid

a rapid, reliable multiple -check

developed and patented
by Seco.

TUBE MERIT TEST indi-

840 wEAK G,

cates functioning ability of a
tube by the quality of cathode

HEArta

amarro.

-

emission.

uNCTION
SWSTCH

HEATER CURRENT TEST

reads on meter. Relies on

heater resistance to show cold
operation or improper voltage

distribution in a series string

MODEL 9

a shop equipped to handle appliancestoasters, irons and such are definitely
out.

Special tools, special distributors

and special knowledge are all requisites
and this cuts into your bread and butter
business.

alarms, I'm told, is the proper name).

10 -pin types, compactrons

and MAGNOVALS.

E-rvat moo

Diversification seems to be the key.
But where to diversify? Unless you have

emission, leakage and shorts-

with special sockets upon request. Guaranteed up-to-date
for all modern receiving tubes
including novars, nuvistors,

L

we neglect it.

GRID CIRCUIT TEST de-

or becomes obsolete. Available

5,10
LIAKA

live on just bread and butter. Nor can

But several areas which have great
potential for sales and service are almost suffocating in some places and
deserve your attention. You need no
special equipment for service; you deal
with your regular distributor and the
facts you need are only an extension of
what you already know. And the best
part, you can work in these areas when
the bread and butter gets scarce.
Public Address. Closed circuit TV.

ing chassis. Can be economically replaced as it wears out

Nei

On Slaying Goliath

Television is bread and butter for
technicians.
Unfortunately, we can't

of heaters.

ISECO SELECTRO SYSTEM
isolates or transposes tube circuits and controls test current

-achieves laboratory precision and flexibility with dial switch ease and speed.

Intercoms.

Burglar alarms (Intrusion

Annunciator

systems.

Garage

door

openers (and a host of other remote applications). The list is virtually endless.

I know, you say you can't compete
with the "big boys" that just wired the
new auditorium for sound or installed
CCTV in the new power plant. And
this is true. Right now, at least, you
can't compete with the giants. But wake
up! Lower your sights! You have an
edge on the giants that they can't get
around: They cannot compete with you
for the small business deals. They cannot afford to sell a small PA system to
the corner grocery store (or any other
small retailer) unless he asks for it. But
you can.
Every store you patronize is a poten-

Other than the owner,
who knows better what he needs than
tial customer.

you - another merchant in the same
neighborhood?

N

In talking with store owners you can
probably think of many devices he can
use. Maybe the grocery store manager

CATHODE SR,

would like to know how many customers
are passing in front of the meat counter

I110111101.11 U,

- a simple photoelectric counter would
tell him. Although turnstiles are frequently used in such applications, the
photoelectric device is a natural since
the turnstile impedes traffic, but those
passing a light beam rarely know it.

NEW SECO MODEL 98
ONLY

7 NET
This new test instrument is a
complete tube tester that locates all
tube faults quickly and accurately. It has
a two -stage DC amplifier which isolates the rugged
1 ma meter from the tube under test, protecting the
meter and permitting a wide range of load currents and
test conditions. The new Model 98 tests more than 2500 different
tubes. The entire unit is contained in a compact case with removable cover.

The eover holds speed -indexed tube data cards, pin straighteners and condensed operating
instructions. For complete information see your electronic supply dealer or write to Seco.

SECO ELECTRONICS, INC.
1211

And your TV customers: on every call

you make, you have the toughest part
of every selling job finished for you.

You're in the house - by invitation!
You're then free to talk about garage
door openers, timers or anything.
All you have to do is be alert to your

customer's needs and use your head.

If they truly need or want it, you won't
have any trouble selling it.

S. Clover Drive, Minneapolis 20, Minn.

A DIVISION OF DI-ACRO CORPORATION
-
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THE FABULOUS INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER 1964

'ROUND THE WORLD CONTEST!
CONTEST OPEN TO ALL ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIANS AND ENGINEERS
Enter As Often As You Wish!
MEET THE FAMOUS GEISHA GIRLS OF TOKYO!

SEE THE SINUOUS TEMPLE DANCERS OF
BANGKOK! ENJOY THE EXOTIC NIGHT LIFE

OF NEW DELHI, INDIA! You are on your fun
packed way around the world by Trans World
Airlines, free for 28 days to enjoy the pleasures of 9 countries on 3 continents. m As you
mingle with the friendly beauties of modern
Rome, watch the Folies Bergere in Paris, and

become acquainted with the legendary

English Bar Maid in London, you will know that
your life is richer by far for the never -to -be forgotten memories of your trip around the world.
m So act today! Complete the entry form below
and send it to International Rectifier Corpora-

tion. You may be the lucky winner who can
choose between a 28 day trip around the world
for 1, or a 15 day trip to Europe for 2, with full

world wide accident insurance protection pro-

vided for duration of trip through Beneficial
Insurance Group.

111

el=i2isttir
le4

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER 1964
'ROUND THE WORLD CONTEST RULES:
04-

-s""'

ACT TODAY!
1964 'ROUND THE WORLD CONTEST
INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP. / 233 Kansas Street, El Segundo, California

Add a 4th line to this limerick:
OF ALL THE REPLACEMENTS
I'VE PUT TO THE TEST,
INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER

1. Add a fourth line to the limerick: (judging will be
based on pertinence of your words, rather than
their literary quality)
2. Answer all questions on form and sign it.

(Please Print All Answers)

3. Remove label or box end from any boxed I.R. product, or draw a free -hand facsimile of the I.R. trademark.

Name of my I.R. distributor

4. Send completed entry form and I.R. label, box end,
or trademark facsimile to INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP., 233 Kansas Street, El Segundo, Calif.

City

5. Answer as often as you wish. All entries must be

My name

postmarked on or before April 30, 1964. Winner will
be selected and announced by International Rectifier Corporation on May 18, 1964. All entries become
the property of International Rectifier Corporation.

Date

Distributor's address
State

My distributor salesman
My address
State

City

Additional entry forms available from all electronic distributors.

INTERNATIONAL RporeTejfetikq
=GR®-
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CTC 15 Color TV Chassis gives

brighter, sharper picture;
has greater reliability; is easier to service...
than any previous RCA Victor Color TV Chassis!

LF. R/G
VERT.
R130

C

RCA Victor's new CTC 15 chassis keeps
all the performance -proved virtues of the
CTC 12
but adds these engineering

And UHF reception is improved by new
circuitry that reduces snivets
. those

improvements that should please both
you and your customers:

the picture.

.

.

.

The picture is brighter, better. It's
brighter because a new design in the
high voltage section (1) gives 30% more
current output at the same voltage. The

picture tube circuits are designed for
effective use of this higher power.

It's sharper because the picture tube
screen voltages have been boosted .
giving a smaller, sharper dot pattern with
less blooming. The video amplifier has
better phase response.
It's steadier because of substantially
improved vertical hold circuits.
.

.

A new picture "tone control"... it's a
video peaking switch (3) ... offers three
choices of picture quality: soft, normal
and sharp. When snow and ghosts are
your problem, use the soft setting for a
smoother,

i

lore

,!easing picture. When

.

.

black vertical lines near the center of
Greater reliability ... longer component life. Heat build-up has been reduced by housing the flyback transformer and the regulator tube in separate compartments.

The horizontal output tube (4)

is

and last longer. One of them is the hardest working tube in the set-the horizon-

tal output tube.
And dark heater tubes are used in all
high-performance circuits.
To further increase life, the focus recis

specially designed for addi-

tional life expectancy.

Easier servicing. Circuit tracing is

the signal is better, make the most of it
with the normal or sharp setting.
Less color fringing results from a new
clamp diode in the convergence circuit

easier and faster . .. the new schematic
solid -line roadmaps (2) go point-to-point,
and component labels are larger.

and rearranged controls are easier to use.

It's easier to service the high voltage

36

.

.

Color setup has been simplified by the
addition of a conveniently placed 3 -posi-

tion bias switch (3) which accommodates wide variations of picture -tube
characteristics.

RG controls (5) on the convergence

board have also been rearranged for

placed on a raised "cooling shelf" outside the H.V. compartment. Its position
allows free flow of air around its base.
Three conventional tubes have been replaced by novars (6). They run cooler

tifier

compartment .
it has a hinged cover
and better arrangement.

your convenience. Now you use the entire top row to make adjustments according to the horizontal lines in a crosshatch
pattern; the entire second row is for the
vertical lines.
Color TV is the technician's big bread

and butter business .

.

. for years to

come. We stand ready to help in every
possible way to make this fast-growing
business a profitable one for technicians

-and for dealers as well.
See Walt Disney's "Wonderful World of
Color," Sundays, NBC-TV Network.
MIS MASTER'S VOCE'.

The Most Trusted Name
in Television
Tmk(s)®
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ADMIRAL
TV Chassis C21A1-1A, -1E and C21A 1 0-1C Stamped Run 11Improving Focus

The CRT in these receivers uses electrostatic
focus-with a 3 -position focus adjustment consisting
of a small plug-in type patch -cord and three receptacle
pins shown as "A," "B" and "C" on the manufacturer's
schematic. This is located at the bottom of the chassis
near the horizontal range, vertical linearity and vertical
height control mounting strip. To make the proper

focus adjustment, connect plug-in focus lead to the
receptacle pin that provides best focus at the center
area of the CRT. Contrast and brightness controls
should be set for a normal picture. Caution: High
B -F is present at the focus terminals. Use care and
avoid accidental contact with these terminals to pre-

0 CD

Lir
RS03

Ij

11/7v PP

1
150K

"

Bar" radio is operated upside down, it is possible
that the tuner will scan only a small portion of the
band, rather than the complete band. If you have

a case on the bench where the entire low frequency end
of the band is completely "missed" by the tuner, check
to see if the radio is lying in an upside down position.

A portion of the band may also be missed when the
radio is powered by a battery eliminator because of
a sudden voltage drop when the solenoid "hits." In
fact, the tuner may just stick and never leave the high
frequency end of the dial. It is important to use a
heavy duty power supply capable of 20 amp intermittent current on the 12 v range and to set the eliminator at 16 v. Car batteries supplying only 12 v
do nicely because their voltage does not drop when
the tuner solenoid energizes.

vent electric shock.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
TV Chassis "MW" - Production Changes

AIRLINE
AM/FM/Phone/TV Combinations, Models WG5914A, -6914A,

-5944A, -6944A, -5974A and -6974A - Drive Cord Replacement

Drive cord replacement may be accomplished as
illustrated here. Use a drive cord 431/2 in. long. Install the string as shown, winding three turns clock POINTER CLAMP

In all 23 in. receivers coded 117MW and above
the value of CRT cathode resistor R176 was changed
from 180K to 150K to increase CRT beam current
.
. In chassis bearing code 125MW and above, the
HV rectifier tube was changed from a 1J3 to a 3A3.
This change necessitated an additional two turns of
filament winding on the flyback transformer and an
additional series resistor in the filament circuit. Resistor R268 value is 3.6n, 1/2 w, wirewound. . To
reduce picture top bend, a 100 pf capacitor (C266)
was added from pin 7 to the HO tube to the junction
.

.

ti
GANG CONDENSER
IN FULLY CLOSED
POSITION

.

of R263 R264 in the 6DQ6B grid circuit and was
mounted on the sweep circuit board. This change was

made in 23 in. chassis bearing code 125MW and

DRIVE CORD

TENSION
SPRING

above and in 19 in. chassis with code 127MW and
above. .

DRIVE CORD 43L"
2

41.°
1

DRIVE
SHAFT

4093

(11:agel
Airline drive cord replacement schematic.

wise around the tuning shaft with the turns progressing
away from the chassis front. After the cord is installed,

rotate the tuning shaft several times to take up any
slack in the cord.

.

In chassis bearing code 128MW and above,

the value of resistor R263 was changed from 820K
to 560K. This change was made to avoid over dissipation of the 6DQ6 grid . . . To improve current
distribution, the VHF tuner RF B + supply circuitry
was changed. Resistors R181 and R312 were deleted
and the value of R180 was changed from 15K, 4 w
to 2.2K, 2 w. This resistor (R180) is now connected
from B + 135 v to the tuner RF B + input. To coordinate with this, the value of resistor R160 was
changed from 15 to 16 Mo. These changes are incorporated in chassis bearing code 129MW and above.
MOTOROLA

DELCO
"Wonder Bar" Radios - Upside Down Operation

It a 1960 or 1961 automatically tuned "Wonder
APRIL 1964

Color TV Chassis T5908 - High Voltage Regulator Adjustment

Measure the high voltage at the 2nd anode with
37

TECHNICAL DIGEST

LIFT

TONE ARM

ADJUSTING.
SCREW(10)

an accurately calibrated voltmeter equipped with a
high voltage probe capable of measuring 30 kv. Ad-

just R532 located on the left of chassis for a 2nd
anode voltage of 24 kv. If a 30 kv probe is not
available, adjust regulator as follows: Connect a

SET-DOWN
ADJUSTING

VTVM across the high voltage regulator cathode resistor, R533. Set the brightness control to full counterclockwise position to extinguish raster. With raster
extinguished, adjust control R532 to produce 1.2

SCREW (3)
Truetone record changer set -down adjustment.

within -±-5%.

between the near side of the centerpost and the needle.
This distance should be between 4-10/16 and 4-11/16
in. The set -down point is adjusted with set -down ad-

PHILCO

justing screw (3). The tone arm will automatically
set down properly on 7 -in. or 12 -in. records if the
set -down adjustment is made correctly on a 10 -in.

vdc ±-5% on the VTVM. Meter must be accurate to

TV Chassis, All 1963 "L" Line - Checking Horizontal Phase

record. The set -down adjustment screw is accessible

Comparer Selenium Diode

When troubleshooting TV receivers where a defective dual selenium horizontal phase comparer di-

ode is suspected, here's a fast and efficient method
of checking them. A 20,00052/v meter is used. With
the meter set on the 10K scale and with the probes
matching the diode polarity, the forward diode resistance should be a maximum of 600052. The ratio
of the forward resistance of the diodes should be less
than 2:1. With the meter set on the 100K scale
meter probes reversed to the diode, back resistance
should be a minimum of 2M52. The phase comparer
unit's diode center is common negative.

through the hole in the left side of the tone arm.

Turning this screw out (counterclockwise) moves the
set -down point of the tone arm closer to the centerpost,
and turning it in (clockwise) moves it away from the
centerpost. When the 10 -in. adjustment is correct,

the needle should set -down between 5-19/32 and
5-22/32 in. from the near side of the centerpost on
12 -in. records, and between 3-5/32 and 3-1/4 in. on
7 -in. records. Check the set -down point with each
size record. Touch-up the set -down adjustment until
it has been optimized for all record sizes.
ZENITH
Royal 40 Transistor Portable Radio, Chassis 6KT5OZ1-Component

TRUETONE

Replacement

Record Changer, Model 4008755-Set-Down Adjustment

Resistors and capacitors should be replaced by
clipping out the old part and neatly soldering in the
new. Heat the mounting lugs of larger components
with a pencil type soldering iron and move lugs away
from the soldered connection with long-nose pliers or
metal pick. Continue heating lugs and brush away
molten solder with a wire brush. Lift defective part
off chassis. Be certain that lug holes are open and

Be sure the record changer is level. Place a 10 -in.

record on the turntable. Turn the reject knob to the
"Rej." position momentarily and let it return to "On"
to begin the automatic cycle. After set -down has begun,

but before the needle has touched the record, turn the
reject knob to the "Off" position so that the turntable
will stop. Note: This step may be more easily performed while the changer is operated at 33 rpm. Place
a ruler against the centerpost and measure the distance

free of solder before mounting new component. Exercise care when replacing components.
ATTACH LABEL HERE

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please

include

your ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN address

label

prompt service whenever you write us about your subscription.

If you're moving, please let

before changing your address.
address

to

label here,

us know five weeks
Place your magazine

print your new address below.

If you have a question about your subscription, place
your magazine address label here and clip this form
to your letter.

Insure

Mail to: ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN Subscription Service Dept.

Ojibway Building, Duluth 2, Minnesota

name
To subscribe: mail this form with your payment, and check:
(
) new subscription ( ) Renew my present subscription
Subscription rates: in the United States:
year, $5.00, 2 years, $8.00; 3 years, $10.00.
Subscription rates for all other countries available on request.

your job title or position
address

1

city
L
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uvisfor
Ififiriigard's
Colortron Ante na
Ifiers
There's a Winegard Quality Antenna
Reception Need

Take your choice of Winegard's 2-nuvistor Colortron or single transistor Red Head antenna amplifiers - both great - both trouble -free!

Both work with any TV or FM antenna. Here's the story!
COLORTRON ANTENNA AMPLIFIER .

.

. ONLY $39.95

EXCELLENT FOR COLOR WON'T OVERLOAD TAKES
UP TO 400,000 MICROVOLTS OF SIGNAL

FINEST ANTENNA AMPLIFIER MADE
. . . Because the COLORTRON amplifier
takes up to 400,000 microvolts of signal input,
strong local signals won't overload and cause
interference on distant fringe stations. It takes
20 times more signal input than any transistor
antenna amplifier and without compromising
its ultra low noise ability to pull weak signals
out of the snow.

A special "lifesaver" circuit gives the 2 nuvis-

tors an expected life of 5 to 8 years. It's the
only amplifier that's completely weather-proof

-nothing exposed, even terminals are pro-

RED HEAD TRANSISTOR MODEL . . . ONLY $29.95
FOR COLOR AND BLACK & WHITE MOST RELIABLE
TRANSISTOR ANTENNA AMPLIFIER EVER MADE.

With the Red Head, you won't have transistor

"pop -out" because of its special advanced

COLORTRON ANTENNA

Model C-44 Gold Anodized $64.95

circuit that protects against lightning flashes,

precipitation static and power line surges.
Has high pass interference filter, 2 -set coupler,
fully AC-no polarity problems. Tremendous-

ly effective in remote areas where all signals
are less than 20,000 microvolts. Uses latest
low noise MADT transistor. Bright red amplifier housing gives lasting product identification. The Red Head supersedes Winegard's
famous MA -300 amplifier.

1

COLORTRON ANTENNA

Model C-43 Gold Anodized $51.90

For TV or FM-Model No. RD -300, single

tected. Install it and forget it! Fits any TV or
FM antenna.

transistor, takes up to 20,000 microvolts, 300

Colortron Amplifiers are Available in 2 Models for TV

Stereotron Amplifiers are Available in 2 Models for FM

FOR TV-Model AP-200N-twin nuvistor, takes
up to 400,000 microvolts, input 300 ohm,
output 300 ohm, $39.95 list.
FOR TV-Model AP -275, twin nuvistor, takes
up to 400,000 microvolts, input 300 ohm,
output 75 ohm, $44.95 list.

FOR FM-Model AP -320, twin nuvistor, takes
up to 200,000 microvolts, input 300 ohm,

ohm input and output, $29.95 list.

output 300 ohm, $39.95 list.

FOR FM-Model AP -375, twin nuvistor, takes
up to 200,000 microvolts, input 300 ohm,
output 75 ohm, $44.95 list.

COLORTRON ANTENNA

Model C.42 Gold Anodized $34.95

Write for technical data or ask your Winegard distributor.
OF OU

GET ANTXTRA BO

"mega
WINEGARD COMPANY

ITY A

ALUE FROM WINEGARD

ANTENNA SYSTEM

3019-E KIRKWOOD BLVD.

COLORTRON ANTENNA

Model C-41 Gold Anodized $24.95

BURLINGTON, IOWA

-

-
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BEST PROFESSIONAL VTVM VALUE
EICO 232 peak -to -peak VTVM

featuring exclusive Uni-probe

S

Pat

Deluxe VTVM for color & B & W
Calibration without removing from cabinet
Measure directly p -p voltage of complex & sine waves:
0-4, 14, 42, 140, 420, 1400, 4200
DC/RMS sine volts; 0-1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500
(up to 30,000 volts with HVP probe, & 250 mc with PRF probe)
Resistance ranges: 0.2 ohms to 1000 megs in 7 ranges
7 non -skip ranges on every function

OWS

4 functions: + DC Volts, - DC Volts, AC Volts, Ohms.
Uniform 3 to 1 scale ratio for extreme wide -range accuracy
Large 41/2" meter in can't -burn -out circuit
Zero center for TV -FM discriminator alignment
Smart professional styling-new satin finish etched panel
with contrasting knobs and meter and grey wrinkle steel case.
Kit $29.95; wired $49.95.

'A,

Exclusive UNI-PROBE: (pat. pending) Terrific timesaver, performs
all functions: A half turn of probe -tip selects DC or AC -Ohms

EICO KITS FOR 1964

EICO 955 INCIRCUIT
EICO 460 WIDEBAND 5" SCOPE For color EICO 427 ADVANCED GENERAL PURPOSE

& black-andwhite TV servicing. Easily re- 5" SCOPE High sensitivity scope has all
produces 3.58 mc color TV synchronizing the facilities and quality demanded for
burst. Vert. amp. flat from DC to 4.5 mc, servicing audio, communications and inusable to 10 mc; 25 my rms/inch sen- dustrial equipment. Vert. amp. flat from
sitivity. Horiz. amp. flat from 1 cps to DC to 500 kc, -6 db at 1 mc; 3.5 my
400 kc; 0.6 v rms/inch sensitivity. Auto- rms/cm sensitivity. Horiz. amp. flat from
matic sync. Sweeps from below 10 cps 2 cps to 450 kc; 0.18 v rms/cm sensitivity.
to 100 kc. Kit $89.95; Wired $129.50.
Automatic sync. Sweeps from 10 cps to
100 kc. Kit $69.95; Wired $109.95.

BRIDGE -TYPE CAPACITOR
TESTER Unique shunt -resistance balancing* provision,

EICO 430 PORTABLE GENERAL PURPOSE
3" SCOPE Remarkably fine compact scope.

Excellent for servicing audio, communica-

permits in -circuit short

tions, and industrial equipment. Ideal as
a ham shack monitor. Flat -face 3" CRT
with mu metal shield eliminates affects
of external fields. Vert. amp. flat from

checks even in the presence

of as little as 1 ohm shunt
resistance. Sensitive open
check down to 15 µµf nor-

2 cps to 500 kc, -6 db at 1 mc; 25 my
rms/cm sensitivity. Horiz. amp. from 2

mally, adjustable to as little
as 5 µAL Wien Bridge capacity measurements from 0.1

cps to 350 kc, 0.25 v rms/cm sensitivity.

Sweeps from 10 cps to 100 kc. Kit $69.95;
Wired $99.95.

to 50 µf. Kit $19.95; wired
$39.95

*Pat. applied for.

.........
TOP-NOTCH TRANSISTOR TESTING TEAM

EICO 667 DYNAMIC CONDUCTANCE TUBE &
TRANSISTOR

TESTER

Combines

mutual

con-

ductance test with a peak emission test-gives
a single reading of tube quality.
Also spots

bad NPN and PNP transistors by gain and leak-

age tests. New 1964 design has sockets and
settings for the latest receiving types, including

5 and 7 -pin nuvistors. Also tests novars, 10 -pin
miniatures, and compactrons, many low -power
transmitting and special-purpose tubes, voltage
regulators, electron -ray indicators, etc. Multi circuit lever switch; 13 tube -element pushbutton
switches. 41/2" meter; roll -chart in snap -in
window. Kit $79.95; wired $129.95.
EICO CRU CRT ADAPTER-Adapts 667 to test all

color and B & W CRT's. Wired $9.95.

EICO 369 TV/FM SWEEP GENERATOR WITH BUILT-

EICO 1020 POWER & BIAS SUPPLY with 0.005% ripple. Continuously variable metered output voltage, 0-30 VDC at 150 to
300mA. Kit $23.95; wired $29.95.
EICO 680 TRANSISTOR & CIRCUIT TESTER Measures basic

IN POST INJECTION MARKER Feeds only the
characteristics of signal and power transistors. Provides DC
sweep signal to the circuit under test or align- current, DC voltage (20K ohm/volt), and resistance ranges
ment. A demodulator picks off the response normally needed for transistor work. Kit $25.95; wired $39.95.
signal and feeds it to a mixer stage where
the markers are added before scope display.
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
ET -4
Thus, troublesome interaction effects are eli131-01 39th Avenue, Flushing, N.Y. 11352
minated. Sweep generator has controllable inductor sweep circuit (all electronic) with no Send new 1964 catalog featuring more than 230 EICO Products.
mechanical parts to wear and give trouble, and
5
fundamental ranges from 3.5 to 316 mc.
Variable frequency marker provides output on NAMF
3 fundamental ranges from 2 to 60 mc., and
60 to 225 mc range on harmonics. 4.5 mc ADDRESS

crystal supplied for rapid check of marker
generator alignment. Kit 489.95; wired $139.95.

CITY

70N
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Project Engineer, Simpson Electric Co.

Speed servicing with a better understanding

of VOMs and by employing some
not -so -common measurement techniques

Many technicians take their test
instruments for granted. As a consequence, they do not take time to
learn to use them most efficiently.
This is especially true with respect
to that much -used instrument, the

VOM and about applications other
than standard voltage, current and
resistance measurements.

VOM.

view only some applications here.

Too often, when a new VOM is
purchased, the instruction manual
is filed and rarely seen again. This
is a mistake; much time and effort
is expended in manual preparation
and the information it offers can

help you learn more about your
APRIL 1964

If we listed all the things your
VOM can do, it would require a
full-size book. Hence, we will reMeasuring Low Voltages

Most VOMs are capable

of

measuring dc voltages well below
the normal lowest voltage range
provided. The basic meter movement in a VOM is a current sensi41

tive device which-with the addition of series resistors-is capable
of measuring virtually any voltage.
To add lower voltage ranges, however, some knowledge of the basic
meter movement is necessary. This
information is available in your instruction manual.

A typical VOM meter movement requires a 50 /la current for
full scale deflection and has an in-

a 100 my drop across it when 25
amp are applied. The size of the
resistor then is 0.1 divided by 25
or 0.00452, which is then connected
directly across the 200051 meter

(see Fig. 2). The wattage rating
of the resistor must be at least
(25)2 x 0.004
2.5w. To make
resistors of this small value a
length of copper wire heavy

enough to carry the desired current

movement the voltage drop across

may be cut to the desired resistance. To make a more accurate

the meter at full scale is 50 (pa)

shunt-one not affected by temper-

using the meter directly, then, we

could be used.

have a 0 to 100 my range avail-

Measuring High Voltages

ternal resistance of 200051. For this

times 2000 (n) or 100 my. By
able. To provide a 0 to 1 v range,
the total resistance must be 20,000

-or 1 v divided by 50 µa. An
18,00051 resistor (see Fig. 1) must

be placed in series with the meter
for full scale deflection with 1 v
applied. The lowest voltage that
may be used accurately is limited
by the meter's current sensitivity
and internal resistance and the size
of the meter dial or how well we
can interpolate between scale divisions.
Measuring High Currents

Since the basic meter movement
is a current sensitive device naturally we cannot add current ranges

lower than the value of current
that produces full scale deflection
unless we use an amplifier. Higher
current ranges than those available

on your VOM may be added by
employing shunt resistors on the
meter.

To add a 25 amp dc range to
our 50 /la 200052/v meter we must
use a shunt resistor that will have

ature changes - Manganin wire

A common requirement beyond

the VOM's normal range is the
need to measure high voltages in
television receivers, scopes, radio

transmitters and special industrial
electronic equipment. Most VOM
manufacturers

offer

high -voltage

probe assemblies that extend the
VOM's voltage measuring capability. In an emergency a VOM high

voltage probe can be constructed
in the shop if certain precautions
are observed.

The probe assembly is nothing
more than a high -value precision
resistor matched to the VOM input
resistance. Let's consider a VOM
whose dc sensitivity is 20,0001/v.

On the 2.5 vdc range the VOM's
input resistance is 2.5 times 20,000
or 50,00052. So, to measure 10,000
v, for example, the input resistance

must be 10,000 times 20,000 or
200 Mn.

If we plan to use our probe in
conjunction with the 1000 vdc
range, (input resistance 20 Mn),

we will need a probe assembly with

a resistance of 180 Mn. It is not
necessary for the probe resistor to
be a single unit. It may be made

up of a number of lower valued

resistors in series. What resistors
are available will dictate the most
practical types to use in the high voltage probe.
Resistors to be used should be
carefully measured as nearly as
possible so the required resistance
is obtained.
The voltage handling capability
of the resistor or resistors used is
another consideration. Remember,
most of the voltage to be measured

will be dropped across the resistance in the probe assembly.

Finally, we must consider the
user's

safety.

Most

commercial

probes have ribs on the tip to prevent flashover from the voltage
check point to the operator's fin-

gers or the probe handle

is ex-

tended so that the user may place

his hand far back from the

tip.

These precautions are necessary;
always use discretion when measuring high voltages.

To make high -voltage probes
for ac the same procedure is followed if the frequencies at which
measurements will

be made are

within the valid sensitivity range
of the VOM. This information is
readily available from the instruction manual.
Diode Testing

Germanium and silicon diodes

can be quickly tested with the
ohmmeter section of your VOM.
If you want to know what the diode polarity is, it will be neces-

50 pa

50 pa

2000nMETER

2000n METER

LOW OHMS
RANGE

HIGH OHMS
RANGE

DIODE

DIODE

o+

+

-o

-

18K n

I VOLT

Fig. 1-Series resistor added

to

meter

movement

provides 0-1 vdc range.
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Fig.

2-Meter

is

shunted

with low value resistor
add a 25 amp range.

to

Fig.

3-Method

used

to

check forward and back resistance of diodes.
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VOM. Again, the instruction manual contains this information.
Assume that the positive side of

An expanded scale is one that
covers only a portion of the voltage you are measuring. This is

They would be damaged by the applied ac. Also, be
careful that the capacitors being
checked have a high enough voltage rating to withstand the test

the batteries are connected to the

sary to determine how the internal
are

batteries

connected

in

the

capacitors.

useful for detecting small varia-

voltage.

terminal or jack of the

tions in voltage sources. For example, if it were necessary to observe variations in a 24-v source,

Measuring Power

rection and very high resistance in
the reverse direction. First set the

we could, by adding a bucking volt-

in a dc device with a VOM is a

positive

VOM. A good diode will have a
low resistance in the forward di-

VOM to

the

lowest

resistance

range and connect the positive lead

to the diodes anode and the negative lead to its cathode (see Fig.
3). The meter should read between a few ohms and about 3000.
Then set the VOM to the highest
ohmmeter range and reverse the
leads to the diode. The meter
should read at least 100 times the
forward reading depending on the
type of diode. This test does not
guarantee, however, that the diode
will perform as required in its
particular application.

Testing Batteries

To properly test a battery it
must be loaded so it will deliver
current just as it would in a circuit.

Normally an "A" battery is rated
at 150 ma. Therefore, to properly

load a 1.5 v cell a

age of 22.5 v, use the 2.5 v range
instead of the 50 v range (see Fig.
5). By this method it is much
simpler to observe small changes

that might go unnoticed on the
higher voltage range.
The

manuals

instruction

for

many VOMs contain explicit in-

VOM the current may drop slight-

In this case use the highest

current range that will give an ac-

applied voltage. The ratio of the
capacitors is then the inverse of

books specify the suggested current drain so that most batteries

measured voltage was 50, then to

an ac
find

and the

voltage source,

the

unknown

capacitor's

value, we would use the relation
C
0.05

=

SOURCE

curate reading since the internal
resistance is lower on the higher
current ranges.

Power may be measured in ac
in the same manner except that the result will be in voltcircuits

amperes unless the power factor is
unity. To determine ac power in
watts the power factor must be
known.
These are only some of the

added uses for your VOM.

In
general service work the VOM
with all its ranges is a valuable

tool in itself. However, familiarity with your particular tester and
some experimentation

is

sure to

lead to many more uses for your

50

VOM.
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ment is one very important step

Understanding your test equip-

or C is 0.039 µ,f. Do not use this
method for measuring electrolytic

24V DC
BATTERY

the added resistance due to the
ly.

a 0.05 iLf capacitor was used as
the known unit, the 115-v line as

I 5V"A"

the voltage drop across it. The
power dissipated in watts is the
product of the current in amperes
and the voltage in volts. A slight

tance. The method used may vary
for different VOMs but a simple
method that works with all VOMs
will be shown here. Connect the
unknown capacitor and a capacitor whose value is known in series
across a known ac voltage source
(see Fig. 6). Measure the voltage
across the known capacitor, subtract this reading from the known
the voltage ratios. For example, if

dios. Some applications, of course,
require closer voltage tolerance.

simple matter. First measure the
current through the device then

structions for measuring capaci-

1 On resistor

battery voltage falls below 80 or
85 percent of its rated voltage it
should be rejected for use in ra-

Measuring the power dissipated

error may result because of inserting the ammeter in the circuit, with

Measuring Capacitance

would be placed across it (see Fig.
4), and the voltage measured.
Most catalogs and battery data
may be checked in this way. When

fl

Expanded Voltage Scale

722.5V

toward speedier service and higher
profits.

KNOWN AC
VOLTAGE

T

Fig. 4-For accurate test of
batteries a load resistor is

Fig. 5-'Expanded scale' allows detection of small var-

Fig. 6-Your VOM can be
used to determine an un-

shunted across battery.

iations in voltage sources.

known capacitance value.
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EXTRA PROFITS WITH

Many easy - to - install
speaker
market.

kits are on the
This one has a

Front, Rear or Both switch;
faders are also available.

You can tap extra profits by installing
rear seat speakers. Many technicians
harbor

the

opinion

that

rear

deck

3

Door stripping and back seat are re-

STEP

STEP

6

The cardboard top of the rear deck, is
cut to the shape of the stamped speaker

moved.

speakers are difficult or bothersome to
install; nothing could be farther from
the truth. They're simple, easy, take

less than an hour to install and are

with extra profit. This is
especially true if you schedule them
during slow periods.
loaded

The only extra hand tools needed

which you may not already have are a
in. chassis punch and a % in. drill bit
with a 1/4 in. shaft if you have a standard 1/4 in. drill.
Because all late model cars come
with speaker mounting holes already
1

stamped in the rear deck these tools are

needed only on the older cars.
If an older car comes in just punch
in. holes close together
three or four
and mount the speaker over them.
The photos and captions show details
of the eight easy steps to extra profits.
The car here is a 1962 Chevrolet but is
typical of most installations.
1

44

mounting holes.
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REAR SEAT SPEAKERS

Cl

STEP

2

Remove the side panel, right side, frcnt
seat, so the wires can be run in behind.
This one is held in with two screws.

5

The sound insulating material

STEP

The glove box is removed to get at the

STEP

1

speaker wires.

STEP

4

Speaker
carpet.

wires

are

routed

under

the

is

taken

from under the rear deck in the trunk. A
few clips hold it in. Reinstall it after the
speaker is mounted.

STEP

APRIL 1964

7

The speaker is mounted and ground wire
is put on.
Drill a 1/8 in. hole in any
metal part of the car body and put a lug
on a self -tapping screw and tighten.

STEP

8

Speaker switch or fader is mounted under
the dash. Over the transmission hump is
usually best. All panels are replaced.
You pocket the profits.
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AVOIDING PITFALLS
IN TRANSISTOR TESTING
Know the important facts about
semiconductor characteristics and get
efficient service from your transistor

and diode test equipment

4 2Uileiciot Ozto#
American Electronic Laboratories, Inc.

Transistor and diode specification sheets usually contain maximum information about a particular
unit. This information is especially
valuable to TV -radio technicians
when testing, troubleshooting and
selecting replacement units. And if
you know how basic test equipment

circuitry operates and how it

is

used, you'll eliminate a lot of your
semiconductor testing problems.
Unit Types

Entertainment

type

transistors

and diodes-those used in radios,

LIMITING
RESISTOR

50pa
Fig.

1-Circuit for

measuring ICBO

VTVM

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

amplifiers, TVs, etc., can be broken
down into five categories as follows:
1) low power, low frequency
(audio); 2) medium and high pow-

er, low frequency (audio); 3) low
power, high frequency (video, RF);

4) diodes and rectifiers; 5) zener
(reference) diodes.
Certain basic characteristicsleakage measurements and forward
voltage measurements-are com-

mon to all transistors and diodes,
and these parameter measurements
are considered of prime importance
in detecting unit degradation.

at 30 v, it can be used for

all

pedance to the 1 kc signal and a

measurements specified here. The
negative terminal of the power supply is fed into a series limiting resistor. The series limiting resistor

low resistance return for the common base dc bias. SW1 is a switch
used to calibrate the jig for a hFE=
1 condition. R2 is a constant current resistor which, in conjunction
with the constant voltage supply
V1, delivers a constant emitter current to the transistor. C1 and C2
are capacitors used to bypass the 1

prevents damage to the meter and
transistor if the incorrect polarity
is inadvertently applied to the transistor. A 0 to 50 pa meter is placed
in series with the limiting resistor
and the collector electrode. The

base of the transistor is then returned to the positive side of the
power supply. A VTVM with an
input impedance of 10 MS/ is
placed across the collector to base
electrodes. The series resistor can
be chosen from Ohm's Law:

kc signal to ground. M1 is a 0 to 10

ma meter and is used to set the
emitter current to a specified dc
operating point. R3 is a sensing re-

sistor used for the current gain

R--

Constant voltage
source V1 supplies the specified dc
collector to base or collector to
emitter voltage. The VTVM shown
across R3 should have millivolt sen-

where V is the specification voltage

audio amplifier can be used to
amplify the 1 kc signal appearing

left open cir-

and I is the full scale meter movement or 50 µa.

The small -signal, shortcircuit, forward -current transfer ra-

The method of measurement is as
follows:

read.

Audio Types

Two important transistor characteristics in this group are 'CD) and
hFE. Tom, is the dc collector current
which flows when a specified voltage is applied between the collector
and base electrodes of the transistor

and the emitter

is

cuited.

tio, commonly known as the common emitter current gain of Beta,
is the ratio of the ac output to the
ac input current, with zero as output voltage. When measuring low

V

sitivity; if it doesn't, almost any

I

1.

Insert the transistor to be

made at a frequency of 1 kc.

tested in the socket.
2. Adjust the supply voltage until the VTVM reads the specification voltage at which 630 is to be
measured, then read IcBo on the 0
to 50 Ata meter.

Typical Test Circuitry

HEE Measurement

The schematic of a basic circuit
IcB0 measurement circuit is shown
in Fig. 1. An adjustable dc constant

A schematic of a typical hFE
measurement circuit is shown in

voltage power supply is used as a
power source. If the power supply
can deliver a maximum of 100 ma

used to supply the signal source to
the transistor. R1 is a constant current resistor. L1 offers a high im-

frequency units, this measurement is

measurement.

Fig. 2. A 1 kc signal generator is

across R3 so it can be properly

The method of measurement is
as follows:
1.
Without a transistor in the
socket and zero voltage applied,

close SW1 and adjust the amplitude

of the 1 kc generator until a 0 db
reading appears on the VTVM.
Open SW1. As small a signal as
possible should be used to prevent
clipping when the transistor is inserted in the socket. The test jig

is now calibrated and should not
require calibration unless the amplitude of the 1 kc generator is
changed.

2. Insert the transistor to be

011-VC B

SW- I

CALIBRATE

Fig.

2-Circuit for

measuring h11

I MEG

GEN

O

R2
3K

CI

7+150pf
z
IMI
50V
VI
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1

R3
100a

VCE

RI

IKC
LI
SIGNAL

at

kc.

VTVM

C2

=+

0-10

ma PRESS 50 of
TO

V2

50V

TEST
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PITFALLS IN
TRANSISTOR
TESTING
Continued

Fig.

3-Circuit for measuring VEBF.

tested in the socket and adjust the

measured, then read the Ion° directly

variable constant voltage source V2
to the specified VCE or VCB as read

on the meter.

on a VTVM.
3. Adjust the variable constant
voltage source V, until the specified

emitter current is read on M,.
4. Press the PRESS TO TEST
switch SW2 and read the current
gain hFE directly in db on the meter.
The PRESS TO TEST switch is used

so that the capacitor Cl will not
maintain a charge and damage another unit when it is inserted in
the socket.
Audio-Low Frequency
Two transistor characteristics that

have been selected as having primary importance in this group are
and VEBF VEBF is the emitter
floating potential and is that voltage
appearing between the emitter and
base junction (with the emitter and
base open -circuited) when the collector to base junction is reverse
IeR0

biased with a given potential.
The same circuit configuration
as that shown in Fig. 1 is used to
make the IcB0 measurement. The

only required changes are in the
value of the meter and the limiting
resistor. The meter should be
changed to a value somewhat larger

than that specified for the type of
transistor to be tested and the value

of the limiting resistor should be
determined as for 'cm.
The method of measurement is
as follows :

1. Place the transistor in socket.
2. Adjust the supply voltage until the VTVM reads the specification voltage at which IcB0 is to be

48

A circuit used for determining
whether or not a transistor meets

of transistors also have similar low
frequency characteristics as those
of low power audio units and therefore the 1 kc hFE measurement is

the VEBF specification is shown in
Fig. 3. The collector to base
junction of the transistor is reverse
biased by the constant voltage

made in the same manner as pre-

source V1. This voltage is shown

Two diode and rectifier characteristics have been selected as having primary importance in this

being measured by a VTVM, however any voltmeter can be used to
measure this voltage. VTVM is

placed across the emitter to base
terminal of the transistor.

This

meter must have an impedance of
10 Mr to prevent loading down the
transistor.
The method of measurement is as
follows:
1. Insert the transistor in the
socket.

2. Adjust the collector to base
supply voltage to that as specified.
3. Read the emitter floating potential on VTVM No. 2. It should
be lower than that voltage given on
the specification sheet.
Video, RF Types

Two transistor characteristics that

have been selected as having primary importance in this group are
ICB0 and hFE (1 kc).
The same circuit configuration as
that shown in Fig. 1 is used to make
the IcBo measurement. Since these
types of transistors have similar dc
characteristics as those of the low
power audio units, the ICB0 measurement is made in the same manner as previously described.

The same circuit configuration
shown in Fig. 2 is used to make the
1 kc hFE measurement. These types

viously described.
Diodes and Rectifiers

group. They are IR and VF. IR is
the current which flows in the anode
and cathode terminals when

fied reverse voltage is applied between the anode and cathode terminals of the diode or rectifier. VF
is the voltage appearing between the

anode and cathode terminals when
a specified forward current is passed

through the diode or rectifier.
The basic circuit configuration of
Fig. 1 is used to measure IR. The

collector of the transistor should
be replaced by the anode of the
diode or rectifier and the base of the

transistor should be replaced by
the cathode of the diode or rectifier.

The current range of the meter
should be selected so that it is
slightly higher than the IR specifica-

ton limit of the unit to be tested.
The value of the protective resistor

should be derived as previously
shown for Icno. The method of
measurement is also identical to
the method previously described
for 'cm).

It should be pointed out that the
IcRo measurement is a dc measurement of the collector -to -base diode
of a transistor and hence is treated

in the same manner as any other
diode.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

The protective
resistor's value should be derived
specified current.

as previously specified for IcBo.

The method of measurement is
as follows:

1. Insert the unit to be tested in
the socket.

2. Adjust the constant voltage
supply until the specified current as
read on the milliammeter flows
through the device.
3. Read EB directly on the
VTVM and it should fall within the
specification limits of EB.

Fig. 4-Circuit for measuring

Results of these measurements
can indicate unit degradation and
either poor performance or failure
can usually be detected.

The schematic in Fig. 4 is used

to measure the forward voltage
with a variable constant voltage
source. R4 is a limiting resistor

which protects the meter against
shorted devices. Its value should
be selected as previously described
for IcBo.

Since the diode in the

forward direction has low impedance, the VTVM could be replaced
with a 20,000It/v meter if desired.
The method of measurement is
as follows:

1. Insert the unit to be tested
in the socket with the anode and
cathode as shown in Fig. 4.
2. Adjust the constant voltage
supply until the specified current

read on the

Many

milliammeter flows

technicians today are using ohm-

through the unit.
3. Read the forward voltage directly on the VTVM.

meters to determine whether or not

Zener Diodes

ply current as high as 150 ma and
power of 50 to 60 mw on its lower
ranges. When used on the higher

The zener diode characteristic
selected as having primary importance in this group is the reference
voltage EB. EB is the voltage appearing at the diode terminals when
a specified current is passed through
the unit.

The same circuit configuration
shown in Fig. 4 is used to make the
reference voltage measurement. The
meter's current range should be
selected slightly

higher than the

a transistor is good or bad. This
is a dangerous practice, for the conventional type multimeter can sup-

ranges where the current is limited,

it may be used as a go, no-go device. That is, it can be used to
tell

if a unit is open or shorted.

The conventional type ohmmeter
gives no indication of device degradation, however, and it is not
recommended as an instrument
which technicians would normally
use for transistor testing.

SET UP

AND DEAL
"I'm sorry ma'am, but I wouldn't recommend repairing this set. The repairs would
cost more than the set's worth."

APRIL 1964

dealer-and in most cases it's pretty easy
to arrange. Simply contact the distributor

"Well, I'll talk to my husband, but I guess

of the set you'd like to handle! If there
isn't a distributor in your area or if you

you're right. By the way, since you get to

aren't sure who he is, write the manufacturer

see so many types of TV sets at their worst,

directly.

which would you recommend we buy to
replace this one?"

If you now do "service -only," it would
be worth your time to investigate selling

How many times has this happened to
you-you sell a new TV set but somebody
else makes the profit-simply because you
regard your job as "service only"?
Almost everybody would like you for a

new sets. In many cases you're there when
the owner decides to buy a new TV. How
many times have you been asked about "the
best set" and stepped aside to let someone
else make the sale?
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TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
Many technicians and dealers

Sin #1-Letting George Do It:

violate the basic rules of salesmanship in the classified telephone

Too many technicians and service

symptomatic

dealers "take" an ad, rather than
"make" one that sells. They turn
over the job to a salesman, or an
agency. Then they wash their
hands of all responsibility for its

proach. The top spot in your ad

effectiveness.

Think how much more appeal
you can get from a headline that

directory.

You can see this simply by turning to the "Television Dealers and

Service" heading in virtually any
telephone book.
Chances are
you'll find an essential sameness
in most of the ads. Prospects who
are confronted by them, usually

have no particular reason-other
than whim-to choose one shop
over another.
Buying habits surveys show that

large and increasing numbers of
people turn to the classified telephone directory when they are
ready to buy or when they need
service.

These

studies

indicate

that the combined radio and television

headings are referred to

more often than any other classification in the book. Content with

a "share" of the business it at-

tracts, many technicians and deal-

ers fail to take full advantage of
their advertising investment.
Another possible reason for lack

of sales appeal in directory ads is
that many advertisers fail to recog-

nize the directory's "split personality." On the one hand, it is a
number service that gives your

regular customers quick and easy
access to you when they need your
services. This function is served

No one knows your business as
thoroughly as you. If you can afford it, or if a service is offered
free, take advantage of the know-

how of professionals. But help
them make a better ad by telling

them the advantages your shop offers, and by insisting that your ad
be designed to sell.

Sin # 2-Selling Yourself, Not

Your

Services:

Your

with the idea the "we do this" or
"we offer that," think in terms of
"you'll get this" or "you'll enjoy
that."

By speaking directly to your
customer ("as you"), rather than
of yourself ("as we"), you'll find
that your advertising automatically
will pack a more potent sales
punch, even if the "you's" are implied, rather than stated.
Bear in mind, too, that the cus-

tomer you want to attract is the
one you don't have. Your present
past

customers,

and

even

But it is also an advertising
medium. Its larger units and dis-

want the most basic facts: your

the

telephone number, your location,
your hours and your name (if they

uncommitted
ready -to -buy customer to call you

rather than a competitor. Its job
is not merely to give your address
and telephone number and to list
your brands and services, but to

have forgotten it

momentarily).

When new prospects turn to the
Radio or Television Dealers and
Service classifications, they want
first to be sold. They want all the

sell.

reasons

To make an ad that sells, keep
this distinction between number
service and advertising firmly in
mind. Then, avoid these all too
common seven deadly sins:

please them. An advantage -full ad

50

is

ap-

belongs to a selling message. Your

name alone will ring a bell only
with customers who have been
well served by you before.
emphasizes

benefits,

savings

why

your

service

will

designed for new customers will
reach and re -sell old ones as well,
so it pays to make it a selling ad.

Sin #3 - Headlining Your

tt
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of

time and money, speed and convenience. For instance: "The help
you need is practically there. ."
.

"Fast TV Repair-Any Time,
Any Day" . . . "No Extra Charge
for Night Calls"
. "Emergency
Service-All Makes" . . "Guaranteed Repairs" . . "Save Money
.

.

.

.

Save Money."
These selling points and others
like them appear in many ads. The

those who are referred to you, are
already largely sold. When they
turn to the Yellow Pages, they

convince

"we"

So sell your services, not yourself.
Instead of approaching your ad

-only about what it offers them.

and

to

the

-Drop Off Your Set for Repairs"
-or the old standby, "Save Time,

prospects

primarily by listings under the

play ads can be your last chance

of

don't give a hoot about your shop

brand names or headings that describe your products or services.

Name: This most common sin

trick is

to make one or two of

them dominant to catch the reader's eye immediately, then to sell
him by backing up the headline
with other advantages and facts.

Your name should be
visible, of course.

highly

But unless it

is an integral part of a selling
headline, it should be relegated to

a lower spot in your ad,

along

with your equally visible telephone
number.

Sin # 4-Putting all Your Eggs
in One Basket: Never try to sell
every item in your shop and all of
your services in one small space.
Instead, focus your ad on specific
services or sets that belong under
the heading in which your ad appears. Selling radio sets or phonographs under the heading Television Dealers and Service is large-

ly a waste of space-and money.
If they are important enough to
advertise, give them the space they
deserve under the proper heading.

If they are not, don't clutter your
ad with facts that few customers
would look for under that classification.

The wide variety of listings and
ad sizes available for increasing

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

p

Eliminate your 'non -selling' ads by knowing

ADVERTISING
your

opportunities

to

sell

are

limited only by your budget and
your business goals. In some cases,

plain or bold faced listings, and
listings under trade marks, will do
-especially in classifications havint few or no competitive display
ads. In others a small display ad
or informational listing can do the
job of attracting extra business for
you. Your decisions should be

guided by (1) how important the
service or product is to your total
business and (2) how strong your
competition is under any heading.

Sin #5-Making Any Illustra-

tion Do: An illustration will help
to attract attention, but it should
support

your

dealers and technicians seem satis-

fied with almost any illustration;
chipmunks, monkeys, dwarfs and
imps cavort in too many ads.
If your intention is to convey
friendly,

If you want them to come to you,
tell them precisely where you are
located, not only by including your

address, but by adding other directional aid, such as "Across from

City Hall," or "West Side Shopping Center." A small map showing your location in relation to
main thoroughfares or other landmarks will also be a help to newcomers.
If you

dependable

service,

a

photo of yourself and your staff
can personalize your appeal. If
speed of service is a major appeal,
your radio -equipped fully -stocked

offer

round-the-clock

service or remain open at hours
unusual for business in your area,
say so with a line such as "Open
Till

9 p.m. on Fridays," or "8

a.m. to 9 p.m., Mondays through
Saturdays," or "24 -Hour Service."

If you offer sales or service on

selling

message,
rather than compete with it. Some

the seven sins of Yellow Pages advertising

all makes, say so. If not, list those

you do handle. Or better still,
show the trade marks if there are
not too many. And tell them if you
repair and install antennas.
It is surprising how much information you can get into a display
ad without clutter if you "weight"
your copy by using larger type for
the most

important items,

and

truck can be shown, if the photo
is attractive and ties in with the

smaller, lighter type for the lesser
elements. Again, your ad will be
read to the last word if your head-

message in your headlines. If your
shop itself is especially inviting and

line has done its job well, and if

you want to attract walk-in trade,
you can show it, although this is
among the weakest of visual appeals, symbolizing the "we" approach. The only value of a shop
photograph is that it may remind
customers that they passed your
shop once before.

everything in your ad is appropriate to the classification.

Sin #7-Letting the Phone
Ring and Ring: Many Yellow
Pages users ask questions first, buy
later. Don't let poor telephone
habits limit your sale, or worse,
turn them away.
Train

yourself

and

everyone

Check your local phone book
before you decide on an illustration. If there are too many cartoons of ailing television sets or

prompt, to be cheerful, to be helpful, to ask and use the customer's
name, to mention special services

tion. Make your ad stand out by

and confidence - building guarantees, and to suggest other ways

radios, forego this type of illustra-

different and attractive layout,
its strong sales appeal and the logic
of illustration.
Sin #6-Playing "Hide and
Seek" With Your Customers: Peoits

ple turn to the Yellow Pages for
help. Be sure you give it to them.
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who answers your phone to be

that you might serve them. Sales
can start in the Yellow Pages, but
it

is up to you to turn first-time

callers into regular customers. You
can do this by avoiding these seven

deadly sins-by working -up ads
that sell.
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By Gosh,
Bob looked up from a schematic he was studying just as his
buddy walked into the shop. He

1,1

burped a "Hi, Joe," turned and

Salem

propped his chin with his arm resting on the VOM near a TV chassis

and stared into the set's chassis.
"You look tired," Joe mumbled,
"it's quitting time anyway, why

don't you close shop and have a
beer with me at the Tavern?"
It was customary for the two
boys to have "a beer" almost every
night, so the question really wasn't
necessary. Normally when Joe ap-

peared, Bob would methodically
straighten the papers on a table
near the phone, throw a couple of
switches,

night -light

the

main

switch on his bench and without
further hesitation head for the

Tavern with Joe. Tonight it was
different.

.

.

.

Joe was still attending the local

state college and was in his last
year

of

hydraulics

engineering.

Bob had opened the TV shop right
after graduation from tech school.

Joe could define a Farad or a

You're Right!

Coulomb in precise terms but became lost rather easily in a sche-

Bob demonstrates that even the best technicians

matic. He marveled at Bob's
ability to repair almost any TV

run into an occasional 'brick wall'

set in a matter of minutes.
"Let's go!" Joe prodded.
"Why don't you go ahead and
I'll meet you there a little later?"
"What's wrong, Bob, you stuck
to that stool?"
"No," Bob laughed, "this Emerson's got a real loose vertical hold
that's giving me fits. I've been at it
almost two hours and I'm not any

with vertical sync problems

need to concentrate on it a little
longer."

"Maybe I can help," Joe volun-

closer now than when I started."
"I know what's wrong even
without looking at it," Joe said
seriously, "you've been hard at it
all day and your mind isn't work-

teered. "I know basically how the
vertical section works, and if

ing right. Come on and get a beer.
With a fresh mind in the morning
you can fix it in ten minutes."
" 'A beer' to you is a whole case.

dilemma."

Really, Joe, this is a 'dog.' I just
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you'll straighten out some of the
rough spots for me, maybe I'll
come up with the solution to your
"Four years of college hasn't
made you that smart," Bob jibed,
"but I'll be glad to point out where
most technicians go astray."

Different Kinds of Sync Trouble

Bob knew that Joe understood
a lot more about the operation of

a TV set than he let on-he beat
Bob in chess all the time too, so
he had to be pretty smart. And
reasoning so, Bob skipped the preliminaries and went right into the
heart of the matter.
"There are several different

systems used to sync the vertical
sweep," Bob started, "but they

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

all exhibit some basic symptoms
when they malfunction. Of course,
these symptoms should be used as

same direction. And, of course,
there are intermittents. The worst

clues to show where to look for

demonstrated with the controls on
the Emerson that the set would

kind is what you see here," Bob

the trouble.
"Anybody with half a brain will

lock in when the hold was carefully adjusted but that it still lost

substitute tubes in the path of the
signal before starting, so we'll assume that any problem I mention
is a circuit problem."
"What do you mean by 'in the
path of the signal' ?" Joe queried.
"I mean just that-any tube that
either the composite signal or the

vertical hold rather easily.

"It looks to me like you not only

have to check tubes in the path
of the signal to the vertical section
but away from it as well. How in
the world do you know which section is connected in some way to
another section?"
"Well," Bob started slowly, "on

just know-you

"Maybe the slots around the
edge of the picture tube aren't

some sets, you

enough others like it. If you're
working on a stranger like this one,
you've got to read the schematic."
Bob pulled the schematic out

stripped vertical signal passes
through should be held suspect
until the tube has been substituted."

deep enough to hold the sync bar
in tight," Joe kidded, "maybe it's
the picture tube."
"Huh? Oh, I thought you were
serious for a minute. But you
know there are cases where a picture tube can cause sync trouble.
And it's usually the last place a

"Do you mean even an IF tube
can cause loss of sync?"

technician thinks of looking."
"Did you check the picture

"Right,"

Bob

countered.

"A

tube?"

"No, this set doesn't have a re-

little gas or a cathode -heater short
in one of the IF tubes can, in rare
instances, cause 60 cycle modulation upsetting the vertical without
affecting the video, horizontal or
sound signals. Generally, however,
the video will suffer too.

trace circuit which can cause a

trouble like that."
Bob pulled a large notebook off
the shelf adjacent to the bench and
leafed through a few Tekfax schematics. He stopped at a G -E schematic, partially shown in Fig. 1.
"Now here's one that can cause
the kind of trouble I was talking
about. You see, retrace blanking
is actually accomplished by lifting
the signal out of the primary side
of the vertical output and applying

"There are different kinds of

sync trouble which require different kinds of treatment too."
"Sounds like double talk; elucidate."
"Well, first, there's the no -vertical -sync condition. The hold control slows the rolling down and will
reverse the direction of the rolling

to the grid of the CRT. The

it

negative pulse on the grid of the
CRT cuts off the beam during retrace. As you can see, a short at
the grid or gas in the CRT would
be reflected in the vertical feedback circuit."

or even stop it, but the vertical
won't lock in. Then there's the
condition that is usually an oscillator defect. The picture can be
slowed but continues to roll in the

from under the edge of the TV

chassis and motioned Joe over to
Normally Bob used a
discarded music stand to hold his
schematics, but Joe noticed that it
was near the bench at the opposite
wall today. After moving a few
articles on the desk, Bob laid out
a Tekfax for the Emerson.
his desk.

Common Circuits

"Let's look at some of the things
the vertical section has in common
with other sections of the set."

"You mean like B + ," Joe injected.

"Right again. And this is a very
good place to start looking. Since
the vertical section's operation is
critical,

it may be the first to be

affected by low B + . After you
measure the voltage, however, it's
always a good idea to scope the
B + . Then if there's any modulation or ripple on it, you'll see it."

"Other than 60

LOOK

can modulate the B + ?" asked Joe.
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Circuit employed in the Emerson for retrace
CRT malfunction in this set can cause sync instability and a variety of other vertical problems.
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blanking makes sync problems caused
retrace circuit unlikely.

by
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"One of the worst offenders is
the horizontal output tube. Each
time the output tube conducts, the
B + is loaded and is modulated
at the horizontal rate. This gets
into the vertical section, tripping
the oscillator slightly ahead of the
sync pulse. This usually causes a
rapid but spasmodic roll."
"Well, that's easy enough to understand. What else can goof up
the B + ?"

"What else draws heavy current intermittently?" Bob returned
the question.
"How about the audio section?"
Joe inquired.
"On the nose.
causes

When

audio

the output tube to draw

heavy current, it can modulate the
B +. I know what your next question is going to be; in almost every
case, if the filter capacitor were in
good shape, there wouldn't be any
modulation problems. Does that
answer your question?"
"Yes, Houdini. I think that
covers it," Joe answered in mock
disapproval. "How far have you
gotten on this set?"

"After

substituting

tubes,

I

checked the B + and then started
scoping the vertical circuits. At
first,

everything looked perfectly

normal, but when I went over it
a second time, I found that the
vertical pulse reaching the oscilla-

tor was a

little shy of what the
schematic shows is normal and

a little too pointed."

"Then what?" Joe wanted to
know.

"I checked all around the video
amplifier," Bob continued, "but I
still can't find anything wrong."
"I still say it's the picture tube,"
Joe kidded again. "Let's go get a
beer."

Ignoring him, Bob started to
check voltages on the video amplifier again. He shook his head

in disgust when he found they were
nearly exactly what the schematic
called for. Bob hooked the scope

probe on the grid of the oscillator
with a
watched

decoupling probe and
the oscillator feedback

pulse slip by the sync pulse as if
it weren't there. He held the probe
tight with one hand and pulled off
the picture tube socket with his

"Emission's a lot better than the
average picture tube," Bob mumbled.

For the first time Joe had become intent on the problem. Bob
flipped the function knob on the
tester to GAS.
"There's the answer," Bob announced. "That tube's so gassy
it must be pressurized."
"You

still

haven't

how the CRT could
vertical sync

explained

affect the
in this set. How

free hand. The two pulses snapped

about it?" Joe noticed that Bob

together.

had lost his worried look and

"By gosh, you're right!" Bob
shouted. "It is the picture tube."

"I knew it

all

the time," Joe

chortled, "haven't I been telling
you?"

"I'm serious." Bob pulled Joe

to the scope by his shirt sleeve.
"Look."

Bob plugged in the CRT socket
again with the scope still hooked
to the oscillator grid. The tube

started to warm up and the two

pulses bumped together and pulled
apart intermittently.
"You're slipping," Joe chided.
"I thought you said the picture
tube wouldn't cause a malfunction

like that on this set."
"Anything is possible, Joe. Let's

check the CRT and see what's
wrong with it."
Bob pulled his new combination
CRT tester and rejuvenator from a
shelf where he kept equipment that

was not used on every bench job.
He worked quickly and silently.
"That's funny, no shorts."
Bob reset the tester and gently
tapped the neck of the CRT this
time as he watched the neon short
indicator. Still no short indication.

He flipped the function knob to
test for emission.

imagined that he had figured out
he had strayed in his
troubleshooting procedure.
"I overlooked a connection that's

where

common to

the

sync

and the

picture tube in almost every TV
set," said Bob. "When the sync
take off point is beyond the video
amplifier, a gassy CRT can cause
sync compression at the plate of
the video amplifier."
"There should be an easier way
to check it than that," Joe blurted.
"There is. Quite frankly, when
I had the scope probe on the oscillator grid, I didn't know what I
was

But when I

looking for.

pulled the socket on the CRT and
saw the oscillator sync in, I knew
it was the CRT.
"Normally, if the scope is connected to the video amplifier plate,
like

this,"

Bob

connected

the

scope probe as he continued, "we
can watch the effect the CRT has
on the vertical sync pulse by connecting and disconnecting the CRT
socket."
Joe watched intently as Bob

pulled the plug off the CRT again.
The sync pulse broadened and increased in amplitude slightly.

"OK, wise guy," Joe grinned,
"what if the set is a series string
job?"
"Very simple," Bob offered professionally. "You can plug in a

VIDEO

series type booster into the CRT
socket when you unplug the tube
and the booster transformer will

4.5 MC

SOUND AMP

Gassy CRT caused in-

termittent
sync.

SYNC AGC
SEP
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AMP

270v

vertical

complete the circuit."

Bob had left the schematic on
the bench and turned on the night
lights as he spoke.
"Let's go!" Bob mimicked.
"The boys at the Tavern may have
the police out looking for us."
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There's Money in

IDEAS
The primary and logical reason why you are in

Increase your business

business is to obtain more money and certain personal

and decrease costs by

benefits from your efforts that you could not get by
working for someone else.

To justify your reasons for being in business,
your business has to stay out of the red and it has to
keep abreast of fast moving events in a rapidly changing society. To do this, you've got to compete! Really
compete. And this means using your head-to generate

acting boldly on simple ideas

Pac4 eteztae

ideas.

Now this wouldn't be a problem if you had a pile
of `moola' to buy TVs or parts in car -load lots; or pay
for display advertising by the 'gobs.' But what one some service -dealer organizations who can buy in job

idea is tailored to a particular situation. Naturally, your
needs will be different but the logic of each example
shown here will be the same as that which you'll apply
to your shop.

lots?

One 'Golden' Thought

or two -man shop can compete in this manner with
You can compete with any shop, however, regardless of size, with ideas. The right idea, or combination of ideas, can put thousands of additional
dollars in your pocket. This isn't an exaggeration. Also
this doesn't mean your idea has to be world shattering.

More often than not the profitable idea is a warmed-

over `chestnut'-a new slant on an already existing
concept. The idea can be for faster servicing, for merchandising or for increasing the number of service calls.
But what is a good idea? To answer this question

we'll run through three ideas which are being used
successfully by three different shops. Each shop uses

its idea for a different purpose and as a result each
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National Television in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
found that it had all the work it could handle during the
latter half of the week but on Mondays, Tuesdays and
Wednesdays it had idle technicians. After much head -

scratching the management came up with an idea.
They ran the following ad in the local paper:
"ANY table model tube radio repaired for $3.95.
All parts, all labor included if brought in on Monday,
Tuesday or Wednesday. Thirty day unconditional
guarantee. Offer void if set has been tampered with."

The ad was run in the classified section under
"Miscellaneous."
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Alb

As wacky as you may think the
ad sounded, it worked even better
than National Television expected.

The offer drew about 10 customers per week-most of them
new. The average cost of parts
per radio was low enough to provide an additional income of $30
per week-or $120 per month. The
ads cost about $40 a month-leaving about $80 a month in additional
income for the shop. If this was all

there was to the idea, it wouldn't
have been so hot. But there was
more to it.
First, the extra $80 a month was
taken in without an increase in the
wages already being paid. Second,
as an immediate result of the offer

an average of two TV repair jobs

came in each week which were
directly traced to the radio repair
offer. Third, over a period of sev-

eral months an average of four more

TV repair jobs came in from each
10 radios repaired. Fourth, at least
one more TV repair job was
brought in because of word-of-

mouth advertising from one of the
original 10 customers.

You can see that over a long
period of time the idea has been
responsible for an average increase

of seven TV repair jobs per week
or more than one per working day!

If you figure it out for a year,
you will also see that this simple
idea, costing $40 a month for adhas produced literally
thousands of additional income dollars for National Television. Of
course, all this didn't happen overnight nor did it happen without hard
work and patience.
A lot of shops would have figured

vertising,

out what they were making on the
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radios alone and would have quit
without giving the idea a chance; or

they would not have wanted to

The one thing which Skory
offered which no one else dared was
a free antenna demonstration. He'd

Success with ideas depends, of
course, on going out of your way

drive out to the customer's house,
set up the antenna, run the lead-in
and show them exactly how much
his antenna and rotor would im-

to do a good repair job on the orig-

prove their reception. Granted, you

bother with such a "low profit" item
as the table radio in the first place.

inal radio-even if you actually

lose money on that particular job.
To the customer, the offer presents an ideal and inexpensive way
to "check" the quality of a shop's
work. But most cnstomers come
in suspecting that somehow they're

going to be "taken" and the importance of proving to them that
you are going to do no such thing
cannot be stressed too much.
And Another

Skory TV Service in Lansing,
Mich., wanted to increase its sales
but being a small shop, the owner
couldn't compete against giants with
new -set sales. Instead, he decided
to concentrate on antenna and rotor

sales and installations. Again, take
note that this is a field often overlooked by shops but one where the
little guy stands a chance.

Skory could have just advertised
that he had antennas and rotors and

would install them. But he didn't.
He went one step further. Skory
mounted a modified, self-supporting, 20 - ft

tower on the back

bumper of his truck and rigged it
so it would lay down over the top
of the truck when not in use. Atop
the tower he mounted an antenna

and rotor-a packaged

can't get optimum results with a
100 ft lead-in nor with an antenna
mounted only 20 ft above the

ground but it usually provides
enough improvement to convince
the customer that he should have
one. Only one customer out of 10
didn't buy. Skory averaged about
five sales a week using this method.

Not a bad improvement for a two
man shop.

Figures to prove that this also
increased his service business are
not available, but I do know that
if a customer is satisfied with any
transaction, he will usually come

back to the same shop when his

TV or radio breaks down.
The reason that Skory changed
his antenna special every week or
two is so he could appeal to customers in every price range with
both TV and FM antennas.
Auto Radio Bonanza

United Radio, Lansing, Mich.,
uses another idea. It sounds very
similar to the first idea but it's different in a very important respect.
United Radio specializes in car

radios-they don't repair anything
They have a flat rate which

else.

is $7.95 for repairing any car radio

which he

made in the United States. This
includes all parts and labor.

installation was completed by running 100 ft of lead-in.

The big difference between National Television and United Radio
is that National Television used

cluding

installation

deal in-

changed every week or two. The
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There's Money in IDEAS
Continued

their flat rate only to increase TV
service business-the expected TV
service to follow radio repairs. But
United Radio, specializing only in

car radio repair, had to rely on
their offer for their entire income.

As a result, United Radio had to
work at reducing the cost of a car
radio rapair. However, they did
not try to do this by using cheap
parts nor by just fixing the radio
so that it would just play. They
reduced repair cost by:
1. Specializing on one item all day,

every day - becoming extremely
fast and accurate.
2. Reducing to a minimum the
tools, inventory and equipment required.

3. Keeping the shop small and

hence the overhead as low as possible.

0

4. Having an exceptionally efficient car radio bench set-up.
5. Always having the right tool for
the job.
6. Repairing almost all sets while
the customer waits which eliminates "dead money" under the
bench. Even such items as output,
IF and power transformers are
stocked, allowing United Radio to
make repairs on the spot.

7. Handling a very large volume
of car radio repairs United Radio

can buy parts

in large enough

quantities to save an additional 10
to 15 percent on part costs.
Doug Smith, owner and sole

price cutting. These shops do compete with price but most of all they
compete with customer service. All
have found a way to increase business and decrease cost without decreasing the quality of work done.

They ail offer something no one
else does. But they are not offering it just to handle more business.

They're offering it to make more
money. There's a difference.
Perhaps a well known example
of this
clearer.

principle

will

make

it

Years ago Henry Ford
wanted to put out a car within

every man's reach in an age when
manufacturers were making cars
costing thousands of dollars. If he
had simply cut his price, he would

ANY

probably have been out of business

in a week. But he didn't do this.
Instead he got an idea-mass production, which enabled him to
compete with car manufacturers

AMERICAN

several thousand times his size. Of
course, we're not Henry Fords. But

PA0I0 REPA:PF

we are in a competitive business
and one which will probably become more competitive as time
passes. To remain in business and
make it pay, we have to use our
heads more today than in the past.
We have to constantly "rethink"
our business methods-"zero" in
anew on our ultimate goal. And a
simple idea can put us way out in

FOR ALI'

front.

111101

CAR

$7.95
( EXCEPT

(.4 caL 4

COMPLETE
INCLUDES

PARTS AND LABOR

operator of United Radio, after

only six months in business, was

making well over $100 a week
average. For a little one man shop
not operating at its full capacity
this is more than good.

A road -side sign that paid off.
Gernsback Publications.

Courtesy

As we've shown, an idea isn't
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Fig. 4-Measuring current can be easily

ac-

complished with a VTVM by using Ohm's Law
and computing I = E/R.
Fig. 2-Rectifier circuit used in many VTVMs to
eliminate contact potential errors.

TROUBLESHOOTING

WITH THE VTVM
Learn to use your VTVM for signal tracing
as well as for voltage, current and resistance checks
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Many technicians think a VTVM
was designed exclusively for measuring small voltages in grid or other
high -resistance, low -voltage circuits

where more than VOM sensitivity
required. Although a VTVM
does a good job of this, it was deis

signed to do other jobs equally well.

In fact, most VTVMs made to-

day appear to be designed with
many of the daily troubleshooting
and measurement problems of
technicians in mind. Wider fre-

quency responses have been designed into them and P -P scales
have been added to eliminate the
need for using a scope in many
troubleshooting jobs.
If the technician is given a choice

of only one instrument, the VTVM
is probably his best choice. But you
can't measure current, you say? It's
true you can't measure current directly, but it can be done-by inter-

polation. And the only time this

method would probably become a
problem would be in troubleshooting transistor circuits where voltage variations are slight and current
measurements are extremely critical and all-important.

When measuring dc voltages, the

For the sake of argument (there

basic circuit is all that is required.
For ac voltages, however, the voltage must first be rectified. A common rectifier circuit is shown in

are several theories), let's begin

Fig. 2.

One half of

the diode

rectifier is a simple half -wave circuit. The other half is used to cancel out the contact potential of the
diode. Contact potential exists between all tube elements and even
in solid state rectifiers.

Contact

potential is a voltage which exists

and non-descript circuits
which aren't worthy of understandwires
ing.

For the most part this

is a

direct result of the fact that almost

every connection and wire in the
VTVM must be passed through a
switch. A simplified diagram of

reading.

A voltage divider is usually employed at the input of the VTVM.
This avoids the possibility of a
breakdown between rectifier ele-

ments. You should note that the
actual voltage which reaches the
bridge is not important since it
can be compensated by the ac calibration control. The ratio of the
critical, however.
RF, IF and Video Troubleshooting

VTVM. There are instances,

of

course, where it is more logical to

use another piece of equipment,
but the VTVM is a logical choice
in more cases than it is generally
employed by many technicians and
should find much more use in locating defects.

As an example, let's start with

are shown in Fig.. 1. As you can
see, both are bridge type circuits.
As long as both sections of the tube

a set which has a raster but no audio
or video. Assuming the tubes have
been checked, the VTVM is the
logical choice to localize this problem. (Many fine signal tracing and
injection instruments are on the

remain balanced,

the current
through the meter is negligible. If
a dc voltage is applied to one tube's
grid, however, that tube section con-

market and can be employed quite
profitably for such malfunctions.
It must be admitted here too, that
the VTVM will give only a rough

ducts more than the other and
causes a current flow through the

indication that a certain stage is
malfunctioning. The video signal

meter since the plates and cathodes

tracer -injectors, on the other hand,

two basic one -scale VTVM circuits

would then both be at
potentials.
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different

check the bias on the mixer grid.
If a good negative reading is obtained, the local oscillator can be

was described earlier in connection
with ac VTVM measurements).
The RF amplifier can be cleared

There is no difficulty in any section of the modern TV receiver that
cannot be easily found by using the

appear to be a complex mass of

First, the B + and AGC should
be cleared. If they are all right,

assumed to be operating normally.

helpfully revealing.

Most VTVMs are one of two

channel.

across the diode element even when

ac input to the dc output is very

general circuit types. At first glance
the average VTVM schematic may

sure the tuner is also set to that

no voltage is applied. By connecting two diodes in a bucking configuration with a series pot, the
contact potential can be countered,
however. While this potential is
actually quite small, it could have
considerable effect on the VTVM

To understand why the VTVM
can be the most valuable tool in
your shop, let's look at how a typical unit operates. This should be
Typical Circuits

tracing at the tuner. Connect an
AM signal generator to the antenna input terminals and set the generator to the desired channel. Be

may even tell you the gain of the
various stages.)

A small negative voltage will be
present here even if the oscillator
is dead. This is a result of contact
potential of the mixer grid (which

while the VTVM probe is on the
mixer grid by simply turning the
generator on and off while observing

the meter reading. A very slight
increase in the voltage (between
0.05 and 0.1 v dc) should be noted
when the generator is switched on

with the RF amplifier operating.
The generator should be set on a
high output when making this test.
If you are not sure of your generator, check the results on a normally operating set. The generator
should produce very dark bars on
the CRT when adjusted to simulate
a strong signal.
This is only a rough check, but
if

the receiver has no sound or

video, it is sufficiently accurate.

If the signal is verified to this
point, the probe should be placed
on the mixer plate. If a series resistor is found in the set, the dc at
the plate should change slightly
when the generator is switched on
and off. (See "Use Your VOM,"
this issue for a description of expanded voltage scales which may be
helpful in reading this small change.

-Ed.) If no series resistor is present, an ac measurement with an
RF probe will have to be made.
Do not assume that when a voltage
is present that the stage is operating. A residual voltage will be pre-

sent even with no signal applied.
Check for the difference in the
voltage with and without the signal
generator operating.

Next, check to see that the B +
and AGC voltages are normal in
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Current Measurements

The VTVM will measure current,

Troubleshooting
with the VTVM
Continued

but it should only be used as a
last resort. If a VOM is available,
it is a logical choice since it is designed to measure current. At least
one instrument is available which
combines the functions of a VTVM

and a VOM.
If it becomes necessary to measure current with a VTVM, the pro-

the IF section. If these are normal,
an RF probe may be used to localize the faulty stage employing the

not too smart on scope voltage
use the VTVM

cedure is simple and only a little
knowledge of Ohm's Law is required. Normally, a circuit carry-

meters are peak calibrated for a

ing the unknown current has some
resistance in it. If we know what
the resistance is, it is very simple

sinusoidal waveform, they will be

generator on and off.
When a stage is found with very

to measure the voltage drop and

sufficiently accurate for sweep wave-

forms as well.

then, by Ohm's Law, determine the
current flowing through the circuit.

little or no difference in signal with
the generator either on or off, you've
found the bad stage.

Troubleshooting in the sound
section of the TV set is not as diffi-

need to know what current is flow-

same methods as used in the
tuner: Check each grid and plate
with the

Peak reading probes are most
useful in any stage beyond the detector,

and troubleshooting pro-

cedures are the same as those used
in the RF and IF stages.
Other Problems

One caution must be observed in
TV sweep sections that is not nor-

mal in other sections of the TV
Always use the high voltage
probe to measure output plate voltages. These voltages have very high
peaks and can do great damage to
a meter without this precaution. In
set.

measurements,

while you practice. Although most

cult as some technicians make it.
Generally speaking, the same procedure is used here that was used
to check the video -sound IF. A P -P
probe should be employed and care-

ful measurements made at the grid
and plate of each stage. Check the
actual signal by turning the signal
input on and off. Often a distorted
audio malfunction can also be located in this manner since weak
audio usually accompanies distortion.

Power supply troubles can often

be easily located with a VTVM
too. While dc measurements rarely

most cases it will be desirable to
make peak reading measurements
of the output. These are compar-

ever turn up a malfunction other

able to the scope waveform voltage
shown on most schematics. If you're

will often show up a faulty elec-

than a completely dead set, ac
measurements with the P -P probe
trolytic.

As an example, suppose you
ing in the horizontal output tube
and all you have is a VTVM. A
typical output stage is shown in
Fig. 4. First never assume that a
resistor is actually the value it

should be. Measure it. In the cir-

cuit shown in Fig. 4 this is quite
easy since the only connection to
one end of the resistor is the tube's
cathode.

If the tube is hot, pull

the tube to be sure you get an ac-

curate reading. Let's say the resistor is 1000. Now turn the set

on and measure the voltage drop
across the resistor after the set has
warmed up. Suppose you measure
10 v. Then by Ohm's Law, to determine the current flowing in this

circuit, you divide 10 (volts) by
100 (ohms). You should get 0.1
amp or 100 ma. This same system
can be applied to almost any circuit
and errors from meter insertion are
eliminated.

Commonly, there is no resistor
available in many circuits which can
be used to measure the current flow.

Again the horizontal output stage
is a good example. Many horizontal
output stages do not have a cathode

resistor. The meter cannot be
* CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION * BURGLAR ALARMS
4( REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS

SAND MUCH
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* PUBLIC ADDRESS

gt

placed in the plate circuit because
of the high voltage transients. But
a low -value resistor can be placed
in the cathode circuit, say 511, and
the current can be computed in the

same manner as before. A slight
actual error will exist but it can be
neglected in most cases.
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How to achieve trouble -free replacement

TARZIAN
RADIO -TV
TIPS:

of Selenium with Silicon Rectifiers

Substituting silicon for selenium rectifiers is highly desirable, but silicon units have
extremely low impedance. When the rectifier conducts, a heavy pulse of current passes
into the capacitor and through the power line. You can see this if you connect an oscilloscope across the surge limiting resistor. The strong pulse can cause interference by
mixing with incoming video or radio signals.
Here are the symptoms you will notice, and here is the simple way to eliminate them.

RADIO
22".

13+

150V.

M

F4

POSSIBLE TROUBLE

40 rnfa

1.17 VAC

Objectionable hum in radio,

>B

or,

After

Before

TV picture brightness fluctuates
during pulse,
A black or white horizontal bar is
generated across the picture tube
(and can be shifted from top to
bottom of picture by reversing ac

SOLUTION
Install a 1000 mmfd capacitor between the resistor and the
rectifier, from the rectifier end of the resistor to the negative
line (see circles). The RC combination provides necessary
filtering action.

plug),
The bar may interfere with the sync
signal and the picture will pull out

You'll also notice a sharp reduction in rectifier failure

of vertical synchronization.

formerly caused by transient voltages fed in off the line.

TELEVISION
1*. sorts TARZiAll
A

SiMPLACSINIONT
itfiCTYPIEAS

im 500 or F4

117 VAC

1

+200.7,1 a

"B

After

Before

FREE CATALOG 62 -DL -4 contains complete

The Tarzian Replacement Line includes silicon rectifiers and conversion
kits, tube replacement silicon rectifiers,

and "condensed stack" selenium rectifiers. Immediately available from distributors throughout the nation, in the
quantities and ratings you. want most.

information on all Tarzian Replacement Line
Rectifiers. Send for your copy today-be sure
your files are up to date on the rectifier line
voted first choice among service technicians
throughout the United States.

Cr

SARKES TARZIAN Inc.
World's Leading Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners Closed Circuit TV Systems Broadcast
Equipment Air Trimmers FM Radios Magnetic Recording Tape Semiconductor Devices

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
Canadian Licensee: Marsland Engineering Limited 350 Weber Street North, Waterloo, Ontario
- -
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TOUGH DOG CORNER
Difficult Service Jobs Described by Readers
Loose Rivet

A General Electric Model 21C103

was brought into the shop with the
complaint of intermittent loss of
raster. Two weeks of operation in
our shop failed to produce anything
but normal operation. After thor-

oughly checking the picture tube
and its associated circuitry; the high voltage, damper, horizontal output,

oscillator and vertical output circuits and replacing all marginal
components, the set was operated
for an additional two days and returned to the customer.
Two months later the culprit was
once again brought in with the same
complaint. When placed on the
bench and fired up, the set produced

what at first was thought to be a
normal raster. Closer observation
disclosed a slight ripple visible on
the edges of the raster. All tubes
in the horizontal and video section
were replaced to no avail. Thinking

checked out OK but lo and behold
there was 2.5 v of 60 cycles on the

cathode of the horizontal output
tube. How could this be? The
cathode is grounded in this model
-or is it? Tracing the circuit we

found the ground lead from the
cathode ran first to the heater pin
and then to a rivet type connection
on the chassis. Here was the root
of all the trouble. The rivet was
making intermittent contact with
the chassis. A low resistance contact had developed which was reducing the heater voltage and at the
same time modulating the cathode

with 60 cycles. The model has an
aluminum chassis pan and the low
resistance contact cannot be eliminated by the normal practice of
reheating the ground terminal. To
effect a permanent cure we ran a
new lead from this terminal to the
rear chassis apron which is galvanized sheet iron and is also used for

the 60 cycle modulation and the

grounding the heater winding on

intermittent loss of raster were related, the scope was brought into
the game. Removing B + from the
circuit and using the direct probe,
the search was on. The oscillator

with no further complaint. -Scott

the power transformer. The set has
been operating for some five months

R. Commons, Lawton, Okla.
Light Sensitive Ne2

A Sonar depth finder was received from a fishing boat in an inoperative condition. After repairs
were made, it was given the usual
shop check-out and worked perfectly. Later, the boat owner complained that it would not operate
until he had been at sea for a couple
of hours. During the period of darkness while the boat was heading for

open sea, he could get no depth
flashes on the scale. Shop voltage
checks

and

operational

checks

showed the set to be working disgustingly well. The first real clue
came when the owner said it would
Loose connection on ground lug tied cathode
to one side of filament.
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start working when he turned on
the cabin lights. The neon bulb

(which had been replaced during
the original repairs) would not fire

unless some light fell on it. The
ionization point on this particular
neon was critical. A new Ne2 neon
bulb provided a complete cure. A

small cardboard box with a peep
hole can be placed over these small

depth finders to check neon firing
under dark conditions. - Larry
Mings, Savannah, Ga.
Hum

The

outside

technicians

had

brought in an RCA CTC5 color

chassis that had been working well
for many years. But it had now
developed an
ac bar in
the picture. The bar was not of
great intensity but could be easily
seen.

The outside men had tried tubes
but nevertheless they were checked

again in the shop. No luck. Next
the chassis was pulled and filters
were shunted. The bar stubbornly
remained.
The ripple was localized with the

scope to the luminance circuit. The

ac could be clearly seen with the
scope at the plate and cathode of
the 6AW8 first video amplifier with
the inputs from the IF disconnected.

While trying to trace where the
ripple was originating, the set had
been switched off and scope probe
Continued on page 82

TOUGH DOGS WANTED
$10.00 paid for acceptable items. Use
drawings to illustrate whenever necessary. A rough sketch will do. Photographs are desirable. Unacceptable

items will be returned if accompanied
by a stamped envelope. Send your
entries to "Tough Dog" Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN,

1

East First St.,

Duluth 2, Minnesota.
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ANOTHER GREAT ADDITION TO THE
FAMOUS SERIES OF B&K ANALYSTS

SIMPLIFIES
AND

Compact Model 1074

TELEVISION

SPEEDS

TV SERVICING

FOR BLACK & WHITE
and COLOR
Provides Thinnest

AEI EEL

Horizontal Line and

Smallest Dot Patterns

iIii

(one scanning line high)
for Easiest Convergence

Dot Pattern

Vertical Lines

Here is an exciting new addition to the famous B&K
series of Television Analysts-designed to give every service

technician a faster, easier way to service more TV sets!
The compact "1074" gives you a complete TV signal
generating source of your own. Using the B&K point-topoint signal injection technique, you can isolate and pinpoint any performance problem for quick correction.
By injecting your own signals, with a visual check on
the TV screen, you can easily signal -trace and troubleshoot

any stage throughout the video, audio, r.f., i.f., sync and
sweep sections of black & white and color television sets.
It becomes much easier to find and fix "tough dogs,"
and troublesome intermittents, as well as to solve other
general TV set troubles-to the satisfaction of your cusNet, $24995
tomer, and to your own profit.

Horizontal Lines

Crossft,1

Color Pattern

Supplies complete r.f. and i.f. signals, with pattern video and
tone audio. Video signals are switch selected for fast, visual
troubleshooting. Provides FM modulated 4.5 me sound channel,
with built-in 900 cycle tone generator. Provides composite syn-

chronizing signals. Provides separate vertical and horizontal
plate and grid driving signals to check complete output circuit
and interrelated components. Many other features.

Makes it Easy to Set-up and Service Color TV
Provides dot pattern, crosshatch, vertical lines, horizontal lines,
burst signal and individual colors (Green, Blue, B -Y, R -Y, Red,
I, and Q) one at a time on the TV set-all crystal controlled for
maximum accuracy. Color phase angles are maintained in accordance with NTSC specifications. Thin lines and high stability
assure fastest, easiest convergence and linearity adjustments.
Color display makes demodulator alignment extremely simple.

Time -Saving, Money -Making Instruments Used and Preferred by Professional Servicemen Everywhere.

Model 375 Dynamatic
Automatic VTVM

Model 360 V 0 Matic
Automatic VOM

Model 700 Dyna-Quik
Tube Tester

Model 850
Color Generator

Model 445 CRT
Tester Rejuvenator

BaK MANUFACTURING CO.
See Your B&K Distributor
or Write for Cat alogAP2 I

DIVISION OF DYNASCAN CORPORATION

1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 253Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
-
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SHOP HINTS
TIPS FOR HOME AND BENCH SERVICE

Illegible Tube Numbers

When type numbers on old tubes

are so faint as to be almost completely illegible, put a little ammonia on a piece of cotton and dab

it on the numbers. They will become readable when the ammonia

the plate of the driver is shorted,
the coupling capacitor should be
replaced.

The

rectifier tube of

ac/dc sets won't be damaged by
this procedure since the load resistor

of the driver tube is very large.H. Josephs, Gardenville, Pa.

dries.-Henry Mullen, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Sometimes code numbers and letters on tubes can be difficult to read

because of erasing due to heat and
handling.

Cleaning the tube and

blowing gently on it to form moisture will in most cases make them

readable.-Erling Alstrup, Cumb
Co., N.S., Canada.

Still another method for solving
this problem is to gently stroke the
coded area on your hair. Usually,
it will pick up enough oil to become

Strobe Saver

The constant use of my cardboard Stroboscope caused the center

hole to wear and fray so much that
it became inaccurate. By gluing
a plastic 45 rpm insert (spider)
directly over the hole in the center,
the strobe will last much longer and

can be hung on a nail near the

bench. Try this on new units and
save yourself problems.-Samuel
Jacobs, Hyde Park, Mass.
Short Detector

When the contact surface of the
nut driver has become rounded
through use to the extent that it will

When determining the reason for
burned out TV fuses, we use a I/2
to 2 amp auto light bulb connected
across the burned out fuse. Intermittent shorts will show up by jarsuspected components and
watching for the bulb's brilliance to
ring

increase.-H. Muller, Danboro, Pa.
Mobile Hookup
In connecting

Grinding off tip removes damaged portion

of nut driver.

no longer do its job, grind off approximately 1/8 in. thus exposing
an unused surface that is practically

as good as new.-E. S. Broyles,
Denver, Colo.

This quick test for leakage in
coupling capacitors in the audio
circuit of many receivers avoids unsoldering any wires. Connect a
voltmeter across the primary of

the output transformer and short
the plate of the driver tube to

unit
power supply wire to the necessary
a mobile

ignition switch terminal of an accessory -loaded auto or truck, there
are generally some problems. The
blank fuse connections left on the

an aid

to

hold screws.

the driver will straighten the solder

and the screw can be tightened.

Scratches Mark Spot

It's not always easy to line up
the control shafts and mounting

bolts when returning a chassis to
the cabinet. To prevent this difficulty, make scratches with a sharp
pointed object at the two rear chassis corners before removing it. It

with the scratches when returning
it to the cabinet. This method is
also useful for some speakers, tuners, CRT brackets, etc.-David F.
Jacobs, Bethel Park, Pa.

fuse panel under the dash is more
By connecting the "hot" wire to a
blank terminal on the panel, you
save time and effort.-Stan Clark,
E. Bradenton, Fla.

SHOP HINTS WANTED

When trying to put screws

$3

to

$10 for acceptable items.

Use

drawings to illustrate whenever necessary.

A rough sketch will do. Unacceptable
items will be returned if accompanied by
a stamped envelope. Send your entries
to Shop Hints Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, Ojibway Building, Duluth 2,

Screw Holder
in

those hard -to -reach places, wrap

solder around the shaft of your
spintite or screwdriver and then

across the primary decreases when

wrap around the shank of the screw.
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as

is easy to line up the chassis corners

voltage

If the

used

After screw is started, the pull of

accessible than the ignition switch.

Capacitor Test

ground or B-.

is

Bonus: you always have solder on
hand!-William R. Skilling, Albany,
N. Y.

legible.-Ed.
Nut Driver Repair

Solder

Minn. The hints published in this column
have not necessarily been tried by ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN editors and are the

ideas of the individual writers.
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EVERYONE CAN QUICKLY
Set up and Service Color TV
NOW

COLOR SELECTOR

PATTERN DISPLAY STANDARD

Shows correct pattern
in window viewer

1

4

for visual guide

COLOR GUN KILLER

PATTERN SELECTOR

2

Produces each pattern

5

individually for quick,
easy convergence

Automatically enables the
technician to actuate any
combination of the 3 guns
DEMODULATOR ALIGNMENT

AUTOMATIC OECONVERGENCE

3

Produces each color
one at a time for
accurate color set-up

Simplifies static and

6

dynamic convergence.

No digging into set

B50

Makes alignment extremely
simple, without going
into the color set

COLOR GENERATOR

Most Complete, Most Versatile, Portable Instrument for Use in the Home and in the Shop
Makes Color TV Set-up and Service Easier, Faster than ever!
vertical and horizontal sync pulses, assures the ultimate
Now every service technician can be ready to set-up
in line and dot stability.
and service color TV with amazing new ease and
speed! New advanced design simplifies the entire
Simplifies Demodulator Alignment-The type of color
operation, saves time and work in every installation.
display produced by this instrument provides the ultiEliminates difficult steps in digging into the color
mate in simplicity for precise demodulator alignment.
TV set. Gives you new confidence in handling color.
Provides Automatic Deconvergence-Eliminates the
Produces Patterns, Burst, and Colors Individually
necessity for continual static convergence adjustments.
-Provides dot pattern, crosshatch, vertical lines, horizontal The instrument automatically deconverges a white into a
color dot trio without digging into the color set to mislines, burst signal, and individual colors-one at a time-on
adjust the convergence magnets. It also deconverges a
the TV color set-for fastest, easiest check. Unique window white horizontal or vertical line into red, green and blue
viewer on front of the instrument panel shows you each patparallel lines. This greatly simplifies dynamic convergence
tern as it should be-gives you exclusive display standard to
adjustments.
use as a sure guide for quick, visual comparison.

Provides Exclusive Color Gun Killer-Front-panel

Provides Accurate, Individual Color Display-Pro-

switch control makes it easy to disable any combination
of the three color guns. Eliminates continuous adjustment
of the background or screen controls, or connection of a
shorting clip inside the receiver. The switch also selects
the individual grids of the color tube and connects to a
front -panel jack to simplify demodulator alignment.

Provides Accurate NTSC-Type Signal-Color phase
angles are maintained in accordance with NTSC
specifications.

Provides Switch -Selected R.F. Signals-Factory-

duces Green, Cyan, Blue, B-Y, Q, Magenta, R-Y, Red,
I, Yellow, and Burst-one at a time. All colors are crystal controlled and are produced by a precision delay -line for
maximum accuracy. Each color is individually switchselected-no chance of error.

Makes Convergence and Linearity Adjustments
Easy-Highly stable crystal -controlled system with

tuned, for channels 3, 4, and 5-for open channel use in
your area.
Model 850 also includes other features that
make it invaluable for home and shop use. Net,

B & K MANUFACTURING CO.
See Your B&K Distributor
or Write for Catalog AP21-T

Division of DYNASCAN CORPORATION

1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Win gold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 253 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
-
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TUBE TESTER

NEW PRODUCTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CIRCLE PRODUCT NUMBERS ON POSTCARD FOLLOWING PAGE 98.

200

This tube tester is said to have
a simple test set-up procedure for
checking emission, shorted elements,

covering 4 to 6 Mc marine broadcasts, and 6 to 12 Mc international
transmissions.

The third band
covers 12 to 20 Mc broadcasts. An
ac charger plug is optional. Admiral.

TUBE SHIELD

202

A tube shield is said to extend
the life of KT88, 6336 and tubes
with similar envelopes. The fin type heat dissipating tube shield
increases tube life approximately
and continuity. A 41/2 -in. meter
has a 3 -color REPLACE -WEAK-

GOOD scale and 0 to 100 scale
for matching. Tests 7- 9- and 10-

five times, according to the report.
The shield body measures 2 x 21/2
in. The crown piece measures 1/2

Price

$369.95.

MAGNIFIER

204

A 3-D

slip-on binocular -type
magnifier is introduced. It can be

used when working with tiny fit-

201

tings, thin wires, fine thread, to

A line of four multi -band transistor radio portables includes the
Marina, Y2587, which has eight
transistors, two diodes and one
thermistor, and will operate up to
425 hours on three size "D" flash-

radio has a shortwave band

report said. These motors also permit use of the larger 101/2 in. tape
reels to achieve increased recording
and playback time on a single reel
motors.
Bell Sound.

Adapter available for testing all
CRTs, both color and B/W. EICO

this

transport, simply by the addition
of accessory motors which mount
to the deck assembly housing, the

cessory

pactrons. Types tested include
series string, magic eye, VRs.

light cells, it is reported. In addition
to the standard AM broadcast band,

without need for a second tape

of tape. The tape deck may be
operated either with or without ac-

pin miniatures, octal, loctal, 5- and
7 -pin nuvistors, novars and corn-

MULTI -BAND RADIOS

is its ability to make copies of tapes

x 21/4 in. with contoured pressure

locate cracks in printed circuitry
and while working on small portable electronic equipment. It was
reported that normal vision is restored merely by lifting the head
a little and without removing the

tangs extending up 3/8 in. Radiating
1/4

in. fins run the length of both

sections. Cool -Fin.

203

STEREO RECORDER

The T-367 stero tape deck/
duplicator, providing facilities for
four -track stereo tape recording,

playback and tape duplicating, is
introduced. The report indicated
that a self-contained preamplifiers
permits recording,

playback

and

tape duplicating without need for
external amplifiers,

yet provides

preamplifier level output adequate
to feed into a separate stereo system

power amplifier. A unique feature
of the new Tape Deck/Duplicator
66

rdevice. The unit is offered on a
30 - day money - back guarantee.

Price $9.95. Fairchild Optical.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
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Must -Reading since 1930-Sylvania News
Sylvania and its distributors have long known that it pays to keep their customers informed.
That's why 35,000 dealers today receive, read and depend on Sylvania News for useful information. Now in its 35th year of continuous publication, the News is still one of the most
important dealer publications in the industry. Dealers aren't the only ones who read Sylvania
News-it also serves some 70,000 distributors, engineers and technical service men. Are you
getting your copy? It's free. You can request it by asking your Sylvania distributor or dropping
a line to: Editor, Sylvania News, 1100 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 14209.

SYLVANIA
GTE
SUBSIDIARY OF

GENERALTELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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JOIN THIS MAN!

NEW PRODUCTS

RAINBOW CONVERTER

205

An adapter

that

crystal

provides

- con -

trolled ke yed
rainbow color

display and
more accurate
horizontal syn-

MAKE MORE
MONEY IN
ELECTRONICS
SEND COUPON NOW FOR FREE BOOK
Trained men get ahead fast in the exciting field of Electronics. Learn all about Transistors, Communications,
Aerospace Electronics, Computers. Cleveland Institute of
Electronics can teach you . . . at home for a fraction of
classroom training cost. Check these CIE advantages:
No Experience Needed: "Check -Point" Home Study Plan
presents material in small, easy -to -understand bits . . .

reinforced with clear explanations, diagrams, examples.
Nationwide Job Placement: Cleveland Institute students
get bi-monthly listings of hundreds of high -paying jobs in
the world's fastest growing industry!
electronics
A Commercial FCC License . . . or Your Money Back:
Should you fail your FCC exam after completing your
licensing program, CIE will refund all your tuition!
Cleveland Institute is an accredited member of the
National Home Study Council; is also approved for
Veteran's training under the Korean GI Bill.
.

.

.

ACT NOW... SEND COUPON FOR FREE BOOK

Cleveland Institute
of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Dept. ET -5
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Please send FREE Electronics Career Book

chronization for
the Model 1076

TV Analysts in
use prior to the
1076 Analyst is announced. The crystal controlled circuit is already being incorporated in the
current

current Model 1076 TV Analyst, according to the
maker. The adapter is designed for easy conversion of
all Model 1076 TV Analysts before Serial No. 425301

and from Serial Nos. 505001 to 506100 to provide
a crystal -controlled keyed rainbow color display for
better definition of each of the color bars on the pattern, particularly the R -Y and B -Y bars for best color
demodulator alignment, it is reported. Price $35.95.
B & K.

BASE STATION ANTENNAS
1 he

series omnidirectional vertical

base station antennas for the
commercial two-

way 27-50 Mc

range is announced.
The
half -wave vertical radiator is
voltage fed at
the bottom high impedance point
through special
quarter - wave

L auncher -

Matcher shorted
s t u b, integral
with feed cable.

without obligation. I'm a high school
graduate interested in (check one):

Broadcast Engineering
First Class FCC License
Industrial Electronics
Electronic Communications Advanced Engineering
Electronics Technology

Your Occupation

There is no loading, the maker indicated. Physical
length is an electrical half -wave at the operating frequency. Bandwidth is a minimum of 800 kc for 2.0:1
VSWR depending on the frequency, with power rating
at 250 w continuous, it is said. Mark Products.

Age

Name
(Please Print Clearly)

SERVICE BODIES

Address

City
68

206

MK -30

State

Zip Code

207

An expanded line of rear wheel chassis service bodies
is announced. Four new models expand the range
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
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SUCCESS
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119 INDEPENDENT SERVICEMEN
ASSURED THEIR LIFE'S FUTURE

with the
LAFAYETTE ASSOCIATE STORE PROGRAM
What Are You Waiting For -You're in business for yourself, probably an independent serviceman like
those other 119 businessmen. You
have a basic knowledge of radio, television or electronics, and most of all
you have ambitions to become a true
success story-with your own profitable business, a respected place in
your community, and security for your

2. Product Diversification-You can
sell the tremendous variety of products that Lafayette offers-hi-fi
stereo, citizens band, tape record-

family.

3. Advertising

You owe it to yourself, and your family, to investigate the Lafayette Associate Store Program.

This Is What We Offer You:
1

Stability-Lafayette Radio Electronics has been in business for 43 years. You'll cash in
on this established reputation.
Business

5. Marketing Guidance-Our program

helps you set up a complete operation. We'll help you select the
right location, or evaluate your
present one, design your store for

radio and T.V.
parts, hobby supplies, and much
more. You'll attract more customers, radios, tools,

maximum profit and assist in selecting your inventory. We'll show
you how to deal with customers,
how to hold a loyal following, how
to build a successful business and

ers than you ever thought possible.

Support-Year 'round
advertising, publicity, public relations and promotional campaigns

maintain it. We will always be
available to help you in any way

possible. In short, we want you to
be a Lafayette Success Story.

have established Lafayette and its
franchised

dealers

as

America's

primary source for hi-fi and electronics.

4. Protected Territory-Yours will be
the ONLY franchised Lafayette Radio Electronics Associate Store in
your marketing area.

for
coupon
Mail the
information
complete
without obligation. for!
waiting
What are YOU

r

We are looking for a limited number
of men who want to become part of

America's largest and most successful
Electronics Associate Store program,
who are willing to invest $10,000 to
$30,000 to make a new business
career for themselves.

Lafayette Radio Electronics Corporation
Dept. ETD -4
111 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, L. I., New York
Mr. Robert Laub

Please send me full information on how
can own my own profitable
business.
understand there is no obligation.
I

I

Name

Address

City

Zone
-
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-
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( NEW PRODUCTS

popular 11/2 ton, there are now
available stock dual wheel service
bodies for 3/4 ton, and a number of

ton chassis heretofore requiring

1

special customizing. All -steel bod-

are phosphatized and coated

ies

with a zinc chromate primer, inside
and out, for maximum protection.
Morrison Steel Products.
SSB MICROPHONES

of cab -to -axle dimensions from 48
in., up to 61 in. In addition to the

208

A single sideband-type microphone, model 454, for SSB CB and

Pusim/P""""iiiii
WITH BUILT-IN
METER PROTECTION
AND STILL ONLY '47"

amateur use,

is

announced.

A

choice of PTT or VOX, 300 to
3000 cps, -48 db on the 454X
crystal and -52 db on the 454C

C

ceramic model, is available. Both
microphones have a coiled cord as
standard equipment. When wired

for PTT, the 454 features

two

switching arrangements - push -to -

talk, and a Lever -Lock switch to
hold the microphone live. $26.50
list, $15.90 amateur net. Turner.
PC SWITCHES

209

A line of printed -circuit rotary
switches is introduced. Known as
Type PB switches they are readily

Prevents damage to meter
movement even with
1,000 times overload!
Precision/Paco's professional 120 and
120M V -O -M models-with more total ranges,
larger meter size, a mirror scale included,

and a longer guarantee-now have still another
great feature: built-in meter protection
against accidental overload-at absolutely
no extra cost! Meter -movement will remain
completely unharmed even by an accidental
transient overload of 1,000 times or more!
Only Precision's Model 120 V -O -M with
15 years of proven acceptance has such a
sensational economy feature!

Model 120: Still only $47.95!
Model 120M: Still only $56.95!

Place your order today! Write for your
catalog on the entire Precision line!

interchangeable with e xis ting
printed -circuit switches, it was said,

and allows mechanical options and
attachments identical to equivalent
frames of hand -wired models. The
switch accommodates up to 22 Type

K insulated clips per section, 12
clips on one side, 10 on the other
-all with 30 -deg spacing; each also
is adaptable to meet 45- and 60 -deg
functions, the maker announced.
Oak.

PRECISION!

Apparatus, Inc.

80.00 Cooper Avenue, Glendale, N. Y., 11227

Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York, N. Y., 10013
Canada: Conbro Imports, Ltd., 8900 Park Avenue, Montreal
-

70
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ORGAN KIT

210

An all -transistor electronic organ,
sold in assemble -it -yourself kit form,
is announced. Called the Recital

for more details circle 44 on post card
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4

I'
Tips for Technicians
Mallory Distributor Products Company
P.O. Box 1558. Indianapolis 6, Indiana

a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.

Why Mallory Mercury Batteries
work better in transistor radios
There are a lot of good reasons why more and more
people are using mercury batteries in their transistor
radios. And the reasons boil down to this-they're a
better value, and they give better performance.
To get a comparison between mercury batteries and
ordinary zinc -carbon batteries, let's look at a typical
transistor radio. This radio uses size "AA" penlight
batteries and has a current drain of 15 milliamperes.

LISTENING HOURS PER PENNY

with Mallory Mercury Battery
with zinc -carbon battery
2 /2

The Mallory Mercury Battery is the ZM9 and the zinc carbon type would be the NEDA type 815. The ZM9
retails for 750 versus 200 for the 815. Got the picture?

Here's where the fun begins. The ZM9 will operate the
radio for 165 hours versus only 35 hours for the zinc carbon battery. This means that for one penny you'll
get 2.2 hours of listening pleasure using the ZM9 versus
1.75 hours for the zinc -carbon battery. In other words,
it costs you 0.57 cents per hour to use the zinc -carbon
compared to only 0.45 cents for the mercury battery.

SERVICE LIFE: 11'2 VOLT PENLIGHT CELLS

We're not through yet. Let's get back to listening
pleasure. The mercury battery has essentially a flat discharge curve. This means that it presents a more constant voltage to the transistors. Result : you don't have
to keep turning the volume control up while you're lis-

tening AND the radio sounds better because there's
far less distortion.
Had enough? There's one more important point. Suppose you put the batteries in the radio and use it only
slightly. Those 200 zinc -carbon batteries go "dead"
in a few months whether you use them or not. But the
mercury batteries can be stored 2 to 3 years and still
deliver dependable power. Plus the fact that Mallory
Mercury Batteries are guaranteed* against leakage in
your transistor radio.
We've used this "Tip" to illustrate the superiority of
Mallory Mercury Batteries in transistor radios. But
this superiority extends to thousands of other applica-

HOURS OF SERVICE

Mercury

II.
0

1

tions. So whether you're building test equipment, heart -

Zinc -carbon

Ilk
2

3

4

5

.

STORAGE: YEARS

6

7

8

pacers, or satellites, see your Mallory Distributor. He
has a Mallory Mercury Battery that will do exactly the
job you want done.
*We guarantee to repair the radio and replace the batteries, free of charge, if
Mallory Mercury Batteries should ever leak and damage a radio set. Send radio
with batteries to Mallory Battery Company, Tarrytown, New York.
- - -
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NEW PRODUCTS

5 -CHANNEL MIXER-PREAMP, MODEL E -5P

NEWCOMB

PATHFINDER P.A.

Organ, it is said the instrument
offers realistic pipe tones combined

with complete adaptability to any
kind

of

music

one may

wish

to play. The instrument represents
a newly -developed concept in musical instruments-a full-size organ
comparable in physical and musical

20 WATT E 20

0,

ECONOMY LINE

qualities to some of the best two manual pipe installations plus a
unique "Library of Stops" (TM)
feature which enables changing any
or all 32 organ voices for completely
different ones in literally a few
seconds, the report indicated. Kit
price, about $1500. Schober.
LECTERN SOUND SYSTEM

CONVERGE

ON YOUR TV
PROBLEMS WITH
TEST EQUIPMENT

that has

EXPERIENCE
Color bar -dot generator
model 800

211

A lectern that contains a complete high volume sound system is
introduced. Called the Ampli-Vox

EXCLUSIVE PUSH BUTTON PANEL - MAKES SEPERATE PATTERN
OR COLOR SELECTION EASIER AND FASTER CLEARLY MARKED
FOR ERROR FREE SELECTION - STAND BY - oN-OFF - PATTERN SOUND - CROSSHATCH - HORIZONTAL LINES - VERTICAL LINES
DOT PATTERN - EIGHT DIFFERENT COLORS
CONVERGENCE IN 15 MINUTES - SIMPLE STEPS TO FOLLOW

EASY TO SET UP - COLOR CODED CLIP -ON CONNECTIONS

PUBLIC ADDRESS

FRONT PANEL JACKS - ALLOWS EASY ACCESS OF VIDEO, SYNC

OR COLOR DEMODULATOR SIGNALS

VIDEO LEVEL CONTROL AND VIDEO OUTPUT JACK

PROVIDES

EITHER POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE VIDEO INFORMATION
COLOR GUN KILLER SWITCH - ALLOWS EASY SELECTION OF ANY
COMBINATION OF 3 COLOR GUNS

OPERATES ON TRANSFORMER - ISOLATED 117 VOLTS 93-60

CYCLE AC

DEALER NET $239.95

5 -inch wide -band
high sensitivity oscilloscope

model CRO-3
WIDE BAND AMPLIFIER, FLAT WITHIN

AMPLIFIERS
NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. ET -46824 Lexington Ave.

Hollywood, California 90038
Gentlemen:

Please send immediately a free copy of
your Catalog No. PF-7 describing in
depth your Pathfinder P.A. line.
NAME

Sound Column Lectern, the unit is
said to provide every professional
audio feature. It was said the selfcontained

unit provides

enough

power for audiences up to 3000. A
25-w all -transistor, push-pull amplifier and six built-in speakers are
used. A cardioid microphone is sup-

CITY.

plied.

-

-

ZIP
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1

DB FROM 20 CYCLES

TWO -RANGE VERTICAL DEFLECTION SENSITIVITY FROM 0.018

RMS VOLT -PER -INCH

ADDRESS

STATE

72

TO 4.5 MC

HIGHLY STABLE AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS - NO BALANCING REQUIRED
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE INTERNAL HORIZONTAL SYNC
II LINEAR SAWTOOTH SWEEP OSCILLATOR, 20 CYCLES THROUGH
50

II INPUT CALIBRATING VOLTAGE, 10 VOLTS PEAK TO PEAK

VERTICAL POLARITY REVERSAL

NI HORIZONTAL SWEEP EXPANSION

RETURN TRACE BLANKING
Z-AXIS MODULATION - EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL 60 -CYCLE

DIRECT CONNECTIONS TO DEFLECTION PLATES WHEN REQUIRED
DEALER NET $234.95
ACCESSORY PROBES FOR THE JACKSON CRO-3

LC2-1.- LOW CAPACITY PROBE
LC10..P HIGH VOLTAGE LOW CAPACITY PROBE
DFM-P DEMODULATION PROBE

0\

Power is derived from 10
flashlight batteries. The lectern is
constructed of wood covered with

$19.95
74 9955

Jackson Electrical
Instrument Co.

124 McDonough St. / Dayton,Ohio
- - -
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FHR

FUNDAMENTAL HARMONIC RESONANCE...GC'S EXCLUSIVE DESIGN PROCESS!
Colormagic elements resonate on the fundamental harmonics within both the high and
low bands. Colormagic FHR outperforms the average second harmonic TV element by
producing a tight, laser -linked directivity of signal...higher gain! It's in the elements!

GC "GOLD -GUARD" anodizing process guards against
pitting, chipping, rust and corrosion...makes the Colormagic
series the best protected, all-weather line available!

GC "SOLID-SEMBLED" construction insures quick, easy
installation...rigid-lock elements snap securely into place!

330.

Colormagic
Antenna
Compare!
Systems offer pencil -point polar

15

patterns...laser-linked directivity
....flat plateau response curve...

no traps or peaks...excellent for
color or black & white TV recep-

All -New Colormagic

Couplers

permit

Combo-.

cross -direction

reception of UHF -VHF -FM antenna combinations...each unit encased in high -impact polystyrene
case...supplied with stainless

270°

tion.

strap.

Complete

Steel

mounting

sales

program available.

210'
180.

See your GC Distributor! He'll fill you in on this "prestige" package. CONSIDER THE ELEMENTS INVOLVED! ...then GO
COLORMAGIC! If not stocked locally, write us for name of Distributor nearest you.

GC ELECTRONICS CO.
Division of Textron Electronics, Inc

I

Western

Plant: 3225 Exposition

Place,

-

APRIL 1964

Los Angeles

18,

Calif.

MAIN PLANT: 400 S. Wyman St., Rockford, III., U.S.A.
-

-
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and 6V9. The 6X9 consists of a

NEW PRODUCTS

high -mu triode and a pentode. The
6U9 consists of a low -mu triode and

a pentode. The 6W9 is a double
pentode. The 6V9 is a heptode-

scuff -proof Texolite and the base

triode. Detailed information as well
as general applications assistance
are available from the manufacturer.

is equipped with retractable wheels.
The unit weighs 40 lb. Price $299.
Perma-Power.
212

FRAME GRID TUBES

A family of multiple function,
decal -base tubes in which high performance frame grid tubes are corn-

Amperex.

bined with conventional grid types
within the same envelope to make
possible higher performance TV sets

at lower cost is announced. The
first four types are: 6X9, 6U9, 6W9

MICROPHONE CONNECTOR

213

The Type ST -24 microphone
connector (molded 2 -pin) is announced. It is said the connector

easily service

transistor
radios...and

make money!

cable assemblies are ideal for use
on microphones, tape recorders, amplifiers, test equipment, computers

and many other product applications. Construction features include
complete shielding, 360 deg strain
relief and integral molded plug construction which provides a superior
strain relief, protection against
moisture, minimization of noise and
elimination of shorts, according to
the maker. Switchcraft.

Model 960

ism
ARANsST
u

RADIO Ot.'N'i

CONTACT BURNISHER

214

"Non -Residual" contact burnish-

ing tool is said to leave no filings,
grit, or dust on the contacts. This

with Exclusive
Dyna-Trace Single -Point Probe and Built-in Metered Power Supply and VTVM.

awl(

cineuits - Pt poimtaxy Iv a&

ntimult

This is the way to profit from transistor radio servicing. There's no hit or
miss, no waste of time and work. The
B&K "960" Analyst gives you a complete transistor radio service shop in

of any transistor radio-fast.
Built-in Metered Power Supply
Makes it easy to operate radio under test.

one easy -to -use instrument. It provides

Simplifies In -Circuit Transistor Test

signal -generator, power supply,
milliammeter, VTVM, battery tester,
ohmmeter, and both in -circuit and out -

of -circuit transistor tester-all in one.
Also speeds servicing of tube -type
radios. Brings you new customers, and
new profit.
Net $9995
See Your B&K

Distributor
or Write for
Catalog

AP2I-T

Unique Point -to -Point Signal Injection
Easily enables you to troubleshoot any stage

Provides from 1 to 12 volts in
Supplies bias taps.

volt steps.

Dyna-Trace single -point probe needs only

heavy-duty burnisher has been de-

veloped for any type contact-silver, platinum, gold, palladium,
tungsten, molybdenum, and all

the one contact to transistor under test.

precious metal contacts. Blade is
1/4 x .010 x 31/4 in. Trial package
of 10, N318S-10, $4.50. Neuses.

and beta; and direct -reading beta scale.

VTVM

PNP. Meter is protected against accidental
overload and burn -out.

The model 805 VTVM Tele-Volter
is announced. It is said taut band
suspension eliminates pivots and

Gives fast, positive meter indication.
Built-in VTVM
Includes essential high -input -impedance
vacuum -tube voltmeter for correct servicing.
Test All Transistors Out -of -Circuit
Meter has "good -bad" scale for both leakage

Also automatically-determines NPN or

BaK MANUFACTURING CO.
DIVISION OF

DYNASCAN CORPORATION

1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 253 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
- -

74

11/2

215

jewels, pivot friction and error due
to pivot fall -over. The meter may
be operated in any position without
degrading performance and is four

- for more details circle 16 on post card
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ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

9

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

why stock two?

Raytheon gives you both in one carton

Raytheon's International line puts high quality and high

can be filled immediately by Raytheon International's

profits in one neat package - where they belong!

284 types.
Raytheon's 40 years of experience plus the Good House -keeping Seal of Approval provide your customers with
the finest warranty in the business. Add a good healthy

Raytheon International tubes are designed, manufactured and tested by selected foreign producers in accord-

ance with Raytheon specifications and U.S. industry
standards. Characteristics are controlled for exact inter-

changeability and newer types are continually being
developed to keep pace with your replacement needs.

profit margin for you and you have all the reasons for
stocking and selling Raytheon's International line. See
your Raytheon Distributor for complete details.

Right now, for example, 92% of all socket requirements

RAYTHEON
- - -
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times more sensitive than conventional movements, it was reported.
Specifications: 6 in. meter face; ac

NEW PRODUCTS

accuracy 5% of full scale; dc accuracy 3% of full scale; frequency

20 cps to 3 Mc; input resistance
10 M. Ranges dc 0 - 1 - 5 - 10100 - 500 - 1000; RMS 0- 1 - 510 - 50 - 100 - 500 - 1000; P - P

0 - 2.8 - 14 - 28 - 140 - 14002800. Jackson.

INTRUSION ALARM
Announced is an

216

attache-case-

size

model

ultrasonic

intrusion

alarm known as Mini -Guard. The
8 -lb unit is designed for temporary
or permanent protection of doorways, display cases, small offices or
other rooms, hotel accommodations,
closets, files, safes, etc. When plugged into a wall outlet and switched

on, the unit emits inaudible ultrasonic waves. This high frequency
"silent sound" saturates a zone extending to 12 ft in front of the unit.
Or, if desired, the sensitivity can be

adjusted so that the alarm will be
tripped only by activity within a
closer range. Walter Kidde & .Co.

ROHN

217

SANDERS

The mop/ Famous Illgme in

TOWERS of AU 141/100

It is announced that sanding belts

and discs have been added to this
line of hand power tools. Items

Here are the advantages you get
when you insist on

ROHN TOWERS

can get anything from home TV and amateur radio towers to
LARGEST FULL RANGE OF TOWERS-you

heavy-duty communication and micro -wave towers.

Included are 500 foot self-suporting towers, 1,000
foot guyed towers, "fold -over' and crank -up towers.

Regardless of your needs, ROHN can supply it.

UNQUESTIONED LEADERSHIP IN DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE-you get the latest in advanced tower engi-

neering. All communication towers are engineered
to EIA specifications, and are proved by thousands
of installations. No other manufacturer can surpass
the quality and fine reputation of ROHN.

include: Paper back -garnet belts,

QUALITY MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP-Only high-

and fine #80 grit; three heavy duty

neered!

cloth back aluminum oxide belts
in fine #80, medium fine #60 and
medium #50 grit. Three paper
back aluminum oxide discs, open

est quality steel is used which fully meets the specifications for the job. ROHN towers are hot -dipped
galvanized after fabrication-a feature ROHN pioSERVICE WHEREVER YOU WANT IT-ROHN

representatives are world-wide. Complete erection service for
communication systems, broadcasting, micro -wave,

and other needs is available; also competent engineering service to help you.
Settle for the BEST In TOWERS-ROHN-today the
world's largest, exclusive manufacturer of towers of
all kinds!

Also available: Rohn Lighting Kits, Microwave Pas-

sive Reflectors, Tower Installation Service and Engineering Assistance. Representatives World -Wide
to Serve You.
For your needs, contact your local ROHN salesman,
distributor or dealer; or write direct for information.
SEND THE HANDY COUPON INDICATING YOUR

Send rn complt litoratur on th following ROHN Products:
L Home TV Towers
Amateur Towers
Communication Towra
MicroWave Towrs

NEEDS

RO H N
Manufacturing
Co.
BOX 2000
PEORIA, ILLINOIS

coat, 7 in./dia with

7/8 -in.

hole,

come in extra fine #120, fine #80
and medium #50 grit. Same size
aluminum oxide discs, except with
fibre back for heavy duty sanding
are available in four grits. The grits

include, fine #80, medium #50,
coarse #36 and extra coarse #24.
The sanding discs are packaged 25
in a box. Wen Products.

AM -PM Broadcasting Towers

0 Government

Name

STEREO SPEAKER

218

A "divergent lens" speaker system is said to allow the listener to

Firm

Address

City

State

".World's Largest EXCLUSIVE Manufacturer of Towers; designers,
engineers, and installers of complete communication tower systems."
- -

76

1

3 by 18 -in. with extra fine #120

enjoy the highest stereophonic music
fidelity from anywhere in the room.

A sound radius of 360 deg disper-
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not harder

Subscribe to PHILCO® TECH DATA the smart way to servicing profits
If you are working as hard as you can, it's time to switch to working

F

Subscribe now to PHILCO TECH DATA
(Electronics, Appliances or Laundry) Single Data Subscription $7.50

smarter, with the most up-to-date, factory accurate, complete source
of Philco Technical Information right at your fingertips. Philco's new

Special 1/2 Price Offer PHILCO SERVICE BUSINESSMAN
(with subscription to Philco Tech Data) Only $1 per yr.
The serviceman's most reliable, progressive magazine for helpful business
information, servicing management articles as well as technical and servic-

TECH DATA Subscription is an invaluable source of servicing knowlet

edge and technical data ... faster, more accurate and at lower cost
than from any other source. You get the complete, full year's supply

Ling articles.

PARTS AND SERVICE OPERATIONS

of Philco Technical Information; service manuals, specifications,
schematics, wiring diagrams, parts lists and production change bulletins promptly and direct ... to give you the right servicing informa-

PHILCO

tion when you need it, to help you make your business hours more
productive, more profitable.

A SUBSIDIARY OF
-

-

-

C.57/tTied_461-earKrinlia/r/yD
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MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
To: Philco Parts and Service Operations-C & Tioga Sts., Phila. 36, Pa.
CHECK SUBSCRIPTION DESIRED
E APPLIANCE
El ELECTRONICS
@ $7.50
@ $7.50

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER-PHILCO TECH DATA
0 LAUNDRY
@ $7.50

(Single subscription, $7.50, two categories; $13.50; three categories $18.50)
E PHILCO Service Businessman Magazine, Special Subscription Rate $1.00
(with Tech Data Subscription)

TOTAI

Make check or money order payable to
PHILCO Parts & Service Operations, for
processing through your local distributor.

1964 (Jan. 1 to Dec. 31)
Firm Name
Your Name
Address

City

State

lip Code

7

PRODUCTS

Unexcelled
Performance!

transistors to boost signal strength
on all UHF channels, giving it prime

Suggested List: $149.50

utility in fringe reception areas, it
was said, and can be used with any

Hallmark 512

UHF -TV

The Hallmark 512 has been designed and
manufactured to give consistent unexcelled
performance even under the most severe

said. Blonder -Tongue.

conditions. It features dual -power, 12 channel crystal -controlled, push -to -talk operation.
Sensitivity better than 0.312v for 10 db S/N
ratio. Selectivity better than 30 db. RF power

sion eliminates the need for pains-

over 3.2 watts. Audio power 3 watts. Top

speakers,

quality components in rugged hand -wired

chassis. 26.965 to 27.255 mc. High-level
modulation, improved low -noise front end.
"S" meter and neon modulation indicator
standard.

?Wow! from Hallmark.::.

Most

receiver or converter.

Power is supplied by the remote
power supply unit at 15 v, on the
same twinlead that brings the signal
down from the amplifier, the maker

SMART STYLING! RUGGED RELIABILITY!

taking location and balancing of
the report indicated.
Known as the "Grenadier," specifi-

cations indicated the speaker can
handle up to 100 w of music power;
frequency response, 30-20,000 cps,
nominal impedance, 80, 12 in.
woofer, mid -range and tweeter.
Overall dimensions, 151/4 x 29 in.
Weight 65 lb. Price $180. Empire
Scientific Corp.

TUBE SOCKETS

221

A line of noval and miniature
tube stand-off printed circuit sockets

for 1/16 in. boards is announced.
The sockets are supplied in four
types: general purpose black phenolic or mica -filled low loss pheno-

lic, with or without center shields.
Each has snap -in contact tails to

advanced

transceiver tester
available !

DEFLECTION YOKES

219

Replacement deflection yokes
with toroidal windings are an-

I.

NEW PRICES from

nounced. Three models are avail-

1

the oldest, most
widely proved and
sold radio and TV
lubricant
oz. bottle
with dropper

LIST

$1.49
LIST

4 oz. bottle

2 54

4 (otfieubsttr!!'c a p)

2.64

models. Instruction sheets containing technical and installation data
are included with each yoke. Prices:

8 oz. bottle

5 07

e oz. spray can El - with extender

2.79

3 _oz;v7tfazdnceander

(absolute) 0 -5 w.; 0 -120% amplitude

$9.50 for No. YT -101, $9.80 for
No. YT -102-2 and $11.00 for No.

modulation; VSWR. Produces a 100 mw car-

YT -103-1. Triad.

LIST

only $49.50
Here is the most versatile and reliable test
instrument of its kind -a crystal -controlled
signal generator for low power transceivers.
It was specifically designed to assist the
technician in installation and servicing of
low power transceiver. Measures: RF power

rier (with or without amplitude modulation
of a 1000 cps tone) for checking receivers.
Use as a field strength meter.

11-1

.....

HALLMARK INSTRUMENTS
6612 Denton Drive, Dallas 35, Texas
- - -

78
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able for replacement of toroidal
deflection yokes in several TV

LIST
LIST
LIST

1.79

Quietrole is your guarantee of the

most effective, quick silencer of
noisy radio and TV controls - the
quality product that Is a top value.

UHF AMPLIFIER

Get Quietrole at quality jobbers.
Some territories still available
for experienced representation.

220

manufactured by

A mast -mounted amplifier to
cover the UHF band is introduced.
Called the Able -U2, it has two

QUIETROLE Company
Spartanburg, South Carolina
- -

-
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It used to take 2 men to pull
a color TV set into the shop...

T..,
Cuts your manhours on Color -TV home service calls
Here is a real "must" for anyone servicing or planning to
service color TV sets.
No longer must you send two men to a customer's home

to pull in his entire color set. Now, one man can simply
remove the chassis and bring it back to your shop for
testing, troubleshooting and alignment in your RCA Color
TV Test Jig.
Look at some of the extra advantages built into this moneysaving unit:

The RCA Color TV Test Jig is available through your Author-

ized RCA Parts and Accessories Distributor. See him this

week to find out how this versatile instrument can help
you capitalize on the growing Color TV servicing market.
For information on where you may obtain the RCA Color
Test Jig, and for additional specifications, fill out and mail
the coupon below.
RCA PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, CAMDEN, N.J.

Minimizes costly damage claims. Pulling chassis

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

eliminates possibility of scratching or damaging a cus-

tomer's cabinet when transporting it to and from his
home.

Saves time. Eliminates need to reconverge a customer's set when chassis is returned. Convergence
control panel on Test Jig provides static and dynamic
convergence for CTC-10, 11, 12 and 15 chassis.

Versatile. Can be used with CTC-4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11,
12 and 15 chassis.

Safe. Supplied with factory -installed safety glass
and kine mask.

Complete components kit, supplied with unit, provides all necessary service components and instructions for installing RCA Color Picture Tube.

Professional appearance. Finish matches that of
your other RCA test instruments.
APRIL 1964

1

1

RCA Parts and Accessories
P.O. Box 654, Camden, New Jersey

Phase send me full specifications on the RCA Color TV Test Jig, Stock No.
11A1015A, and the name of the nearest distributor where

I

may obtain it.

Name

Company or Service Shop
Address

City

Zone

State
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Dealer of the month

corder, model 101, is announced.
It weighs 7 lb and uses "D" type
flashlight batteries. Frequency response is 80-8000 cps, it is said.
It can record from a radio, phonograph, or TV as well as the micro-

Lloyd Shankle says, "The

The unit operates at 1 7/8 in./sec
and will provide up to two hours

Mnegard

NEW PRODUCTS

phone by using a special input jack.

playing time on a single 4 -in. reel,
according to the maker. The recorder measures 11 x 33/4 x 8 in. North
American Philips.

Winegard antenna is easy to

install, well built for wind
areas and out performs other
types of antennas."
provide mechanical retention prior
to soldering. Center shields are of
brass, hot solder dipped. Cinch.

TOOL CARRIER

224

A leather tool bag for TV -radio
service,

repair

and maintenance

work is introduced. Made of top EPDXY SOLDER

222

A one -component epoxy silver
cold solder is announced. It is said
to bond the most delicate electronic

Winegard salutes
Shankles United TV
of Fort Collins, Colorado

grain cowhide, the upper section
holds large tools, parts, meters, instruments, tubes, etc. Lower sec-

Mr. Lloyd Shankle, known to cus-

tion has three sliding metal trays
with a variety of divided compartments for small parts and tools.

tomers as "Red", has operated a

very successful appliance and service business for 12 years. Based at
Fort Collins, he covers an area of 25

Available in black or ginger color.
Outside dimensions: 17 x 111/2 x

miles.

51/4 in. Can be equipped with an
outside pocket, for service books,
manuals and papers. K. Leather

Fort Collins is the home of Colorado
State University so Red Shankle has
the advantage of employing part-time
assistants who are students at the uni-

Products.

versity. Mr. Shankle and his wife, devices without mess, heat or sol-

dering irons. The all -in -one conVelda, run the business.
He reports outstanding performance ductive compound comes already
from the Winegard C44 -C43 -C42 an- combined with the hardener, re-

tennas. He says, "The Larimer quires no heat or tools to apply
County Hospital has a C44 with a and hardens at room temperature

booster and 70 outlets and we are get- in 24 hours, the report said. Anting good reception on all channels." chor Alloys.

STEREO ANALYZER

225

A portable FM servicing instrument, model MX129 is said to provide all of the signals generated by

He adds, "The Winegard is easy to
install, well built for wind areas and
out performs other types of antennas.

I have installed these antennas in

PORTABLE RECORDER

223

A self-contained, portable, bathomes, hospitals and hotels, also on
Colorado State University buildings." tery operated, transistor tape re"The quality of Winegard equipment

is good-which I feel is very important for any business large or small.

I can stay in business by selling
Winegard-top quality material."

Winegard
Co.
Antenna
Systems
D3019 -D Kirkwood Burlington, Iowa
- -
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the FM stereo station under crystal
controlled conditions. A built-in
meter, calibrated in db and

P -P v, enables the user to set the
left and right channels and 19 kc
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

"It's there in hours
and costs me less

...that's why I specify Greyhound Package Express!"
When you've got to get a shipment, and you've got to
get it FAST... specify Greyhound Package Express.
Your order travels aboard a regular Greyhound bus,
on fast, frequent schedules.
With Greyhound Package Express, your inventory
is as large as the warehouse that ships it. You get what
you need when you need it-quickly, easily, economi-

cally. Greyhound Package Express rolls 365 days a
year, twenty-four hours a day, week -ends and holidays. Convenient C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid or special
charge account service, too.
For information on service, rates and routes, call
Greyhound or write today: Greyhound Package Express, Dept. 53D, 140 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3, Ill.

It's there in hours...and costs you less
For Example:

Buses Daily Running Time

BOSTON -

20 lbs.

30 lbs.

40 lbs.

5 hrs. 15 min.

$1.80

$2.10

$2.30

9 hrs. 20 min.

2.10

2.45

2.80

10

7 hrs. 15 min.

1.90

2.15

2.45

14

2 hrs. 40 min.

1.50

1.70

1.95

20

NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES 28
SAN FRANCISCO

DALLAS SAN ANTONIO

CINCINNATI LOUISVILLE

"Other low rates up to 100 lbs.

One of a series of messages depicting another growing service of The Greyhound Corporation.
-

APRIL 1964
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NEW BOOKS

NEW PRODUCTS

pilot level, the report said. The
meter can be used to read separation

of the channels at the speakers or
at other test points in the receiver.
Price $169.50. Sencore.

CLOSED CIRCUIT TV SYSTEM
PLANNING. By Morris A. Mayers

and Rodney D. Chipp. Published
by John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.
250 pages, hard cover. $10.00.
Closed circuit TV installations

MIKE STAND

226

The model DS -14 microphone
desk stand, designed to complement

popular types of elongated micro-

continue to increase in factories, in
offices, schools, hospitals, depart-

ment stores and many other business and industrial areas. This book
provides the information needed to
decide intelligently where and how

a particular organization can best
use CC -TV. It discusses system
concepts in detail. It is neither an
engineering nor a technicians' text

-especially written to give management the facts-but it can be
used profitably by TV -radio technicians who sell, install and maintain CC -TV systems. The text is
divided into three parts. Part I
covers applications of CC -TV; Part
II tells how CC -TV works and Part
III deals with equipment. Everything you need to know for answering prospective customer questions
will be found here. And you will

...for consistently
accurate bandpass
circuitry checks
At last

.

.

. RCA puts into your

hands complete equipment for overall alignment checks that pinpoint a
faulty circuit accurately and rapidly

in black -and -white or color receivers. No more temporary circuits
with uncertain results. Use bandpass
analysis easily on every job and cut
out unnecessary component checks.
RCA provides you with five new
clearly labeled alignment probes:

(1) Video Detector Test Block (2)
IF Test Block (3) Sound Detector
Test Block (4) Mixer Grid Matching Pad (5) Tuner IF Input Head.

All have "E-Z" Hook tips that

practically eliminate accidental short-

ing of circuitry and simplify hookup and disconnection. All are single unit construction, enclosed in a
plastic case, with shielded leads.
RCA Alignment Probes . . . the

essential service equipment! From

your authorized RCA Parts and
Accessories Distributor, or write

RCA Parts and Accessories, P.O.
Box 654, Camden 1, N.J.

eflA The Most Trusted Name
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find a lot of idea -triggering informaphones, is announced. The desk
stand includes a fine grain gunmetal
shrivel finished base, styled in a con-

tion to help you make a success of
the business.

temporary motif, and a 3 in. polished chrome upright which termi-

nates in a standard 5/8 in. - 27
accurately machined thread. Protective felt base pads prevent damage to table or desk surfaces, it was
said. Atlas Sound.

.

.

. TOUGH DOGS

Continued from page 62

left connected to the plate of the
tube. When the set was switched
on the next time, the ripple was

BASIC TELEVISION PRINCIPLES AND SERVICING. Third
Edition. By Bernard Grob. Published by McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc. 653 pages, hard cover. $11.95.
Fast-moving space-age developments have created a relatively long

time-lag between the lab, the field
and printed page. Hence, frequently
revised and updated texts are necessary to pace new technological con -

observed on the scope even before
the circuit had warmed
normal temperature.

up to

This led to the solution of the
problem. All the screws around the

printed board were tightened and
a couple of grounding wires were
taken from the print ground to the
main chassis for good measure.
The ac was completely elimi-

nated.-R.

S.

Ont., Canada.

Bartlett, Windsor,

"Necessary repairs, $4.50.
husband's repairs, $10.95

.

.

Repairing your
."

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Yellow Pages

This emblem brings action
DE
3F

ABC
2

HI
G

4

I

K5L
J
M

N6
0

P

AT9

RS

8

TV v
Display this Yellow Page emblem freely. It
means business...it reminds prospects to
look for your ad when they're ready to buy.

And people who read the Yellow Pages are
ready to buy. (Aren't you when you look in
the Yellow Pages?)

*That's if you're in the Yellow Pages. If not, call your Yellow Pages man - he's in the Yellow Pages under ADVERTISING- DIRECTORY & GUIDE.
- - - for more details circle 10 on post card
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NEW BOOKS
To kit builders who go
cepts. This is a thoroughly updated,

through THICK and THIN

revised and expanded edition of a
book first published in 1949. Reflecting latest TV advances, this
edition contains many pages of additional material. The color TV
section is double that of the previous

edition. New material covers VHF
and UHF tuners and remote control equipment. The book is arranged clearly and logically, progressing from simple to more advanced concepts in a gradual, easy to -understand

to get the best

...

manner.

The

25

chapters are, in effect, a TV technical encyclopedia. The chapter on
TV servicing gives symptoms followed by analysis steps. Brief summaries, self-examination and essay

questions appear at each chapter
ending. The book is designed to
provide maximum aid for students
and expert technicians too. It is
profusely illustrated with photos,
drawings, schematics and charts. A
cursory review indicates that we can
recommend it without reservation

-despite some redundancy reminiscent of formalized writing styles

SEND FOR THE THIN!
You don't judge a book by its
cover. Nor by the number of
pages. If you're looking for
weight, don't bother with the
Conar catalog. But if you're

pre -dating the space-age knowledge explosion.

MARINE ELECTRONICS
HANDBOOK.

Second

Edition.

looking for quality electronic

By Leo G. Sands. Published by
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 288

guarantee, you'll want our careful

pages, soft cover. $4.95.

kits backed by a no -loopholes
selection of do-it-yourself and
assembled units. There's something for everyone: TV set kits
to transistor radios, VTVM's to
scopes, tube testers to tools. For
years of pleasurable performance, for pride in assembly, mail
coupon. Discover why Conar, a

division of the National Radio
Institute, is the fastest growing
entry in
kit and

This is a revised and updated

second edition of a book first pubWhile technical Slim -line styling! Ceramic magnets!
in nature, it
lished in 1959.

technician.

is not limited to the Superb reproduction over the full audio
The boat owner will spectrum! Complete choice: coaxials,

find it very valuable. Of particular extended range, tweeters, woofers! The
new Quam hi-fi line is as modern as

tomorrow-and it's designed to offer the
serviceman a top-quality product at a list

equipment
business.

price that's lower than others' "audiophile
net." (Quam never advertises net pricesto protect your mark-up!)

IIIMIIIIIIIMAIL NOW!MIIME

Use Quam Hi-Fi Speakers in new

DD4C

ICONAR

systems, as extension speakers in existing
hi-fi systems, and as replacement improve-

13939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington 16, D.C.
IPlease send me your catalog.

ments in stereo consoles. They'll open
your way to exciting new sales!

Name

Write for your free copy of the new
Quam Hi-Fi Catalog HF-64.

Address

City

Zone

State

ko*/
"I see the error . . . I got some picofarads
mixed in with the dollars."

-

84

-

-

FULL FIDELITY
HI-FI SPEAKERS
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QUAM-NICHOLS COMPANY

234 lEist Marquette Road Chicago, III. 60637
- - -
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In your store, these
compact counter merchandisers continue that pre -selling
In their homes, your
right at the point -of customers are being pre -sold on
purchase.
RCA Radio Batteries over network TV
...on Walt Disney's "Wonderful

World of Color."

...orct,c

BATTERIE

NETWORK -TV ADVERTISING
During the key summer months, network -TV commercials will be carrying RCA Battery Advertising

into over NINE MILLION homes...to over 21

MILLION viewers*. Get the most out of the radio
battery business with the name your customers
associate with radio... RCA.

COMPACT COUNTER MERCHANDISERS
Here's the way to take a single foot of counter
space and really put it to work. Any one of these
attractive merchandisers effectively displays RCA
Batteries while creating strong RCA brand recognition. Such a merchandiser, with pilfer -proof plastic front face, creates a real battery showcase.
For self-service operation, there's RCA's award -

winning blister -packaging. New to the battery business? Then pick an RCA pre -packed battery assortment as a start.
See your Authorized RCA Battery Distributor or

write: Battery Department, RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N. J.
*Estimate of average viewing audience per show during June,
July and August based on Nielsen National Television Index.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
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NEW BOOKS

interest will be the listing of Coast
Guard Stations, monitoring the
Safety and Calling frequencies, the
stations transmitting weather and
storm warnings and the listings of
radiobeacon

The

stations.

10

chapters include those on MF/HF
Radiotelephones, VHF Radiotelephones, CB Radio, Radio Direction
Finders, Depth Sounders, Steering
Devices, Rules and Courtesy, Marine Radar and others. The book
is well illustrated with photos, schematics and drawings.

Color Song
Sing a song of color,

Red and blue and green Here's the worst convergence
My eyes have ever seen!
Dots to my left,
Dots to my right,
Doesn't seem to be a one
That looks as if it's white!

the best seat in the house...
... and it's right in every living room if the FM
is equipped with a

FRICO6AWARD WINNING FM ANTENNA

Sing a song of color,
Blue and green and red,
Ev'ry time I look at it
I wish I'd stayed in bed!
Twiddle with the amplitude,
Fiddle with the tilt,
Whoops! The slug's gone through

the coil -

Broadcasting authorities agree that an outdoor antenna is

The tool's up to its hilt!

absolutely essential for the reception of full quality monaural
and multiplex FM sound.

Sing a song of color
Red and green and blue,
Think I'll take it to the shop
An overhaul is due:
Set the coils up inside,
Try the ones behind,
I hope it turns out fairly well
Too bad I'm color blind!

A FINCO FM antenna will deliver a clean undistorted
signal and bring in more stations, regardless of location.
Guarantee the best seat in the house for tonight's FM concert ... install a fidelity -phased FINCO FM antenna.

.

.

Reg Bartlett

Illustrated

Other models
available from
$3.75 to $71.30

FM 4
$24.90 list

FM Electronic Booster
Model T-AMB-AC
$34.95 List

Write for Bulletin #20-213.

THE FINNEY COMPANY
PRODUCERS OF THE WORLDS FINEST FM AND TV ANTENNAS

Be sure to let us know your
new address. Please enclose
a complete
address label
from one of your recent
issues.

34 West Interstate, Bedford, Ohio
-
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UNI-TITE SUPER
SERVICE CENTER

DUAL CONTROLS FOR AUDIO

COVERING OVER

SERVICING OVER

GOD

FIELD -ASSEMBLED

SERIES DA

44C/
SINGLE - SHAFT
CONTROLS

REPLACEMENTS
The new CLAROSTAT Super -Service Center provides
the right RTV replacement at your fingertips. Cabinet

A complete line of field -assembled dual controls
(operating on a single shaft) for all audio require.
ments. Easy and profitable way to make those exact

contains 19 panel and 32 rear units, 3 switches
and an assortment of shafts. Saves trips-saves

combinations for hi-fi-stereo and sound systems.

your distributor today only $61.30 net with free

variety of shaft configurations. $49.95 at your

long waits for replacement controls. Available from
RGC-5 Guide.

Cabinet offers 21 panel and 21 rear units and a wide

Clarostat distributor.

1-Click in proper shafts.

Select panel and

rear units. Pick suitable shaft.

2-Slide units together.

3-Twist 90°.

Slide units together,

Your replacement

twist 90° and click.
Assembly automatically locked.

install in a jiffy.

unit is now ready to

CLAROSTAT
DISTRIBUTOR SALES DIVISION

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC. DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
- -

APRIL 1964
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It Only Looks Like

Get the most
out of your
scope ... read

AGC
Three case histories show that

classical AGC symptoms are frequently
caused by other malfunctions

One of the more troublesome

the shop with a bad service his-

problems TV technicians encounter is in Automatic Gain Control

tory. The trouble looked like AGC
-silvery picture, with loss of sync
and a tendency to go negative. A
cursory circuit check revealed no
AGC, but with a good horizontal
spike coming in.

circuitry.

But

time

wasted

in

"running down" difficulties can be
saved by learning to recognize the

Too often, what first
appears to be AGC trouble, turns
symptoms.

by Rufus P. Turner

Owning an oscilloscope and getting its full potential are two different things. This up-to-date
guidebook consisting of two volumes makes your
investment in your scope really pay off. If you're
about to buy a scope, it gives you a greater familiarity with its operation and helps you select the

type of scope best suited to your needs.
This practical Rider book avoids electronic fundamentals and theories except where a brief digest
is essential to understanding an application. Technical jargon is kept to a minimum and skeleton

out to be an RF/IF component
failure.
the

case

of

a

Zenith

19A20 chassis which came into

circuits and block diagrams are used instead of

detailed circuits. Step-by-step directions with illustrations make the various tests and measurements
absolutely clear.
I

VOLUME II considers the applications of the scope

in industrial and scientific application. It gives
unusually clear guidance in using the scope for
specific tests and measurements covering such

areas as measuring physical quantities (vibration,
noise, acceleration, etc.) ; checking components
(electronic and electrical) ; and checking performance of electronic and nonelectronic devices (from
electrical generators to cameras and gas engines).
While most of the tests described require relatively
simple scopes, some require oscilloscopes having
special features. Thus you have an excellent guide
to the type of scope you will need for your work.
#339 2 vols. paper, $5.90; #339-H cloth, $6.95.

Now available

dicated that the keyer wanted to
go to work, but something was
preventing it. The use of a bias
box didn't help the picture, but it
did apply AGC to the IF tubes and
permit tracing video. There was a
good signal to the detector, but
nothing was coming out of the di-

explains applications of oscilloscopes
particularly of interest to general technicians.
radio operators and hobbyists. To get off to a good
start towards understanding your scope, the initial
chapters describe the operating principles, structure and characteristics of the instrument. Then
follows valuable step-by-step directions for tests
and measurements. These include tests of a general
nature (current, voltage, frequency, phase) and
specialized applications (amplifier, receiver, and
transmitter testing).
VOLUME

was

a short time, then drift slowly back
to the same symptoms. This in-

Case Histories
Take

When the AGC control

turned either way off center, the
picture would come in faintly for

ode.

Digging a little deeper in this
stage disclosed an RF choke runFig. 1-Open RF choke caused a capacitor
effect and cancelled out AGC.

ning from the top end of the IF

transformer and out the bottom of
r

6AM8

Fig. 2-Clamping resistor value changed
with ambient temperature of set.

CONTROLCONTRAST

I UM
IF AGC

TUNER

1964 TUBE -CADDY TUBE SUBSTITUTION

TO VIDEO
AMP

200K

1

n.

11:2M7

GUIDEBOOK by H. A. Middleton

More useful than ever because it contains more

68M

direct replacements. Fits in your tube -caddy. Special 16 -page section on cathode ray tube substitutions. Still only 90c

TO VOT CATHODE

Available at parts distributors,
or use coupon to order.

r-..10 -DAY FREE EXAMINATION...-I
JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.

Division of Hayden Publishing Inc.
116 West 14th St., New York, N.Y. 10011

ig.

3-Defective

Please send books checked below. Within 10

F

days of receipt, I shall remit payment plus
postage, or return books without obligation.

8200 decoupling resistor throttled AGC

PRACTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE HANDBOOK -2 Vols.
cloth $6.95
El paper $5.90
[11 TUBE CADDY -TUBE SUBSTITUTION
GUIDEBOOK, 90c

in this receiver.

Name

Address

City

Zone

State

Payment enclosed. We pay postage.
Free 1964 catalog of RIDER BOOKS
-
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You probably thought
top quality electronic
test instruments
were too expensive...didn't you?
Well, they're not when you
build them with money -saving RCA kits
You've known right along that you can save money on electronic
test instruments by building from kits.

But you may have shied away from kits because you thought
they involved complicated calibration or adjustment problems.
Forget it!
RCA kits are inexpensive, of course, but they're also easy to

Specialized instruments such as an AC VTVM or an RF Signal
Generator are also available as kits for far less than they would
cost otherwise. In every case, RCA kits, when completed, are
identical with RCA factory assembled instruments.

build. Build them right and they'll give you the best performance
you can buy in their price range.
What's better about RCA test instrument kits?
Ease of assembly is one thing. Parts are clearly identified. Each
assembly diagram appears on the same page as the step-by-step
instructions for that section of assembly. There's no need to refer

WINO

awe* dew. ...

back constantly to other pages, which consumes time and increases the chance of error.
Ease of alignment is another thing. Each kit contains complete
instructions for accurate calibration or alignment of the instrument. Where necessary, precision calibrating resistors are provided for this purpose.

What does it mean? It means that with RCA kits you can get a
professional V -O -M or VTVM for as little as $29.95*. Or you can

get a good oscilloscope (one of the most useful-but normally
one of the most expensive-test instruments) for only $79.50*

Each sub -assembly is described in a separate section with illustrations applying

to that sub -assembly available at a glance. No cross referencing necessary.

LOOK WHAT'S AVAILABLE TO YOU IN KIT FORM:

RCA VOLTOHMYST®. The most
popular VTVM on the market.
WV-77E(K). Kit price: $29.95*

RCA SENIOR VOLTOHMYST.
A professional VTVM.
WV-98C(K). Kit price: $57.95*

RCA VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER.

RCA 3 -INCH OSCILLOSCOPE. Com-

One of most useful instruments.
WV-38A(K). Kit price: $29.95*

pact, lightweight, portable.
WO-33A(K). Kit price: $79.95*

RCA HIGH -SENSITIVITY AC VTVM.

Doubles as audio pre -amplifier.
WV-76A(K). Kit price: 557.95*

See them all-and get full technical specifications for each-at your
local Authorized RCA Test Equip-

ment Distributor. Or write for information

to: Commercial Engineering, Section D -46-W, RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DE-

"e°111111.111"1PRCA RF SIGNAL GENERATOR. For

RCA TV BIAS SUPPLY. For RF, IF

audio and TV servicing.
WR-50A(K). Kit price: $39.95*

alignment in TV sets.
WG-307B(K). Kit price: $11.95*

VICES, HARRISON, N. 1.
RCA TRANSISTOR -RADIO DYNAM-

IC DEMONSTRATOR. For schools.

WE-93A(K). Kit price: 539.95"

RCA V -O -M DYNAMIC DEMONSTRATOR. A working V -O -M.
WE-95A(K). Kit price: $37.95*

*User price (optional)

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON,N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

the can to a tiepoint, then over to
the video amplifier as shown in

ing the schematic, Fig. 2, it was
noted that a 6.8 MS2 1/2 w clamp-

short in the sync section, there is

Fig.

ing resistor went from the AGC
line to the cathode of the vertical

The circuitry of an RCA KCS133A portable is shown in Fig. 3.

output tube.

The symptoms indicated AGC
troubles on this set. It was a paral-

The choke was open.

1.

Luckily, the end of the choke was
showing just enough to latch onto
and anchor it securely to the pigtail. The receiver went right to
work.

In another instance, a popular
portable (Philco 10H25
through 12J27 chassis) would play
19

in.

an hour or so and then suddenly
go negative and develop a bad
phase shift. This receiver group
uses detected AGC and in check-

The resistor

was

changing value with the ambient
temperature of the set. Replacing
it resolved the problem.
Don't confuse this difficulty with

a similar effect created by either
the 12AZ7 or 6CG8, sync clipper
and sound limiter, located on the
lower panel just under the second
video IF tube. When either of
these tubes

develops

a

partial

a phase shift and an upset of AGC.

lel heater receiver, so the keying
tube was pulled. No change occured in video response, contrast
remained fair, but the picture had
a tendency to pull and lose sync.
The first IF grid has a minus 11/2
v signal biasing. A bias box didn't
change things.
Further checking showed this

receiver's first two IF stages were
cascaded. A voltage check dis-

make it easy on yourself
See the direct answer-on only the

range -scale you want- automatically

closed that the first IF had only
50 v on the plate instead of the
normal 120 v. The second IF had

the normal 250 v.

Its cathode,

however, normally 125 v was only

75 v.
The coupling network for this
circuit was a module (Fig. 3). In
checking across points No. 1 and
5, it was found that the 82011 decoupling resistor had greatly increased in value. By clipping out
contact No. 1 of the module and
soldering a new 1/2-w resistor from

contact No. 5 to the PC board
"button -hole" the set's operation

was restored to normal.
This receiver had been in three
other shops for the same problem.
Giving the other shops the benefit

of the doubt, maybe the resistor
was

changing in value; or the
shop's line voltage (loaded down by

other sets on the cooking bench),

WITH
BURN -OUT PROOF
METER MOVEMENT

No Reading Errors!
No Multiplying!

Sensitivity 20,000 ohms per volt DC; 5000
ohms per volt AC. Accuracy ±3% DC; ± 5%

AC; (full scale). DC Volts in 6 ranges

0-6000. AC Volts in 6 ranges 0-6000. AF
(Output) in 4 ranges 0.300 volts. DC Current in 5 ranges 0-10 amps. Resistance in
4 ranges 0-100 megohms. Supplemental
ranges also provided on external overlay
meter scales. Meter movement protected
against extreme overload and burn -out.

Just set the range switch, and only

the scale you want in the exact range
you want appears automatically. Individual full-size wide -view scale for
each range-and only one range -scale
is visible at any one time. Reading is
clear, easy-and direct.
Net, $5995

Polarity reversing switch. Automatic ohms adjust control. Fuse -protected shunts. Mir-

ing stand. Batteries freshly packed DYNAMATIC

375 VTVM

It's automatic! See only the full scale you want
and read the exact answer-directly. No multiNet, $8995
plying. Eliminates errors.
See Your B&K
Distributor
or Write for
Catalog

AP21-T

BaK MANUFACTURING CO.
DIVISION OF DYNASCAN CORPORATION

1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp.. 50 Win gold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 253 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
- -
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up in a couple of hours' running
time,

however, it's advisable to

use a variable ac supply and force
the problem to reveal itself.
Older Circuits

There are many receivers still in
use which have an AGC amplifier.
This circuit can serve a triple pur-

pose, as an AGC amplifier for a

rored scale. Complete with 11/2 -volt and
9 -volt batteries, test leads, and easy -view-

separately.

was too low to make the symptoms
appear. But if the difficulty, as the
customer explains it, doesn't show

-

weak source of AGC, a voltage inverter and a noise canceller.
If

the second detector has

a

positive output, obviously this volt-

age will have to be inverted for
AGC. In some instances this circuit may be nothing more than an
ac

coupled

plate -follower

and

used only to invert. In any case,
it comes under AGC problems and
should never be taken for granted
or ignored.
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ALL THE INVENTORY YOU NEED
TO SERVICE ALMOST ANY TRANSISTOR CAR RADIO ON THE ROAD!

simply say Delco
6 is the magic number! That's all it takes to replace
millions of transistors in car radios today! One of
these Delco numbers will fit exactly the requirements
of most of your customers!
DS -25 and DS -26 cover small signal needs in Delco
and other auto radios. They also replace practically
every PNP transistor used in portable radios.

DS -501 and DS -503 restore the full audio power to
Delco Radios.

DS -520 and DS -525 can be used in all non-Delco
radios and in place of DS -501 and DS -503 in older
cars where low cost is a factor.
Full

instructions, application and cross reference

charts come with your order. Call your United Delco
supplier today.

Delco Radio Automotive Radio Service
Parts and Electro-Mechanical devices are distributed

nationally through 1[MnitedL Ealeco.
DELCO RADIO, Division of General Motors, Kokomo, Indiana

"United. %,

Delco
-
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PART II

49. Is the site located away from

LOOKING FOR A NEW LOCATION

50. Is the site easy to enter? Is the
traffic sufficient to require de-

the main intersection?

Continued from March
it been reached?

44. What is the road and highway
pattern in relation to the shopping center location? What is

47. Are there any physical geographic barriers in any of the

the degree of accessibility from
each direction?

trade area quadrants? Narrow
roads? Lakes? Hills? Low speed
areas? Will these discourage
continuing patronage?
48. Will the cars entering and leav-

45. What is the volume flow of
traffic along the road network?
46. Does the traffic flow freely without congestion? What is the
street's maximum traffic? Has

ing the shopping center site

celeration lanes? Are they being
provided? Is the street or highway department cooperative in
this respect?

51. Two boundary roads provide
better access to the center. Is
this the case?

52. Is the shopping center traffic
pattern simply planned as an
integrated circulatory system?

impede traffic?

4

Parking

53. Is the ratio of parking area to

As

selling area 3 -to -1 or more?
54. Has sufficient space (400 feet)
been assigned to each car?
55. Is the parking space designed

indispensable
as a tube caddy

so that the shopper does not
walk more than 300 to 350 feet

from the farthest spot to the
store?

56. What is the angle of parking
space? (90 degrees provides
the best capacity and circulation.)

57. What is the planned or actual
car turnover? (3.3 cars per
parking space per day is the

For high fidelity house calls

average.)

58. Is the number of total spaces

4k

adequate for the planned business volume?
(Too many

spaces make the center look
dead; too few openly invite
competition around the center.)
Audio and high fidelity servicing is fast

and simple with these two Heathkit
Generators on the job! Latest design

features and quality components assure
accurate, dependable test facilities for
alignment and trouble -shooting at sav-

ings of 50% or more! Order now and
save with Heathkit!

put level & frequency accurate to within
±5% Meter is calibrated in volts & db

Easy to build -easy to use

SPECIFICATIONS -Fr 00000 cy: 10 cps to 100 kc, switch

selected, 2 significant figures and multiplier. Output:
6 ranges 0 to .003, .01, .03, .1, .3. 1 volts RMS into external
600 ohm load or with internal load into HI -Z, 2 ranges 0 to 3,
10 volts RMS into a minimum of 10,000 ohms, -60 db to +22

db in 8 steps -60 dbm to f 2 dbm (0 dbm =1 mw into 600
ohms). Distortion: less than .1%, 20 to 20,000 cps. Tubes:

Heathkit RF Signal Generator Kit

(1) 6AU6, (1) 6CL6, (1) 6X4. Power: 105-125 volts AC, 50 /60

Wide frequency range -covers 100 kc
to 200 mc in six bands Prewired, pre -

Kit IG-72 .

cycles, 40 watts. Dimensions: 9%" W. a 6)4" H. x 5
.

aligned coil-bandswitch assembly Large

easy -to -read dial scales 2% accuracy
Modulated or unmodulated RF output

64(.11111.0rt

Kit IG-102 . .. 6 lbs

Choose from the world's largest
selection of quality Instruments In
easy -to -assemble kit form!

HEATH COMPANY

cps to 100 kc Less than .1 of 1% dis-

24-4-1

Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023
Enclosed is S

plus postage. Send

model(s)
Name

Address
City

State

Zip
7E-123

tortion between 20 and 20,000 cps Out- -
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case?

Size and Shape

62. Is the site large enough for
the type of center?
63. Is the size sufficiently dominant
to forestall the construction of
similar shopping centers nearby?

64. Is the center of regular shape?
If not, does the location of the
buildings minimize the disadvantage of the site's shape?
65. Is the site sufficiently deep?

Please send free 1964 Heathkit Catalog.

$27.95

Heathkit Audio Generator Kit
Switch -selected output frequencies, 10

FREE CATALOG
Heathkits at savings of 50% or morel

100

kc to 320 kc; Band B, 310 kc to 1.1 mc; Band C, 1 mc to
3.2 mc; Band D, 3.1 mc to 11 mc; Band E, 10 mc to 32 mc;
Band F, 32 mc to 110 mc. Calibrated harmonics: 110 mc
to 220 mc. Accuracy: 2%. Output: Impedance, 50 ohms;
Voltage, 100,000 uv. Modulation: Internal, 400 cps. 30%
depth; External, approx. 3 V across 50 k ohms for 30%.
Audio output: Approx. 10 V open circuit. Tube complement: (1) 12AT7, (1) 6AN8. Power requirements: 105-125
V 50/60 cycles AC. 15 watts. Dimensions: 6%" W. a 9X°
H. x V D.

D.

$41.95

Send for your Free COPY todayl
Fully describes over 250 exciting

Fixed & variable output attenuators
Easy to build
SPECIFICATIONS -Frequency range: Band A,

. 8 lbs.

59. Does the parking scheme distribute the cars so as to favor
no one area?
60. Is there an adequate number of
ingress/egress roads in proper
relationship with the arrangement of parking spaces?
61. For the larger centers, a ring
road is preferable. Is this the

(A depth of at least 400 feet
is preferred; if less, the center
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tune -op

Oamagedantenna
Broken cry troihisgas
N/Fuzzy Avita

Aber cohr
<,.A Put mew Stk?

TV/Nett/re by re
ditmaged antew
add;
abrickr
TV

Gas Stations do a
$500,000,000 business
by promoting spring

tune-ups...
TV service dealers can do a multi -million dollar business by
promoting SPRING TV Tune-ups., It's logical. Damaged antennas, worn twinlead, aging TV sets can use a freshening

up after the Jong, hard winter. What better time than in
the spring for the TV service dealer to promote a "Spring
TV Tune up" special. Blonder -Tongue gives you a complete, straightforward promotion that means extra sales
in antennas, twinlead, and profitable TV signal amplifiers.
It starts with a plan. Sales aids, window streamer, local ad
mats and business producing postcard for use by TV service
dealers. 'Then comes the most complete product line in the

field; indoor and outdoor signal amplifiers-VHF, UHF and
FM. For example, there's the new 2 -transistor mast mounted
UHF amplifiers (Able -U2) that really brings in all UHF channels. The lowest cost, full power two set TV signal amplifier

for indoor installation (B-42) and the well-known outdoor
transistor models (Able -2 and Able -1).

Add to this a bit of your own energy, and you can rack up
extra"SpringTVTune-up"profits.Get details today from your
Blonder -Tongue distributor or, write, wire, phone
10'
L d 7, Toronto,2 Ont.

BLONDER-TONGUESa,r:audniganSit5i,vnwenacrko,Tryle,ssJoecrs,eyt0

home tv accessories/closed circuit/community tv/uhf converters/Master tv
- -
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may look like a strip development.)

66. Is the site level? Is it on well
drained land?
67. Does the center face north and/
or east?

88. If the center is of mall design,
can all the stores be seen from
any one location?
89. Are all the stores readily accessible to each other, with none
having an advantage?

68. Can the center be seen from
a distance?
69. Are there structures, such as a
service station, located in the
parking area? If so, do they

SAVE
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS

The Original Kit Organ

1. Fast traffic or congested areas

back on the site that the entire
area may be seen?

duce more potential customers

72. Is the layout of the center a
strip, L, U, or mall?
73. Is the architectural design completely integrated?
74. Is the architectural style pleasing in appearance?

75. Will the design appeal to the
type of customers in the trade
area?

76. Does the design conform or
harmonize with the styles of

people - housewives, doctors,

residential construction in the

business men, are building Arti-

area?

san Organs for their homes,
churches or schools.
BEFORE YOU BUY, COMPARE!

Be sure to get all the facts about

kit organs before you buy any
organ. Ordinary kit organs have
only 12 master oscillators. Artisan has an independent oscillator
for each key of every keyboard.
Most kit organs have only a few
tone filters, preamps and couplers. Artisan has 22 tone filters,
22 preamps and 14 couplers on
the smallest two manual organ.
Ordinary organs key the "audio",
causing thumps and key clicks.
Artisan keys the oscillators, pro-

81. Are the buildings designed on
a modular basis of proper
width? (Preferred width, 35

ft; depth, 100 to 150 ft.)
82. Does the design allow for flex-

ible partitioning - to permit
expansion of 171/2 ft units to

information about the
world's happiest hobby
ORGANS

kki

2476 ET N. Lake , Altadena,Calif "

Please send me free informa
tion about building an Artisan Organ
Name

Address
City
State

Zip

RN
-
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A feeder location would pro-

than an arterial location consisting of fast, undelayed traffic.

2. A street where crossover

is

possible increases the number
of directions from which a site

may be approached. If the
traffic speed or congestion is
not great, a location on such a
street is preferred.

3. The quicker the customer recognizes a site as that of a service or sales -service outlet, the
better the chance of his stopping.

4. The site should be deep enough

to allow adequate parking for

5. An isolated site should be easy
to enter and to leave. Ideally,

continuous frontage, without
setbacks? (If necessary, setbacks should be at the rear.)

tures found in Artisan Kit Or-

45 miles an hour is preferable.

tion?
79. Is there sufficient land area

80. Are the buildings designed as

gans. Prices range from $1750 to
$7500. You can pay as you build
and play as you build.

no t produce drop -in
traffic. Traffic averaging 35 to

peak customer use. If possible,

available for future expansion

of the more than 50 unique fea-

do

77. Is the signing harmonious and
controlled? Is there adequate
signing to advertise the center
as a whole?
78. What is the quality of construc-

without encroaching on the
parking area?

viding pipe -like attack and decay
so essential to traditional pipe
organ tone. These are only a few

An Isolated Site

impede the site's visibility?
70. Is the site a complete unit?
(A road should not pass
through the site.)
71. Are the buildings set far enough

The Center's Design

No longer is the luxury of owning a full size organ restricted to
those in the upper income brackets. Now you can have the pride
of possessing an instrument of
superbly beautiful tone -one that
sounds like the glorious pipe organ -and meets the specifications
of the American Guild of Organists. Hundreds of non -technical

Table 2
Points to Consider in Evaluating

35 ft units?
83. Is there a basement storage
area?
84. Are the walkways covered with
canopies?
85. Is there a driveway for package
pick-up?
86. Have adequate landscaping
plans been provided?
87. Are public restrooms and simi-

lar amenities available?

a drive -around exit should be
provided to service the building
and allow the customer ease of
exit.

the site should be free from
curbs.

6. Parking space should be sufficient to allow ease of parking,

turning around, and backing
up.

7. Zoning regulations should permit the shop's sign to be seen.
8. A site along the traffic arteries
where there is a high shopping
trip frequency familiarizes the
customer with the location and
existence of the store. Know-

ledge of the retailer and his
location is the first step toward
the consummation of a sale.

9. Do not locate where traffic

is

congested as this affects the
accessibility of the site.
10. Avoid locations adjacent to

very fast, undelayed traffic.
11. Avoid areas which have a great

deal of competition for customers from the same flow of
traffic.
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`,/14agic' Words

FOR SUCCESS

Your courtesy and customer complaints can help build your business

No complaints? Maybe it's be-

Juggling: There are a lot of things
Juggling
money or polishing glasses are defin-

cause you don't have enough busi-

which annoy customers.

ness! And maybe the reason you
don't have enough business is because you've been "serving" your

itely in that category.

customers

with

"half courtesy."

Let's examine what this means.
Half Courtesy

electronic service shop

Every

owner knows that courtesy is

an

important part of his business. Too

frequently only "half courtesy" is
offered, however, and it produces

The man

who, with hands in pocket, juggles
coins, or does so with two or three
he has in his hands during a conversation is practicing "half courtesy."
Failure to complete a service: No
customer will ever tell us about this
"half courtesy" and we will seldom
realize that it is occurring unless we
frequently check our actions for it.
Such things as allowing a customer

the same results as a complete lack
of courtesy. It is a habit we can
slip into without realizing what has

to pick up something we should
have handed him or her, failure

occurred.

not holding a door open for the

"Half Courtesy" can be disaster-

point, are a number of "half courtesy" habits.
Talking too fast: It's easy to get

into this habit which is not only
annoying to many people but has
a tendency to lead to misunderstanding.

Not paying attention: How often
have we glanced aside at something
else while a customer is saying we

have heard a thousand times or
which bores us stiff? It's a natural

thing to do but it

is

still a "half

courtesy" attitude.
Interrupting the customer: This
one occurs most often when we are

rushed or in a hurry and seek to
deter a further "waste of time" in
a conversation. Again it may be a
small thing to us but it has major
importance to that customer.
Gesturing wildly: Ever notice
how annoying this is when practiced

to completely package something,
customer and overlooking a regular
service routine fall into this
group.

There are, of course, a great
many other such "half courtesy"
actions that decrease business possibilities every day. Constant examination of the things we do can
help prevent them. Watching what
others do also helps if the right approach is taken.
Customer Complaints

Every technician

receives

his

share of complaints; some to his
face, others to his employees and
still others that his customers make
to their friends and acquaintances.
It's natural that we want to min-

imize them; there has developed
the idea that all is not well when
complaints

are being uttered by

customers and a tinge of disgrace
accompanies their existence.

by a customer? "Thank heaven I
never do that," one will say, but
with the very next customer you'll

This is far from true. The shop
owner who has no complaints is
the one doing the least business in
town. Since no two customers are

start doing the identical thing!

alike, it is almost impossible to

Crowding the customer: Many
people, particularly women customers, dislike the person who "crowds"
them.

Keep your distance with

every customer.
APRIL 1964

these loopholes
structure.

in our business

Complaints should never be hidden. They should never be ignored.
Most certainly the shop owner
should never resent them.

That's the advice given us by a
number of successful shop owners
with whom we have talked on the
subject. All were emphatic in declaring that a complaint is our best
opportunity
friendship.

to

build

customer

The shop owner who handles
every complaint, no matter how
trivial, with the maximum amount
of sincerity and consideration, puts
it

to practical use in building a

better business for himself. And,

wise is he who profusely thanks
every customer for his kindness and
consideration in passing on the information. That is proof to the
customer that we value his business

and will do our utmost to satisfy
him. Being resentful or obviously
ignoring complaints (which in most
cases are really suggestions) automatically tells that customer we
care little for his business.
Most business today is on trust.
The average customer seldom specifies in

detail every purchase he

makes; usually he orders service in

general terms and leaves it to the
shop owner to treat him fairly.
Naturally he is going to be most

on his guard when making first
transactions; will be much more apt
to criticize and complain about the
kind of business he is patronizing.
"No businessman can ever really
see the customers' side of their

relationship," an executive told us
some time ago, "because he is so
engrossed in his side of it. Yet to be
successful, he must know what his

develop a business system that will
satisfy everyone and even the best
system will show occasional weak
spots. Customer complaints are the

customers are thinking, how they

surest method we have of finding

then eventually he is lost."

react to his ways of doing business,
what they think of the merchandise
he has to sell. If he doesn't . well,
.

.
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New! BUSS SPACE SAVER
PANEL MOUNTED FUSEHOLDER

and Bud Weston, Commissioner Lee's engineering
assistant, were also present. TAME plans carrying
its fight to Congress and is arranging to appear before
the committees headed by Sen. Magnuson (D -Wash.)
and Rep. Rogers (D -Tex.).
Urges Licensing

NATESA executive director, Frank J. Moch, has
urged state licensing for all TV -radio service dealers
and technicians in Illinois, following a crackdown on
one alleged 'gypping' service firm in Chicago by Illinois

Actual Size
Holder Extends only 29/32 inch
behind front of panel.

Attorney General William G. Clark. Moch said that
licensing of the repair business "is the only sure cure
and the only protection for the people and ethical
businesses." The NATESA has tried four times to
get a licensing law passed in the Illinois General
Assembly but has been defeated each time.
New Office

Ojibway Press, Inc., business paper publishers and
Fuseholder tak
1/4 inch fuse. Converts to
9/32 X 114 inch fuse simply by changing screw type knob.
Holder is rated at 30 ampere for any voltage up to 250.

parent company of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN magazine,

opens an office in San Francisco. Stearns R. Ellis is
manager of all 26 Ojibway publications at the office.

Holder can be made drip -proof or water -proof from

front of panel or completely water -proof.

Holder meets the need for a highly reliable military
to minirn
'mensions for commerplicati

Cosi1114 Write for BUSS
Bulletin SFH-10

Ups Color CRT Output

RCA announces that it will increase its produc-

tion of color TV CRTs this year by more than 50
percent over 1963, but that it will have to continue
allocating the supply to set manufacturers because
output will still fall short of demand.

n Co.. St. Louis 7, Mo.

BUSS: 1914-1964, Fifty years

of Pioneering...

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Profits Rise

The Radio Corp. of America expects 1964 to be
its third consecutive year of record earnings, Arthur
L. Malcamey, RCA Group Executive Vice President,
told the Cleveland Society of Security Analysts recently. Citing RCA's "rising curve of profitability over
the past 18 months," Malcarney told the analysts that
the company's 1963 operating earnings were up about
25 percent over those of 1962, on sales that increased

Every Application ..

by 2 percent. Subject to final audit, RCA's 1963
sales were about $1,780,000,000 and its operating

Single pole, multiple

profits were about $65,000,000.

pole, small base, full base,
molded base, bakelite base,

TAME Meets With FCC

from 14 x % inches up to
% x 2 inches. Also signal

porcelain base for fuse

fuse blocks and special
blocks of all types.
Send us your require-

A delegation from TAME, Television Accessory
Manufacturers Institute, met with members of the FCC

in Washington for an informal exchange of ideas
concerning the problems of CATV. Representing
TAME were John Winegard and Robert Fleming,
Winegard Co.; Morris L. Finney, Jr., Finney Co.;

ments-we have the bloc
you need or can engin

Sam Schlussel, Channel Master Corp. and Mort Leslie,

JFD Electronics Corp., TAME's Acting Chairman.
Present for the FCC were Commissioners Robert E.
Lee and Kenneth Cox. A number of department heads
- -
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Save Assembly Time with
Quick -Connect Terminals on

Tongue Laboratories, Inc. Balash said that UHF offers
the greatest profit potential to TV -radio dealers since

the advent of TV. The sale of UHF converters and
antennas alone during the period of changeover will
create a 500 -million dollar market, he estimated.
New Sales Record

BUSS Fuseholders

The Radio Corp. of America announces that it
established new all-time records in 1963 with sales
of $1,789,277,000 and after-tax profits of $66,033,000.
Earnings per common share for the year v. ere $3.61,

compared with per-share operating profits of $2.84
in 1962, the previous record year.
Chairman of the board, General David Sarnoff
indicated that color TV became the most vigorous

Eliminates soldering. Permits
use of pre -assembled harness.
Reduces assembly time.

growth element in the consumer market and accounted

for a major share of earnings from the company's
consumer products. "No other investment in the
company's history has more richly fulfilled our expectations, and we believe color's greatest period of earnings

is ahead," General Sarnoff said.
JFD Sues

JFD Electronics Corp as plaintiff filed a complaint

on January 28, 1964, against Channel Master Corp
Sanaa Hi,,,HIC, and-

Write for BUSS
Bulletin SFB.

as defendant in the U. S. District Court for the Southern District of New York. The complaint charges that
threats made by Channel Master with respect to the
Log -Periodic antennas make it necessary for plaintiff
to seek relief and have its rights declared.

n Co., St. Louis 7, Mo

... New Developments in Electrical Protection
Hoover Returns to EIA

William F. E. Long, director of the Electronic
Industries Association's Marketing Services, announces
that John S. Hoover has returned to the EIA's Marketing Services Department as manager of special projects
and publications after serving one year as deputy executive director of the National Council of Architectural
Registration Boards.
Publisher Expands

Supreme Publications is planning to enlarge its
Chicago warehouse and incorporate required office
functions there. Editorial work will continue to be
performed at Highland Park, Ill.
Retail Ad Program
The high fidelity products division

of North

American Philips Co., Inc., is unveiling a retail dealer

advertising program for its line of Norelco tape recorders and accessories. Details of the dealer advertising program were outlined at a series of coast -to coast meetings held by W. Semmelink, product manager, and J. Gerrity, sales manager, of the company's
Hi Fi products division.

r normal acting loses for

eetion where circuit is not subject to
starting currents or surges.

Predicts UHF Growth

By 1970 the number of U. S. homes being served

Write for BUSS
Bulletin SFB.

by UHF television will be greater than those served
by VHF, the annual conference of the National Appliance & Radio -TV Dealers Association was told by
Jerry Balash, manager of home products for Blonder -

APRIL 1964
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Cleveland Institute of Electronics

P.

26-27
81

Hallmark Instruments
Heath Company

78
92

98

Radio Corporation of America
RCA Electronic Components & Devices

PRECISION TUNER SERVICE
P. 0. BOX 272

1200 S. WALNUT ST.
EDISON 99653

BLOOMINGTON, IND.

7.50

6 MONTH WARRANTEE

9.95

0064

PLUS
POSTAGE

4

Electronics,
Sencore, Inc.
Sencore, Inc.
Seco

J 11!

All Types T.V. Tuners Cleaned, Repaired and Aligned to Factory Specifications. Same day in shop
service on most Tuners. Price Includes Minor Parts, Major Parts at Cost Price. We use Original
Parts if possible. State Make Model and Enclose all Parts and Tubes. Pack Well and Insure.
ALSO HAVE LARGE STOCK OF EXCHANGE TUNERS, WRITE FOR TYPES AND PRICES.

-

e4

- -

79, 82
36
75
88
76

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Semiconductor Div. 61
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Tuner Service Div.
20

r -r,

V or U

COMBO

85, 89, 4th Cover
RCA Parts and Accessories
RCA Sales Corporation
Raytheon Company
John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.
Rohn Manufacturing Company

for more details circle 45 on post cord

34
29

Inc.

31

Sprague Products Company
Sylvania Electronic Products, Inc.

23
67

Ungar Electric Tools

22

University Loudspeakers

19

Weller Electric Corp.
Winegard Company
Winegard Company

24
39
80

I

R ORM ICE MI Staple Gun Tackers
SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY!

SAFE!
Can't damage wire be-

ARE YOU CASHING -IN

cause staples automatically stop at right height!

ON THE PROFITABLE

Won't even break 1/4"
hollow glass tubing.

2 -WAY RADIO SERVICE BUSINESS ?

FAST!

* Motorola will train you for this rewarding, elite profession
* Send for our FREE EVALUATION EXAM. Prove to yourself that

Proved by test 10 times
faster than old hammer

you are ready to learn FM 2 -way radio servicing.

method. Saves you 70%
in fatigue and efficiency
saves many dollars.

Opportunities in 2 -way radio servicing are virtually unlimited.

Just one of the hundreds of successful Motorola Service

Stations writes, "we would be pleased to interview any graduate
of your school that has received some training in 2 -way radio

.

.

maintenance. We are an established firm, 10 years old, with
a promise of expansion governed by our ability to obtain com-

Tapered striking edge gets into tight corners!

HOLDS!

obligation and no salesman will call.

MODEL T-18 - For wires 3/16" and
(85) T-18

New staples get tremendous holding power from

staples with 3/16" crown, divergent -

tack points that spread

pointed,
length.

to lock into wood!

petent technicians." Get all the facts today. There is no

less

IMMOTOROLA TRAINING INSTITUTE
4545 West Augusta Blvd.

Chicago 51, Illinois

Dept. AEH415

Send me FREE entrance exam.
Send full details on Home Study Course on FM 2 -way Radio

in diameter.

of

.050

Loads

wire

3/8"

in

leg

MODEL T-25 - For wires up to 1/4"
in diameter. Loads (85) T-25 staples
with 1/4" crown, wedge or divergent -

Servicing
Send me details on how you can help me prepare for an FCC
License.

pointed, of .050 wire in 9/32", 3/8",

7/16" and 9/16" leg

lengths.

All -steel construction
with chrome finish.
Jam -proof
mechanism

patented

for trou-

ble -free operation.

Occupation__

Name

Write for catalog
and information.

Address
Zone

City
-

98

.

- -

State
.1

for more details circle 41 on post card

) ARROW FrisrEniza COACO/i/V Y. PVC.
One Junius Street
-

-

-

Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

for more details circle 12 on post card
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Here's why the
new RCA Pict -O -Guide

is so effective:

Pictures tell the
story best.

Takes a new look
at setup procedures.

Many, many full -color photos show
trcuble symptoms just as they appear on a color screen to help you
locate troubles quickly.

Setup procedures have been vastly
simplified. Color photos show how

Expanded troubleshooting section.

Helps you learn

each setup job is done and what the
results look like on the screen.

by doing.

Gives you the advantage of RCA's
many years of accumulated experi-

Designed to give you practical ex-

en :e in locating, diagnosing and

step of every service procedure.

perience...to let you follow every

correcting service problems in color
receivers.

And it's Free with
your purchase of
RCA entertainment
receiving tubes!

'JOIN nib
COLOR
PARADE'

Also free with the purchase of RCA entertainment receiving tubes...
BULOVA WRIST WATCHES

17 level Men's Model BULOVA yellow,
10K
rolled gold plate, stainless steel back, unbreakable main
spring, shock resistant, good looking strap. Handsome
.prestige men's time piece.

1A1439

CARAVELLE' WRIST WATCHES (Made by a Division of the Bulova Watch Co., Inc.'

1A1435 17 Jewel Men's Model Caravelle-Handsome 10
micron yellow gold finish case with stainless steel back.
Waterproof* with unbreakable main spring, luminous
hands and dial. Shock resistant; sweep second hand.

1A1436-17 Jewel Ladies' Model Caravelle-Grateful 10
micron yellow gold finish case with stainless stee back.
Shock resistant with unbreakable main spring. Elf gantlf

styled.
*Waterproof as long as case, crystal and crown remain intact

For details on how to get the new RCA Color TV Troubleshooting PICT -0 -GUIDE and BULOVA or CARAVELLEw wrist
watches, see your participating Authorized RCA Tube Distributor right away.

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J.

1A1440- 17 Jewel _allies' Model BULOVA Yellow, 10K
rolled gold plate, s-ainless steel back, unbreakable main

spring, shock resistant, attractive cord. Beautiful prestige ladies' time piece.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

matics" approac!- a,. :features at least one clear
illustration on each page to reinforce learning.
The complete foul -volume course takes you in

radiotelephone permit; along with the answers
and complete explanations. Categories include
basic law, operating practice and types of radio
telephones. The book also provides a list of
by John F. Rider and Seymour D. Uslan
FCC field offices. 48 pages, illustrated, paper Every practical research application where oscil- $1.35.
loscopes can be used is covered in this monumental volume. Contains detailed material on
maintenance, technical specifications, complex BASIC TELEVISION
and square wave forms and a long list of other
topics. More than 4500 illustrations are in- by Alexander Schure
cluded, with up-to-the-minute material on many Presents the basic theory, operation and cirnew types of oscilloscopes. 1356 pages, illus- cuitry of black and white television in a clear,
thorough and accurate 5 -volume "picture book"
trated, cloth - $27.00.
course. Individual volumes completely cover the
transmitter, organization of the TV receiver and
receiver circuit explanations. The text is supSERVICING TV AFC SYSTEMS
ported by more than 500 informative illustraby John Russell
tions that help you to visualize each individual
Discusses the trouble, location and repair of concept. 5 volumes, 664 pages, illustrated,
the major and minor type of TV AFC circuits in paper - $11.25, cloth - $12.75.
use today. You'll find crystal-clear information
on theory, wave -forms, circuits, components,
common faults and their diagnosis together with HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT TV

algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and on .to calculus. 4 volume set, 567 pages, illustrated, paper

completely understandable. 128 pages, illus- SYNC CIRCUITS
trated, paper - $2.70.
by Ira Remer

ENCYCLOPEDIA ON CATHODE RAY
OSCILLOSCOPES AND THEIR USES

BASIC ULTRASONICS
by C. rus GI:ckstein
A cl -.ar, definitive "pictured text" which dis-

cusS-n the ultrasc,nic process used in electroplat.mg, textile bleaching, dyeing. homogenization al d other industrial aoplications. Covers
the ..pplication
ultrasound to solids, fluxless
sold -ring of m;tals. ,veiding odd -shaped holes
and drill -J sIcts i- meta's, gla, , and ceramics.
Inch d .5 cornp'etp coverage. or theory, equipment anc-: appiic.=

Jr-i;.

paper -- $3.50, cloth - $4.60.

pies, illusf-ited,

BASIC MATHEMATIPS
by Norman H. Crowhur
This well Known R:d

''picture -text" makes

learning mathemati,s .aster and easier than
ever before' It utilizes ine "utility of mathe-

over 75 illustrations - to make the material

easy stages from simple arithmetic through
- $13.75, cloth - $14.50.

A practical, valuable book which covers the

TV TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR

EA.:1C AUDIO

by Robert G. Middleton

Norman H. Crowhurst

This fully illustrated course gives you a complete understanding of basic audio theory. The
three volumes cover such vital topics as corn-

Newly revised and updated, this book reflects
the rapid changes in TV technology. It covers

splitting circuits, feedback applications, shielding, audio transmission lines and much, much
more. The material is written in clear, easy -to understand form and covers every area of the
audio field. 3 volumes, 368 pages, illustrated,
paper - $8.70, cloth - $9.95.

techniques.

BASIC TRANSISTORS

CITIZENS BAND RADIO

new circuits, new tubes and the transistor,

giving the latest troubleshooting methods and

ponents, circuit values, distortion effects, phase -

Covers

visual -alignment,

sweep

many variations in monochrome and color television sync circuits and possible troubles that
might occur in them. Discusses fundamentals
of sync circuits, takeoff, clipping, limiting,
noise cancellation and time consultants. The
section on output circuits includes integration
and horizontal circuit signals. 128 pages, illustrated, paper - $2.90.

troubles, video amplifier circuits, external interference, high voltage power supplies and
much more. 216 pages, illustrated, paper - HOW TO USE GRID -DIP OSCILLATORS
$3.95.

by Rufus P. Turner

Deals with the construction and use of this ver-

satile instrument as well as its application to

all kinds of radio and television receivers. Chap-

A comprehensive basic discussion on transistors, featuring many schematics, photo -diagrams, line drawings and cartoon illustrations.
Covers transistor biasing, characteristics, conventional and power transistors, amplifiers,
oscillators, and tetrode units. Each chapter
concludes with review questions. 152 pages,
illustrated, paper - $3.95, cloth - $5.50.

ters include: Principles and Circuits; Grid -Dip
by Allan Lytel
Describes the historical development, applica- Adaptors; Resonant Circuit Measurement; Cations, classification and various types of CB pacitance Measurements; Inductance Transmitequipment available. Coverage includes design ter Applications; Antenna and Transmission features of different transmitting and receiving Line Tests; Applications; Commercial Grid -Dip
Oscillators. 112 pages, illustrated, paper equipment, installation, repair, power supplies, $2.50.
antennas, single and multiple -channel units.
FCC rules and regulations for CB users are also
included. 160 pages, paper - $3.90.

BASIC RADIO

REPAIRING TRANSISTOR RADIOS

by Alexander Schure

by Marvin Tepper

by Sol Libes

Here is the finest instructive material ever published on radio communications. This 6 -volume

Presents methods and procedures especially
developed for the repair of transistor radios.
Includes basic transistor theory transistorized
circuitry, design and superheterodyne radio receiver principles as applied to transistor radios.
Servicing sections cover step-by-step procedures, trouble check points, charts, test equipment and tools for repairing transistor radios.

"pictured text" contains more than 750 care-

fully prepared illustrations that make each idea
completely understandable. The'volumes cover
DC electricity, AC electricity, electron tube cir-

cuits, AM and FM receivers, transistors and
transmitters. 6 volumes, 756 pages, illustrated,
paper -$13.85, cloth - $14.85.

159 pages, illustrated, paper - $3.50.

FILL IN TEAR OUT
MAIL TODAY

This book provides a working explanation of

fractional horsepower motors and presents procedures for repairing and maintaining them.
It fully explains the operation, troubleshooting
techniques, and testing of electrical induction,
split phase, capacitor, repulsion, shaded:pole,
universal and three-phase motors. Each motor
is accompanied by a troubleshooting chart.

176 pages, illustrated, paper - $3.90, cloth -

$4.90.

HOW TO SERVICE TAPE RECORDERS

Q & A MANUAL - Third Class Operator

by C. A. Tuthill

Gives you complete information on tape reby Milton Kaufman
Prepares you with all the questions likely to be corder repairs. Contains lucid discussion on the
asked in the FCC examination for the third class basic principles of magnetic recording, tape
recording, mechanisms, circuitry and troubleshooting procedures. Explains the tape recorder
and its operations with many fine illustrations.
160 pages, illustrated, paper - $2.90.

NO POSTAGE NEEDED

Please send me the following books for free examination. At the end of 10 days,
will either remit payment plus postage, or return the books without further
I

obligation.

HOW TO LOCATE AND ELIMINATE RADIO
AND TV INTERFERENCE
by Fred D. Rowe

This completely revised and up-to-date book
contains the latest techniques for locating and
eliminating radio and TV interference. The latest
electronic components are discussed at length,
and their applications analyzed. Extremely practical in its approach, this book tells you what

to look for, what to do and how to do it. 168

1

pages, illustrated, paper - $2.90.

2

$

3

$

HOW TO INSTALL AND REPAIR MARINE
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
by Elbert Robberson

Name

Provides you with a working knowledge of the
unique circuitry and practices found in small
boat equipment. Contains complete information
on radio telephones, antennas, grounds, radio

(Please print)
Address
City

by Gerald Schweitzer

MARINE RADIOTELEPHONE PERMIT

10 -DAY Free Book Approval
Gentlemen:

BASICS OF FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER
MOTORS AND REPAIR

State

Zip Code

El Check here and save. Enclose payment with order and the publisher pays postage.
Same return privilege guaranteed.
627

direction finders, echo sounders, automatic
pilots, loran and many other considerations. A
vital book for anyone considering this growing,

lucrative field. 206 pages, illustrated, paper -

$4.50, cloth - $5.95.

now available from

ranilh RIDER

BOOKS...

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICI4GN )

BASIC RADIO REPAIR

IT'S EA6Y TO USE

by Marvin Tepper

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIP:',"tN r

A sensible, up-to-date approach to servicing both receivers and transmitters. Beginning with clear discussion
of more than 20 test instruments, the book then proceeds
to clarify the significant aspects of various components.

A general presentation of servicing procedures is followed by the practical techniques for repairing super-

by Larry Klein and Ken Gilmore

Various techniques for using electrical and electronic
test instruments are completely explained 'n 'his up-todate book. An extremely wide range of test instruments
are covered, from very simple VOM to the distortion

heteroayne, portable, automobile and FM receivers.

analyzer and oscilloscope.

Transistor receivers are treated in four full chapters.

More than 100 illustrations provide a full grasp of the
test instruments and their various applications.

Later sections deal with the long neglected area of transmitter servicing. 212 pages, illustrated, paper
(2 vol. set) - $5.30,

cloth - $5.95.

PULSE GENERATORS IN
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Edited by Sheldon Littwin
Pulse generators and wave shaping circuits utilizing
transistor, diode and vacuum -tube design receive comprehensive discussion in this brand new book. Theory
and design data, presented on an industrial level, carefully develops full comprehension of these circuits.
144 pages, illustrated, paper - $3.50
OSCILLOSCOPE HANDBOOK
by Rufus Turner
This brand new, two -volume handbook, introduces the
oscilloscope and explains its applications - without

using technical jargon - for technicians, radio operators, servicemen and hobbyists.

The first volume covers operation principles, structure
and characteristics of the instrument. In addition, stepby-step instructions explain general tests and measurements in current, frequency, phase and specialized
applications, such as receiver and transmitter testing.
Vol. II clearly explains specific tests and measurements.
The book avoids theory wherever possible and uses
simple diagrams instead of detailed circuits.
240 pages, illustrated, paper - $5.90, cloth - $6.95

192 pages, illustrated, paper - $4.00.

MATHEMATICS FOR ELECTRONICS
AND ELECTRICITY
by National Radio Institute Staff

Beginning with a complete review of arithmetic, the book
progresses through algebra, trigonometry, Boolean Algebra, and the binary number system. It relates every topic

to its electronics applications such as finding resistor
tolerance with percentages, and solving complex vec-

tor problems with trigonometry.
There are several other valuable sections which help
you to save time in setting up equations, simplifying a -c
and d -c circuit calculations, constructing and applying
many types of widely used graphs, etc. Example problems throughout are worked out in detail.
256 pages, illustrated, paper - $3.95, cloth - $5.60.

TRANSISTOR TELEVISION RECEIVERS
by T. D. Tower

This comprehensive work thoroughly explains the features of modern transistor television receivers and how
they differ from conventional tube sets. It presents, in
logical order, a complete analysis of each phase of transistor television such as the video amplifier, sound section, sync separator circuits, the picture tube and
associated circuits.
Each chapter begins with an introduction to a particular
phase and progresses through its whole range of specifications.
194 pages, illustrated, cloth - $6.95.

WHEN READING FOR PROFIT
Choose from this outstanding library of RIDER books

expertly edited by top authorities in the electronics field. There are hard cover volumes and
paperbacks for every need - to brush up on basic
.

.

.

fundamentals to increasing your knowledge in some
of the most difficult problems in the business. These
books are attractive, sturdy and designed for everyday reference. ORDER YOUR COPIES TODAY.

FREE

EXAMINATION!
SEND

NO MONEY...

with your purchase
of RCA Entertainment
Receiving Tubes
Ask your participating RCA
Distributor for details

Color TV is now a major factor in the
U.S. economy.

And 1964 will see more color -set sales
more color programming ...and more need for color servicing ...than
ever before.

Are you prepared to take advantage of the swing to color? Here's
the book that will help to put you and keep you in the highly profitable
color -TV servicing business...

The Brand -New RCA Color -TV Troubleshooting Pict -O -Guide 1A1389 Produced under the guidance of John R. Meagher, RCA's famous color -TV servicing
expert, the new PICT -O -GUIDE .s your quick and easy, all -in -one aid

to proper troubleshooting and adjusting of color TV receivers.

